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Abstract
Rotational dynamics studies have been performed using ultraviolet fluorescence upconversion to probe
aspects of rotational motion ranging from free rotation in vapors to restricted rotation in condensed matter.
Fluorescence upconversion was used to measure the time evolution of the fluorescence anisotropy of stilbene
vapor and of aniline in three hydrocarbon, alcoholic and aprotic polar solvents.
The stilbene vapor fluorescence anisotropy showed free rotor behavior and the limiting anisotropy (at long
times) indicated low rotational-vibrational energy transfer.
The deconvoluted anisotropy decay time of 0.94 ± 0.05 ps in aniline/isopentane solution is only 54% longer
than calculated for free rotation of collision-free molecules, and increasing the solvent viscosity by a factor of
15 by going from isopentane to hexadecane increases the rotational relaxation time by only another 72% to
1.6 ps. The extended diffusion fitting of aniline/isopentane anisotropy decay resulted in a collisional time of
205 ± 15 fs indication that electronically excited aniline in this hydrocarbon rotates on average 19.5 ± 15
degrees between collisions. These results indicate that the orientational motion of electronically excited
aniline in hydrocarbons is significantly nondiffusive.
The anisotropy decayed much more slowly in methanol and acetonitrile than in the hydrocarbons, presumably
due to dipoledipole interactions in acetonitrile and/or hydrogen bonding interactions in the hydroxylic
solvent. The anisotropy decay in methanol presented double exponential behavior, probably due either to the
coexistence of two slowly interconverting aniline species (H-bonded and not H-bonded) in solution or to the
contribution of the hydrogen-bonded aniline molecules rotating around their a-axes.
Free rotation, hydrodynamics models, extended-diffusion, Langevin, generalized Langevin and molecular
dynamics calculations were used to evaluate the results and comparisons were made among the various
approaches. From the molecular dynamics and generalized Langevin calculations an estimate was made
concerning the nature of the torque the ant line molecule senses.
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Abstract 
ULTRAFAST ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS OF ANILINE FROM 
FEMTOSECOND FLUORESCENCE ANISOTROPIES 
Marco Antonio Caldeira Qu1nt1no Pere1ra 
Rob1n M. Hochstrasser 
Rotat1onal dynam1cs studies have been performed using 
ultraviolet fluorescence upconversion to probe aspects of 
rotational motion ranging from free rotation in vapors to 
restricted rotation 1 n condensed matter. 
Fluorescence upconversion was used to measure the time 
evolution of the fluorescence anisotropy of stilbene vapor and of 
aniline in three hydrocarbon, alcoholic and aprotic polar solvents. 
The stilbene vapor fluorescence anisotropy showed free rotor 
behavior and the limiting an1sotropy (at long t1mes) indicated low 
rotational-vibrational energy transfer. 
The deconvoluted anisotropy decay t1me of 0.94 ± 0.05 ps in 
an1line/isopentane solution is only 54% longer than calculated for 
free rotation of collision-free molecules, and increasing the 
solvent viscosity by a factor of 15 by going from isopentane to 
hexadecane increases the rot at i ona 1 re 1 axat ion time by on 1 y 
another 72% to 1.6 ps. The extended diffusion fitting of 
an11ine/1sopentane anisotropy decay resulted in a collisional t1me 
of 205 ± 15 fs ind1cat1ng that electronically excited aniline in this 
V 
hydrocarbon rotates on average 1 9.5 ± 15 degrees between 
collisions. These results indicate that the orientational motion of 
electronically excited aniline 1n hydrocarbons 1s significantly 
nondiffusive. 
The anisotropy decayed much more slowly in methanol and 
aceton1tr1le than in the hydrocarbons, presumably due to dipole­
dipole interactions in acetonitr11e and/or hydrogen bonding 
1nteract1ons 1n the hydroxy11c solvent. The anisotropy decay in 
methanol presented double exponential behavior, probably due 
either to the coexistence of two slowly interconverting aniline 
species (H-bonded and not H-bonded) in solution or to the 
contribution of the hydrogen-bonded aniline molecules rotating 
around their a-axes. 
Free rotation, hydrodynamics models, extended-diffusion, 
Langevin, generalized Langevin and molecular dynamics 
calculations were used to evaluate the results and comparisons 
were made among the various approaches. From the molecular 
dynamics and generalized Langevin calculations an estimate was 
made concerning the nature of the torque the ant line molecule 
senses. 
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This thesis resulted from the quest for a better understanding
of how molecules rotate, and how the environment affects these
motions.
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Chapter I
1.1·lntroduction
The study of the interactions that molecules are subject to
wh1le in solution is of primordial importance in the understanding
of chemical reactions, solvation dynamics and btochem tcal
processes.
One way of realizing this study is by understand1ng how
molecules do what they always do, when they are not do1ng
anything special, t.e. to study their equilibrium rotational dynamics
under influence of the intermolecular forces. This knowledge will
be helpful in the understanding of more complicated processes,
which are also modulated by the environment.
The early experiments in rotational dynamics probed rotations
of large dye molecules, which absorb in the visible and were large
in comparison to the solvent molecules. This kind of experiment
was suitable to be modeled by rotational diffusion, in which the
solvent is considered to be a continuum and the co1l1s1on rate is
high enough in comparison with the average rotational period such
that the mo 1ecul e rotates through very sm all angl es between
col llstons.
The evo 1ut i on of 1aser techno logy has natura lly 1ed us to
shorter and shorter pulse durations. This, together w1th the
increasing ease of producing light in the ultraviolet region,
allowed us to probe smaller molecules, which due to hav1ng
smaller moments of inertia rotate faster than the larger ones at
the same temperature.
Highly refined rotational dynamics studies have been
performed in which a molecule acted as a probe of bto loqtcal
tnterr aces ': or liquid-solid and liquid-liquid interfaces. By l1nking
a chromophore to the membrane of a cell or micelle and analyzing
how the fluorescence anisotropy changes with time one can infer
some informat ion about the surrounding environment.
Complementary frequency domain experiments executed on
small molecules, i.e. lineshape analysis, were interpreted to mean
that small molecules would be able to rotate through large angles,
between collisions. Gordon2 introduced the extended diffusion
theory, in whi ch one consi ders that the mot i on of so 1ute mo1ecules
resembles free rotation interrupted by collisions.
This model has one drawback in explain1ng rotational dynamics
for systems which do not follow the infinitesimal-step diffusion
models. There isn't a clear definition of what kind of collision is
interrupting the free rotation motion of the solute. There is a
continuum of possibilities in the degree of correlation of the
angular momentum before and after the collision. No correlation
corresponds to J-diffusion, where J (angular momentum of the
molecule) random walks in the phase space; total amplitude
correlation corresponds to M-diffusion (only the orientation of the
J random walks).
2
Another approach is computer simulation in whtch one
associates intramolecular and intermolecular potentials to each of
the relevant components of the system and then solves Newton's
equations of motion. This approach has the advantage of permitting
the visualization of how the intermolecular interactions hinder the
rotations and librations around each of the axes of the molecule.
Further refinement is st tl l possible by the inclusion of some
degrees of freedom which were initially considered unimportant
for the dynamics under study.
Langevin or generalized Langevin equations, which are
Newton's equations of motion for a molecule subject to a random
stochastic torque without and with memory, respectively, have
been used to tackle the rotational dynamics problem.
Our quest for a better understanding of rotat1onal dynamics
cul m1nates with the study of condensed phase rotat ions, anll: ne
being our choice of molecular probe, but it seemed reasonable to
start the study by considering the simplest case of rotational
dynamics: free rotation. The fluorescence anisotropy decay of
stilbene vapor is studied in Chapter II as a likely simple case of
free rotation. In this Chapter we highlight simple quantum and
semiclassical theories for free rotation and rotational-vibrational
energy transfer in the collision-free regime.
In Chapter III we measure the fluorescence anisotropy decay of
aniline molecules in solution and make use of all the theories
mentioned above (free rotation, hydrodynamics models, extended-
3
diffusion, Langevin, generalized Langevin and molecular dynamics)
to draw our conclusions.
In Chapter IV we summar1ze our conclusions and introduce
some ideas about possible new experimental directions of the
f1e1d.
Since the exper1mental techniques evolved during the
development of the experiments, we reproduce in Chapters" and
III short descriptions of the methods involved.
4
Chapter II
Observation of a Free Rotational Coherence In Hot Stilbene Vapor and Its
Implications to Rotational-Vibrational Energy Transfer in the Stilbene
Molecule
11.1-1 ntroduct 1on
The energy flow between rotational and vibrational degrees of
freedom in a molecule free from environmental perturbattons 1s an
important dynamical property. Conventional spectroscopy can be
used to evaluate the relevant perturbations in cases where the
spectral lines can be resolved. However, there must exist a class
of large molecules having suff1cient internal energy that there 1s
little hope of observing spectral lines with current spectroscop1c
technology. The most obvious example of such a system ts a
molecule that has so many vtbrat tonal degrees of freedom that the
level spacings are smaller than the currently ach1evable laser
bandwidths for certain total energy contents. It is des1rable to f1nd
new ways of studying the internal energy flow 1n such systems.
The idea of using fluorescence polarization to study such effects
has been brought out in a number of reports.3, 4, 5, 6, 7
The full tnterpr etat ton of the t1me evolution of the
fluorescence anisotropy is made more complex if the vtbrat ton-
rotation coupling is manifest on a time scale comparable w1th the
rotational periods. In these circumstances one must distinguish
between the free rotation transients which occur because of the
5
decay of the initial alignment of trans1tion dipoles, and the decay
of the anisotropy as a result of rotational to vibrational energy
transf er. Due to conserva t 1on of angu 1ar mom entum, the
fluorescence anisotropy in the collision-free regime does not
necessarily vanish at long times, but reaches a res1dual value,
dependent only upon the principal moments of inert1a and their
ratios which can be used to assess the amount of vtbrat tonal-
rotational energy transfer.
Non11near methods such as polarization spectroscopy8,9, 10
have been used to probe rotational dynam1cs of molecules in the
collision-free reg1me in medium t1me resolution experiments (tens
of ps). These nonlinear spectroscopies have phase matching
requirements which become more difficult to achieve when
ultrashort light pulses are used in the exper1ments. In acdtt ton
when the system of rotors has many vibrational levels, such as is
likely to be the case in large molecules, the result1ng
inhomogeneous dtstr tout ton of tr ans tt tons can cause the
macroscopic polarization to decay on the t1me scale of the
excitation pulse and display coherence artifacts.
In fluorescence experiments the transients can be understood
exactly for the rigid rotor"- 11, 12, 13, 14,15,16 so that detal1ed time
profiles will eventually yield the information needed to describe
the inadequacies of that model, a procedure that is analogous to
conventional l1ne-by-line spectral analysis.
6
In th is Chapter we present measurem ents of the tim e evo 1ut ion
of the fluorescence anisotropy of stilbene vapor. Although the
experiments would be much eas1er 1n a molecular beam (because of
(kT / I) 1/2 1s much sm all er) 1twas cons1dered 1mportant to observe
the rotat1onal coherence in a gas at ca. 463 K to make the
connection ultimately with liquids. Since this work has begun
Zewall has reported the rotational coherence in jets.14, 17 The
results are discussed in terms of the calculated time dependent
spontaneous erntsston from a symmetr1c rotor and compared w1th
calculations for the static, time averaged anisotropy carr1ed out by
Nathanson and McClelland.18
7
11.2-Trans-Sti Ibene
The trans-st1lbene molecule is presented in Figure 1 as well
as its electronic structure pertinent to the experiment described
in this Chapter.
Trans-stilbene vapor absorbs light at 300 nrn, going from the
ground state to the excited state electronic surface with a
transition dipole moment parallel to the long axis of the molecule.
In this electronic excited state stilbene has a barrier for
isomerization of only ~ 1200 cm-1, so depending upon how much
excess energy we put into the molecule a larger or smaller fraction
of the molecules will isomerize. This will not affect the
experiment because the isomer (cis-stilbene) does not fluoresce in
the spectral region studied and the rotational dynamics
information is conveyed in the fluorescence polarization.
The C=C torsional angle referred to in Figure I ts the ethylen1c
bond and is the natural coordinate for cis-trans isomerization. The
drawing is not to scale, and 1t ts important to notice that at room
temperature the stilbene ground state rarely 1somer1zes due to the
high barrier.
8
1I.3-Fluorescence Anisotropy
11.3.1- Introduct 1on
The basic idea is that when one excites a ensemble of
molecules, one creates an anisotropic distribution of excited
molecules. The molecules that have the1r trans1t1on d1pole
moments a11gned with the electric field of the laser beam have a
higher transition probability so they absorb with higher yield and
we end up with an oriented excited state ensemble of molecules.
When these molecules fluoresce their fluorescence will also be
polarized as long as the excited state ensemble of molecules
remains anisotropic.
In the gas phase, in the collis1onless reg1me, there are two
sources responsible for reducing the fluorescence anisotropy. the
normal depnastnq of the rotation states (molecules w1th d1fferent
J and m states rotate at different angular velocit1es) and
vibrational-rotational energy transfer. We will next analyze a
quantum model for d1atomic rotation and a classical model of
rotattonal dynamics of symmetric rotors to gain insight about how
the anisotropic distribution of rig1d rotors would lose 1ts
alignment due to rotational dephasing. We w1ll also reproduce here
some background information on the calculations of residual
an1sotropy, resulting from the conservation of angular momentum,
of an ensemble of asymmetric tops. These later calculations were
9
done by Nathanson and McClelland 18 to quant1fy the degree of
vibrational-rotational energy coupling in stilbene vapor.
10
11.3.2-Fluorescence Anisotropy Decay
11.3.2. l-Theoretical Background
We will restrict ourselves to the semiclassical symmetric
rotor and quantum diatomic because of the high degree of difficulty
associated with the analytical solution of the rotational problem
for less symmetric tops.
The semiclassical approach for this quantum problem is valid
in the limit of high J, which Is the case for stilbene vapor or
aniline at room temperature.
The quantum treatment for diatomics is presented here to
delineate the general quantum approach and to show how the high J
approximations are performed.
First let us introduce the measure of anisotropy given by:
r (t)= [11I(t) - 1_L(t)] / [l1I(t) + 21_L(t)] =0.4 « P2(~(O)-~(t» » (1 )
where III(t) (1_L(t» is the collected light polarized parallel
(perpendicular) to the excitation polarization, « ... » means
ensemble average, r(t) is the fluorescence anisotropy and
P2(X)=0.S(3x2-1) is the second Legendre polynomial. The unit
vector pointing along the transition dipole direction at any given-time t rs represented by Jl(t).
1 1
11.3.2.2-Quantum Treatment- D1atom 1c Molecules
Let us cons1der our rotat1onal system as descr1bed by a
unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho. Suddenly our system is subject to a
perturbation V (laser pulse) resulting in a change 1n the
w avefunct i on of 0'1'. We w 111 negl ect any re 1axat 1on process 1n the
following derivation of the intensity of spontaneous em1ss1on at a
g1ven polarization, at a later time t.
The unperturbed system 1s descr1bed by the follow1ng
Schrod 1nger equat ion:
(2)
where Ej =1iroj=B J(1+1) with B= rotational constant.
The perturbed system can be descr1bed by the following
Hamiltonian:
H= Ho+ V (3)
where V is the dipole-electr1c field 1nteraction g1ven by:
v=Eo.~ eiroLt o(t) (4)
The schrodtnqer equation for this new Ham11ton1an can be
written in reference to the unperturbed one as:
(Ho + V)('Vo+o'V)=ih~'Vo+o'V)at (5)
where 'Vo=e-iCl>i t <Pi is the in 1t i a1 state.
Equation (5) yields:
12
(6)
We can then express the differential change 1n the
w avefunct 1on in the space spanned by the so 1ut 1ons of the
unperturbed system as:
00
B'II=L, ene- i COn tlcprJ
n=l
(7)
The following trivial results are read1ly obtained by
inspect 1on:
00
HoO'll= L, Cn e-i COn tEnlcpn)
n=l
(8)
(9)
( 10)
suost ttut tnq the above results into eq. (6) and neglect1ng
second order perturbat ions, one obtai ns:
00
V%=Ve-i COi tlcpv=iir L, Cne-i COn tlcprJ
n=l
( 1 1 )
Subst1tuting eq. (4) 1nto eq, (11) one obtains:
Cn=i~ e-i(COL-<On+Oli) t o(t)Eo. (<l'nI~lcpV
Integration of eq. (12) yields:
( 12)
-
Cn-~ (q>nI~I<pJ
And:
( 13)
13
( 14)
or
Ii'l'=~Il f @p.~ni) e-i "'n t I~
n=1
( 15)
The total observed fluorescence with polarization eo at time t
is given by:
00 00
Ipo(t) aL Pi L k<Pf ~I a'lJ"i(t» .eo 12
i=1 f=1
( 16)
substituting ec. (15) into eq. (16) we obtain:
~ ~ 00 2
Ipo(t) a [c 12L Pi L L e-i ron t(ep·~ni)(eo·~fn)
i=1 f=1 n=1
( 17)
( 18)
and p and 0 refer to the polarizations of the laser beam (pump) and
the observed 1ight, respect tve 1y. Now we can start ca 1cu1at 1ng the
degree of polarization of the fluorescence emitted by a diatomic
molecule with given J and m quantum numbers. To look at
rotational effects we assume that we can factor out the electronic
and vibrational parts of Jl'S and sum only over rotational levels.
In a diatomic the selection rules for a L~ L transttton 1mp1y
that:
L\J=± ( 19)
14
Dependi ng upon the direct ion of the pump or observat 1on we
can have Am=O (z-po 1ar1zed pump or observat ton) or ~m=± 1 (x or y
polarized pump or observation). We can choose our space fixed
reference frame such that our pump is z-polarlzed (~=z) w1thout
loss of generality. We can easily reach the following state d1agram
describing the contributions for Izz(t) (eo=z):
IJ+1 ,m>---.:----
IJ-l Jm>-_--4~--_
~-----IJ+2,m>
IJ,m>_--L-" ~~---- IJJm>
IJ-2,m>
Which after 11ttl e algebra corresponds to:
Izz(t)=L PJ{IAJ+2.m;J+l.m;J.m 12-+1AJ.m;J-l,m;J.m+AJ.m;J+l.m;J,m F-+1AJ-2.m;J-l,m;J,mF} (20)
Jm
where
AJ+2,m;J+l,m;J.m =e-iB(J+l)(J+2)t(J+2,rnICJJ+ 1,rnXJ+ 1,rnICJJ,rn)
AJ.m;J-l.m;J,m =e- iB(J-l)Jt(J,mICJJ-l,mXJ-l,mICJ.T,m)
AJ.m;J+l,m;J.m =e- iB(J+l)(J+2)t(J,rnICJJ+ 1,rnXJ+ 1,rnICJJ,m)
AJ-2,m;J-l,m;J.m =e- iB(J-l)Jt(J-2,mICJ,J-l,mXJ-l,mICJ,J,m)
(21 )
(22)
(23)
(24)
are the in t ern alp rod uc t s ref err edt 0 i n eQ. ( 20), and c,=cos (e) 1s
the cosine of the angle between the axis of the diatom1c and the
space-flxed z-axts,
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Similarly the transitions pertinent to the light emitted
polarized perpendicular to the excitation (~=z and eo=xoreo=y) are
shown in the diagram below:
IJ+ 1 .rn>
IJ-l Jm>
-----IJ+2,m+l>
..._--- IJ+2,m-l>
""'_---IJ,m+l>----~~--------~~~n_._---IJ,m-l>
"""_---IJ-2,m+ 1>
--------IJ-2,m-l>
IBJ+2,m+l;J+l,m;J,mf~BJ+2,m-l;J+l,m;I,m 12+
IBJ,m+l;J+l,m;J,m+BI,m+l;J-l,m;J,m 12+
IBJ,m-l;J+l,m;J,m +BJ,m-l;J-l,m;J,m F+
IBJ-2,m+l;J-l,m;J,mF~BJ-2,m-l;J-l,m;J,m 12
(25)
IJJm>
Similar calculations for Izx(t) yielded:
where
BJ+2.m+l;J+l,m;J,m =e- iB(J+l)(J+2)t(J+2,m+ llCaxlJ+ 1,mXJ+ 1,mICJj,m)
BJ+1.m-l;J+l,m;J,m =e- iB(J+l)(J+2)t(J+2,m-lICax~+ 1,mXJ+ 1,mICJ1,m)
BJ,m+l;J+l,m;J,m =e- iB(J+l)(J+2)t(J,m+ llCaxlJ+ 1,mXJ+ 1,mIC81P,m)
BJ,m+l;J-l,m;J,m =e- iB(J-l)Jt(J,m+ lICaxIJ-l,mXJ-l,mICJJ,m)
BJ,m-l;J+l,m;J,m =e-iB(J+l)(J+2)t(J,m-lICaxIJ+l,mXJ+l,mICaJT,m)
BI,m-l;J-l,m;J,m =e- iB(J-l)Jt(J,m-lICaxIJ-l,mXJ-l,mICJJ,m)
BJ-2,m+l;J-l,m;J,m =e- iB(J-l)Jt(J-2,m+ lICaxIJ-l,mXJ-l ,mICJJ,m)
BI-2,m-l;J-l,m;J,m =e- iB(J-l)Jt(J-2,m-lICaxlJ-1,mXJ-1,mICJT,m)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31 )
(32)
(33)
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Cax=sin(S)Cos(<t»is the cosine of the angle between the axis of the
diatomic and the space-fixed x-axts.
So we are left with calculating the Als and B's internal
products. To do so we should know that the solution of the rigid
r~tating diatomic problems are given by spherical harmonics:
I Jm>=YJm(S,<t» (34)
Evaluation of the internal products is straightforward and the
results are presented below:
=-V 0+I-m)(J+ 1+m)
(2J+ 1)(2J+3)
Similarly:
(J,mICJ1-1,m)= ~2m2~ (4P-1)
(J+1)2-m2
(2J+ 1)(2J+3)
=
(J .m!eax!J -l.m+ 1)=L Yi,m (9. <p)sin(9 )cos( <p) yI-l,m+ 1 (9. <p)d!l
=JL (J-m-1)(J-m)
2 (4J2_1)
(J.m!c....11-1.m-1)= L Yi,m (9.«1>)sin(9)cos( «1» YI-l,m-l (9.«1>)dQ= - t
So we can rewrite eq. (37) and eq, (38) as:
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(J+m-1)(J+m)
(4J2_1)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(J,mICaxlJ-1,m ± 1~ ± 1 (J.:f-m-l)(J~m)
(4J2_1)
Similarly:
(J,mICaxlJ+1,m ± 1}=.:f-i (J±m+2) (J±m+ 1)(2J+ 1)(2J+3)
(39)
(40)
where all the other internal products can be obtained from the
equations above by use of a suitable initial state.
In the high J limit these results can be written as:
(J,m!CJ,T+I,m) '" (J,m!CJ,T -I,m) '" yJ~r2
( )
J±m
J,mICaxIJ+l,m±1 ::=~--:u-
(J,mICaJJ-l,m±l) =± J 4J m
(41 )
(42)
(43)
Substituting the eq. (41-43) above into eq. (20) and eq. (25) one
obtains:
Izz(t)=L PJ#{2 + cos(4BJt)}
J
and
where the following relations have been used for the m sums:
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(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
So from eq. (1 ), for a single J, one can write the anisotropy as:
r(t)-lo [1 + cos(4 B J t)]
which oscillates between 0.4 and -0.2 w1th a per-too of __K_.
. 2BJ
To obtain the ensemble average one sums up the contr1bution
of each J state accord1ng to 1ts Boltzmann factor. The sotutton of
(48)
the problem for a quantum symmetric top is s1m1lar, only
algebraically more cumbersome. The eigenvectors of the symmetr1c
top quantum problem are Wigner matr1ces and the 1nner products
can be looked up in Townes.19
The solutton of the quantum asymmetric top follows the same
logic and its eigenvectors can be expressed in terms of the
solutions for a symmetric top. We w1ll not der1ve their
antsotr oo te s, but instead we w1ll present a sem1class1cal
certvatton of the problem of the symmetric rotor.
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11.3.2.3-Sem1class1cal Treatment- Symmetr1c Top
The diagram below shows the basic rotational problem to be
tackled by the semiclassical treatment: a rotating symmetr1c top,
with a transit ion di po1e point 1ng along 1ts symm etry axl s.
z
y
If one defines a space f1xed
frame in which the angular
momentum of the molecule
points along the z-axis, one can
write at any given t1me a unit
vector along the tr ans tt ton
dipole direction as:
~(t)=Y l-k 2 [COSCOjtx+sinOOjty]+kz (49)
and ~(O)=Y I-Px+kZ (50)
where k=rCos(9) (51 )
x
For any particular initial state IJk>, J=IJI (the magn1tude of the
_ A,..
angular momentum) and k=j.z (the projection of J along z-axts) are
known.
The anisotropy can be calculated directly from eq. (1)
reproduced here for conveni ence:__ .
r(t)=0.4 « P2(Jl(O)-Il(t»» ( 1 )
From eqs. (49) and (50) one can write:
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(54)
~(O).~(t)= p+ Y 1-P costort (52)
Substltutlon of eq. (52) Into eq. (1) results In:
rl.k(t)=~P2(jl(O).jl(t»-1~ [1_3P]2+ ~P[l-P]2cosroJt+O[1-P]2coS2roJt (53)
wh1ch 1s the fluorescence anisotropy for an tnttta: J and k. To
obta1n the ensemble average one has to perform the following
calculat1on: i-(2J+l)dJr dke~EJ,k rJ,iW
r(t)=({rJ,k<t)}}= 0 _ ·1 1
1 (2J+l)dJj dke~El.ko -1
where EJk 1s the symmetrfc top rotatfonal energy gfven by:
_ -2
El, k =B .LJ(J+ l)+(BII-B .L)k
wlth
11
BII=2II1
'hB.l=--
21.1
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(55)
(56)
(57)
11.3.3-Rotat1onal-V1brat1onal Energy Transfer
To understand rotational dephaslng due to vtbr at tonal-
rotational energy transfer 1n a collision-free regime, we first need
to understand what kind of experiment should be performed to
extract it and what the experiment would measure.
The experiment in question is fluorescence anisotropy and it
measures the steady-state anisotropy of fluorescence as given by
eq. ( 1 ).
The anisotropy of an ensemble of free rotors at long times
does not decay to zero due to the requirement of total angular
momentum conservat ion. So when one measures the steady state
value of the fluorescence anisotropy for an ensemble of free
molecules the resulting anisotropy is dom1nated by its long t1me
value.
The requirement of free rotat ton constrains the relationsh1p
between the fluorescence 11fetime and the cou tstonal frequency
under the experimental conditions. The fluorescence l1fet1me must
be much smaller than the average time between collis1ons to
ensure that the fluorescence 1s em 1t ted 1n the co 111s1on-free
regime.
Another constra i nt in the app 11cabili ty of the theory to be
presented is that the fluorescence l1fetime should be large in
comparison with the average rotational period for the trajectory
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averaged anisotropy to correspond to the measured average
an1sotropy.
Nathanson and McCle 11and 18 deve loped th 1s theory to exp 1al n
the results of steady state fluorescence an1sotropy measurements
ln h1ghly vibrationally exclted molecules. The quest ton they were
try 1ng to answ er was w hethe run de r tho sec 0nd1t 10ns the
molecules would behave as r1g1d rotor or whether energy would be
transf erred from rotat 1on to v 1brat 1ons through Corl 011s or
centri fuga 1 forces.
If there are changes in the mass d1str1but1on of the molecule
due to vi brat 1ens, there are consequent changes in the moment of
inertia resulting in inhomogeneity of available phase space probed
by the molecules. This inhomogeneity results in loss of coherence
between the components of the ensemble and a result1ng lower
fluorescence anisotropy.
The basic approach followed by the classical catculat ton for a
asymmetric top is to use energy and angular momentum
con serv at ion equa t ion s toe xpre ss J a(t) and J c( t) as a fun ct 10n 0f
Jb(t) and the total angular momentum, where Ja(t),Jb(t) and Jc(t)
are the components of the angular momentum in the molecular
frame. Then the anisotropy is expressed as a runctton of Jb(t) and
traj ectory averaged.
The trajectory average would be equ1valent to a t1me average
1f the fluorescence time were much smaller than the collls1onal
time and larger than the time it takes for J to orbit.
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In the following discussion the molecular reference frame is
such that the moments of inertia of the molecule obey Ia> Ib> Ic.
The figures below present trajectories for the angular
momentum vector in the molecular f1xed frame. The angular
momentum only oscillates around the axes a and c, never around
. axis b in the case of an asymmetric rotor, and it only oscillates
around the a-axis in the case of a symmetr1c rotor. Since the
angular momentum cannot change without collisions, we obseve a
static angular momentum from any space fixed reference frame.
Asymmetri c __ -+-_
Top
8 8Symmetri_c_.... __
Top
ec
These motions are the solutions of Euler's equations, which are
Newton's equations in a non-inertial frame. For an asymmetric top
they are presented be low:
dJa =(Ii,1 - lei )JbJc
dt
dJb =(lc1 - la1)JaJc
dt
dJc =(la1 - 11,1)JaJb
dt
(58)
(59)
(60)
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In the case of the symmetr1c top Ib=lc and J performs circles
around the a-ax 1s.
The con serv at ion 1aw s can be w r 1t ten as:
J2=Ji + J~ + J~
Erot=APa + BJ~ + CJ~
(61 )
(62)
where
A:-1L
41tIa
B=_tt_
41tIb
c=_h_
41tIc
(63)
(64)
(65)
The two types of mot1on (a-type and c-type mot1on) wll1 occur
depend1ng upon the relative values of J and Erot. The rotational
energy 1s always bounded by CJ2 ~ Erot ~ AJ2. A-type motion occurs
when Erot < BJ2 and C-type motion occurs when Erot > BJ2.
When Erot = BJ2 the angular momentum J lies along the b-axts
1n an unstable orbit, since 1nf1nitesimal changes w1ll send J to
rotate around the a or c axis.
It ts assumed that the class1cal probab1l1ty for an electron1c
transit ton Is determined only by the instantaneous or1entat1on of
the trans1tion d1pole moment, wh1ch l1es along one of the pr1nc1pal
axes of the molecule.
The instantaneous probab111ty for absorpt1on or emtsston of
l1ght w1th polarizat1on £ 1s g1ven by:
- "2P a (Jl(t).e) (66)
or - "pal + 2P2(Jl(t).e) (67)
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~
I
(69)
where P2(X) is the second Legendre polynomial and < ... > is a t1me
average. We should now average p over regular (r1g1d rotor)
motions.
The transition dipole moment J..l rotates around the angular
"momentum vector JJ which remains static with respect to e
referred to the space-fixed reference frame.
Making use of the addition theorem and 1ntegrat1ng over an
azimuthal uniform distribution at constant ~(t)j one can write:
(68)
and also
where for a given J the product J.e
So the absorption or emission, from a molecule with angular
momentum JJ of photons polarized along £ is given by:- " ".."..P ex 1 + 2P2{Jl(t).J)P2(J.e) (70)
The traj ectory averaged resul t is given by:
p ex 1 + 2{P2(~(t).J)}P2(l.e) (71 )
where
T
(P2(~(t)j») = 4- i P2(~(t).h dt (72)
" "..and P2(L~ is a constant for a given trajectory due to angular
mom entum con serv at ion.
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Solving the energy and angular momentum conservat1on
equations with respect to Jb(t), one can obtatn:
2 J2 [ . JJb)2]Je (AlB _CIB) (AlB - w) + (I-AlBl\.] (73)
2 J2 [ (Jb)2]Ja (AlB _CIB) (w-C/B) + (C/B-l) T (74)
where
w=Erot
J2B
Introducing the variable y given by:
2= (I-CIB) (Jb)2
Y (w-CIB) J
(75)
(76)
one can rewrite eq. (73) and eq, (74) as:
2 (w-C/B)J2 [1 2]
Ja (AlB - CIB) - Y
J2 (AIB-w)J2 [1 _k2 y2]
e (AlB - CIB) .
(77)
(78)
where
k2 (AIB-l)(w-CIB)
(AIB-w)(I-CIB) (79)
From eq. (76) we have:
_~ (I-ClB) !It
s= (w-CIB) J (80)
and
d =A / (l-C!B) ~
Y 'V (w-CIB) J
From eq, (60) we have the follow1ng expresston for dt:
(81 )
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_dt_dJb dJb
ar, (lei - lal)Jalc
Resulting in a final equation for the trajectory average:
(82)
(83)
Considering u along the b-axts and using eq, (73) and eq, (74)
with eo. (82) the following equation can reached:
(84)
or
(85)
where the choice of the positive k2 in eq. (78) implies the
following convention for k, A' and C':
A' = A and C'=C for w< 1
A'= C and C'= A for w> 1
(86)
(87)
and
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k2 (A'/B-l)(w-C/B)
(A'/B-w)(l-C'/B) (88)
From eq. (85) one can write:
(89)
where F(1t/l,k2) and E(1t/2,k2) are the complete e1l1pt1cal 1ntegrals of
the first and second kind, respectively.
So now one can write the time averages for transition d1pole
moments parallel to the inertial axes:
a-axis polarized trajectory average [from eo. (74) and (89)]:
(P2(ii:(t).J)}=(P2(J.»)= 3«w- ~~~~-_ ~1(b.])2» - i (90)
b-axi s po1arized traj ectory average:
(P2(i4;(t).J)} = (P2(Ib»)= ~(b. J)2) - i (9 t )
c-axts polarized trajectory average [from eq. (73) and (89)]:
(P2(~(t).J)} = (P2(Jc»)= 3«w- ~l~~l~~~(b. J)2}) - t (92)
So the transition probab11ity for a single molecule averaged
over its regular motion can be rewritten as:
pee,]; w) a 1+ 2(P2(~(t)j») P2(J.e) (93)
Since one considers that absorption and em1ss1on are
independent events in this catculatton, the fluorescence 1ntens1ty
,.,
emitted with polarization Eel after the absorption of a photon w1th
pol ar i zat ion eu i s given by:
,.. ,., ,.. ,.
1= P(Eu,J; wu) p(£d,J; Wd) (94)
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where Wu and Wd are the reduced energies In the ground and exc1ted
state, respect1vely. When vlbrat1on-rotat1on tnteractton ts present
Wu spa n a ran ge 0 f val ues duri ngas 1ng1e mol ecu1art ra] ec tory,
otherwise Wd = wu·
The per too of the J revolut1on is given by:
T=J dt= 11 dy = t(w)
1tcBJY(l-C/B)(A'/B-w) 0 ..J(1-y2)(1-k2y2) 7tcBJ (95)
with
F(1t/2'k2)t(w)- '
- V(A'/B-w)(l-C'/B) (96)
where B 1s In cm-1 and c ts the speed of light
The dens1ty of states accessed at energy E (trajectories In the
range of wand w+dw) 1s g1ven by N(E) 1n the follow1ng
exoressl on:20, 21
h N(E) = ifk f p(E,q) dq = T(E) (97)
where h ts Planck's constant and T(E) 1s the t1me 1t takes J to
return to 1ts or1g1nal posttton In the molecule fixed frame given by
ec. (95).
Th1s density 1s necessary when one calculates the ensemble
d1str1but1on value of the emitted fluorescence at a given
po 1ar1zat 1on.
I(Eu,~ wJ = p(ru); wu) p(~,i; w~ =( 1+ 2{P2(~(t).it wJ}P2 O.Eu»
(1 + 2(P2(~(t)j;Wd)} P2(J.~»)
(98)
(99)
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=1 + 2(P2(~(t)j,Wu»)p2a.E~+2(P2(~(t)j,Wd»)p2a.~+
4(P2(~(t)j, Wd)XP2(~(t)j, Wu»)p2a.E~p2a.Eu)
The second and third terms of eq, (100) vanish due to the
(100)
isotropic J distribution with respect to any space fixed d1rect1on:
1
(P2(1.£,,)} = (P2(J.~)} = L P2(X)dx =0
and
( 1 01 )
(P2(J.£u)P2(1.~)} = (P2(~.Eu)P2(J.~)P2(J.~)} =
,.. ,.. fl 2 2'" ,..
= P2(Ed·r.,,) I P2(x)dx =SP2(Ed.Eu)
due to the addition theorem.
The resulting intensity can be written as:
,.. ,.. 41 - ,.. V - ,.. \ ,..,..
I(£u,f.d;wJ= 1 + 5\P2 (J.1(t).J, Wu)AP2(Jl(t).J,Wd)/ P2(£d.£u)
which is not dependent upon J.
Now we can perform the ensemble average and then 'calculate
(102)
(103)
the an1sotropy. The Boltzmann coefficient for calculating the
fluorescence resulting from a molecule following a trajectory
defined by J and w is given by:
n(w,J)dwdJ = J2t(w)e-BWJ2/kTdwdJ (104)
The ensemble averaged intensity can be wr1tten as:
- AlB
Ireg(~.~) (l r -I n(w,J) I(Eu,~; w)dwJo C/B (105)
or integrating over J (I(Eu,Ed;w) does not depend upon J):
AlB
lreg(~.£,,) (X r 't(w)w·3IlI(eu,~; w)dw
JC/B
( 106)
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where the factor w-3/2 came from the integration over J.
Now we can calculate the parallel and perpendicular
contributions to the fluorescence by noticing that the parallel
contri but i on corresponds to ~.fu = 1 and the perpend 1cu 1ar
contr1bution to ~.Eu =0 and that:
P2(0)= 1
P2( 1 )=-0.5
(107)
(108)
The resulting anisotropy can be wr1tten for the regular rotor
ensemble as:
AJC}r 't(w) W-3"\P2(l1(t).I. wu)XP2(I1(t).I. wcV;Uw
(r(t»)'-eg= JCIB AJC
fCIB 't(w)w3Pdw
where the trajectory averages are given by eq. (90),(91) and (92).
In the oppos1te case we have the totally stat1st1cal l1m1t in
which one considers that the total energy of the excited state
molecule is partitioned microcanonically between vibrations and
rotations at a fixed angular momentum J. Under these assumptions
one can define an excited state temperature by retertnq to the
density of states of the vibrational bath: kT'= (dlnpv1b/dEv1b)-1 and
the probability for energy Wd at fixed J ts given by:
( 1 09)
't(w)e-BWcJ2/kT dw
n'(Wd,J)d we = -A/B...;.,._;;._----
1. 't(w)e-BWJ2/kT dwC/B
( 1 10)
The observed fluorescence is given by:
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(1 1 1 )
Using eq. (1) the an1sotropy for a stat1st1cal ensemble of
rotors can be easily calculated) wh1ch represents the other
extreme in terms of rotational-v1brat1onal energy transfer.
In the analys1s of the exper1mental results of Chapter II we
make use of this model to compare the l1m1t1ng an1sotropy of
st1lbene vapor fluorescence w1th the results for regular and
statistical rotors. The comparison is presented 1nF1gure 9.
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1I.4-Experimental Methods
The laser system and detect ion apparatus are presented 1n
figure 2. A "hybrid" mode-locked (both passive and active) dye laser
synchronously pumped by a cw-mode-locked Nd:YAG laser
(Quantronlx model 116) produced 1 ps pulses at 604 nm with a 100
MHz repetition rate. This dye laser produced pulses which were not
short enough for the experiments presented in Chapter III, and were
supplanted by the femtosecond dye laser presented in Figure 10 and
descr1 bed 1ater.
The dye laser output was directed through a three-stage
arnpl ifier (Quanta Ray PDA-l) that was pumped at 20 Hz by a Q-
switched VAG (Quanta Ray DCR-2A), synchronized with the cw-YAG
mode-locker driver for optimum temporal overlap. Amp11ficat1on
resulted in slightly broadened pulses of 3 ps curat ton w1th typ1ca1
energies of 0.5 mJ.
The amp 11fied output was frequency doub led in a KDP crystal to
generate the excitation wavelength for this exper1ment. The
resulting 302 nm light pulses, w1th energ1es of == 15 mJ, were
d1rected toward the sample area by a dichro1c beam sp11tter.
Transmitted by the beam splitter, the remain1ng vis1b1e 11ght
passed through a computer-controlled, continuously-adjustable
optical delay l1ne before being directed downstream. The exc1tat1on
light passed through a polarizer to ensure linear po1ar1zat1on and
was focused into the sample cell. Sample fluorescence was
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collected at 900 with respect to the excitation beam direction and
focused into a potassium pentaborate (KBs) crystal for frequency
up-conversion. The slightly focused visible beam was directed into
a KB5 crystal by a dichroic mirror, transparent to the fluorescence,
permitting near-collinear overlap of the two components. Complete
collinearity is not desirable: non-collinear overlap provides the
spatial filtering necessary to reject light at unwanted
wavelengths, which would otherwise obscure the relatively small
up-converted signal. Light emitted from the crystal was focused
into a tunable grating filter (PTR TGF-200-02) adjusted to pass
light at the up-converted frequency only. The transmitted light was
detected by a solar-bl ind PMT (Hamamatsu R-1356), the output of
which was integrated by a boxcar averager (PAR Model 162) and
digitized for computer input.
Kinetic data were taken by adjusting the opttcal pathlength of
the delay line and, hence, the arrival time of the visible pulse with
respect to the sample fluorescence. Frequency up-conversion can
occur only when the visible pulse temporally overlaps the
. fluorescence. This results in the selection of a time segment of
fluorescence, with a width dictated by the visible pulse duration.
Since each delay line position results in the up-conversion of a
different segment, the temporal evolution of the fluorescence may
be determ ined.
Fluorescence antsotroptes, defined as r(t)= [I!I(t) - l_l(t) ]/
[I!I(t) + 21_l(t) l, were determined by alternating scans in which the
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co 11ected 1i ght was po1ari zed para 11e1 or perpend1 cu1ar to the
excl tat ion poIar tzat ion. Th1s was accomp 11shed by us1ng a 'A/2 plate
to rotate the po1ari zat i on of the exc 1tat 1on beam; the KBs crysta 1
was oriented to up-convert vertically polarized fluorescence only.
On each scan of the delay line, the signals from ten laser shots per
delay setting were averaged. Thirty to forty such scans of each
potar tzat ton, with the polarization alternated everyone or two
scans, were then averaged to give 'II and '_L.
Stilbene was zone-refined before use. For the condensed phase
measurements, 3 ml of a 5 x 10-4 M solution was st1rred
continuously during the experiment and was completely replaced
after every 12,000 laser shots. For the vapor phase exoertments,
stilbene crystals were placed in the gas cell s1dearm and heated to
~ 160 C, generating pressures of ~ 1 torr. The main body of the cell,
through which the excitation beam travels, was placed 1n an oven
heated to ~ 190 C to prevent window condensation.
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II.S-Results
The experiments are designed to measure relat1vely small
changes in the fluorescence decay profl1es. It 1s for th1s reason
that we show results using this apparatus for st11bene 1n the two
solvents isopentane (Figures 3 for intensit1es and F1gure 4 for
anisotropy) and hexadecane (Figure 5 for intens1t1es and F1gure 6
for anisotropy). ln both cases we observe a normal f1uorescence
and anisotropy evolution. The peak an1sotrop1es measured (I.e.
without deconvolution) were 0.35 ± 0.03 for both solvents, and
deconvolution yielded a value of 0.39 for 1sopentane and 0.36 for
hexadecane. The measured rotat1ona1 d1ffus1on t1me of 78 ps 1n
hexadecane agreed with that measured prev1ously22, 23 and the
isopentane result (11 ps) also agreed with results obta1ned us1ng
polarization spectroscopy.P The anisotropy decays f1t well to
single exponentials. Significant to the present work 1s that
nonctrrustve behavior would be man1fested as a sudden decrease of
anisotropy near t=O corresponding to freely rotat1ng molecules
(see Figure 4 and 6). Such behavior is not apparent from these
solution data. These experiments are 1mportant 1n estab11sh1ng the
absence of artifacts s1nce in the gas phase work we are seek1ng
experimental rnantrestattons of the effects of free rotat1on.
In the hot gas the I II and '.1 t1me profl1es are more s1ml1ar than
in solution (see Figure 7). The an1sotropy therefore has a
significantly smaller signal to noise rat to, The overall effect1ve
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time resolution in the gas experiments is ca. 4-5 ps. It is qu1te
clear from the results shown in Figure 8.a that even without
deconvolution of the instrument funct1on, the anisotropy at t=-o 1s
significantly higher than at t ~ 5 ps for which it is constant. The
values are rObS(t ~ 5 ps) = 0.069 ± 0.003; robS(t := 0 ) = 0.16 ± 0.01.
The instrument was calibrated at longer times by studying the
rotational relaxation of aniline in so lutton. In this case the
fluorescence lifetime is 3.1 ns24 so the signal strength is
essentially constant throughout the decay of the anisotropy.
The rotational relaxation time is expected to be ca. 10 ps and
at 800 ps ( ::; 80 tr) we obtained a value r(80 tr ) = 0.002 ± 0.01.
This measurement along with the robs(O) ~ 0.36 for stilbene in
hexadecane prove that the apparatus is functioning adequately for
the experiments on the hot gas.
-
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11.6-Discussion:
The fluorescence anisotropy ret) measures d1rectly the
correlation function O.4«P2[J.l(0).J.l(t)]», wh1ch for a free rigid
rotor has a well defined spectrurn.F' The early time trans1ent part
of ret) for measurements on an ensemble of isolated molecules 1s
determined by the decay of the in1t1al alignment of transttton
dipoles. For molecules at temperature T we expect th1s decay to
occur on the time scale (l/kT)1/2. The anisotropy of a rigid rotor is
expected to settle down after this transient to a constant value
which depends on the inertial r at tos ", interrupted only by
occasional, regular realignments. The calculation of the an1sotropy
decay for rigid symmetric tops can be developed either
classically12,25 or quantum mechanically.12, 14
From eq. (53) we can write the anisotropy for high J as:
(1 12)
where k is the tangent of the angle between the tntt tal angular
momentum vector and transit ton dipole (i( = K/J for large J) and <OJ
2B J
= ; with Bp the rotational constant perpendicular to the
symmetry axis. For each initial J, k state a term in this average
osclllates with trequenctes character1st1c of the separat tons
between the P, Q and R branches. These osciuattons do not appear
in the ensemble average with the exception of the transient loss of
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alignment near t = 0 and the rephasing which occurs on the ns t1me
scale14, 17 when the initial alignment recurs. In the present case
the main part of the population of stilbene molecules has a
lifetime of ca. 35 ps which is much less than TJ/Bp = 1 ns, so that
the rea11gnment peaks were not sought. F1gure 8.c shows the
calculated anisotropy for trans-st1lbene approx1mated as a
symmetr1c top using eq. (112).
In the calculatton it was assumed that the absorption and
emission dipole directions are the same in the molecular frame,
which ts implicit in eq. (112), and the gas 1s at a temperature of
463K. The anisotropy is initially 0.40 and decays to the asymptotic
(t~oo) value of 0.074.
The initial part of the transient due to free rotat10n is
essentially complete by 2.5 ps. The value of 0.074 calculated from
eq. (112) agrees with earlier calculations of the rotationally
averaged anisotropy for a molecule having the actual 1nertial
propert 1es of st 11bene.
Shown on Figure 8.b is the predicted anisotropy decay
assuming a 5 ps instrument funct1on. In the actual experiment the
1nstrum ent runct i on is derived from the UV pul se shape, the spat i a1
distribution of fluorescence 1n the sample and the nonlinear
interaction of the fluorescence with the upconvertlng vtstb!e pulse
1n the KBs crystal. We have approximated th1s complex sequence by
convoluting the calculated intensit1es (III I_L)with a 5 ps Gaussian
s
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di stri but i on. The observed fluorescence ri se time fi ts qui te we 11
th i s descri pt 1on.
We have carried out 5 completely separate measurements that
consistently gave results slightly lower than the regular rotor
value. In Figure 9 we have plotted all the available data on the
stilbene anisotropy. Excitation with shorter wavelengths results 1n
a higher total energy content being tntttally deposited on to the
excited state potential surface.
The average vibration-rotat1on energy <EVR> at the initial
temperature must be added to the difference h(UL - uoo), where uL
and Uooare the excitation laser and zero-zero band frequencies, in
order to obtain the actual initial average energy <E>. The value of
<E> can then be used to calculate an excited state temperature TI.
TI is the temperature that would prevail if the depos1ted
energy were statistically distributed amongst all the available
vibrational and rotational states. It is convenient to compare the
measurements in terms of the parameter TI/T where T is the
1nitial temperature of the gas, since not all the measurements
were carried out at the same bulb temperature. The results in
Figure 9 ind i cate that there is very 1ike 1y a stat i st 1ca 1di stri but 1on
involving the rotations at the h1gher range of TI/T, but that
rotat1ona1 equilibration is incomplete at TilT =1.
There are other factors which can cause the observed
anisotropy to deviate from the predicted rigid rotor value with
increasing vibrational energy. For example, the effective moments
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of 1nert i a may change due to exc i tat i on of 1arge-am pli tude
anharmonic vibrations such as the phenyl ring torsions in stl1bene.
An upper limit for the effect of torsional flexibility on the
an1sotropy can be estimated by considering an extreme case 1n
wh1ch both phenyl groups are rotated by 900 relat1ve to the
ethylenic plane, generating changes of ~ 10ro in the inertial ratios.
The resulting change in the anisotropy is only ~ 1ro. The effect is
small because stilbene is near prolate with the transition moment
along the symmetry axis. This gives rise to an anisotropy that is
insens1tive to changes in the inertial rat tos."
The calculated and observed fluorescence anisotropy decays
agreed well (see Figure 8.a and 8.b). There appears to be little
doubt then that we are observing the free rotat ion in thi s hot gas.
Our results are strongly suggestive that the prevtous" 15 ps
time resolution studies of stilbene vapor fluorescence, which
showed a pulse limited spike in the anisotropy near time zero, are
also manifesting the free rotation transient convoluted with the
longer instrument function.
The fluorescence anisotropy data on jet-cooled stilbene
reported by Zewail and co-workers l+ 17 exhibit an initial transient
as well as the predicted long-time recurrences and throughly
analyzed in the following papers13, 26. The multiphoton ionization
anisotropies reported earlier27 also exhibit rapid transients near
time zero, but these results are not directly comparable to the
fluorescence data.
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A key question concerns the time evolution of the rotational
equ11ibration process in the isolated molecule. The l1m1t1ng
anisotropy in these experiments seems to be reached by the
completion of the free rotation transient portion of the decay. Does
1t make sense that the vibration-rotation coupling occurs faster
than the molecule can rotate? The coupling most likely 1nvolves
changes in the K quantum number while keeping J fixed and
represents a rotation of J in the molecular frame. Clearly the
system cannot settle down into the new K states any faster than
the rotational periods. In fact the system must require at least a
few rotational periods to evolve into approximate eigenstates of
the new KOs.
The init1al distribution of molecular orientat1ons cannot
change into the new distribution any faster than the molecules can--
rotate. Nevertheless the vibration-rotat1on interaction may be so
large that at t == 0 the molecules are already embarked on irregular
motion. Thus the transients that have been observed are pred1cted
by this analysis to differ from the details of the free rotor decay
shown in Figure 8.b.
The fluorescence lifetime obtained from the mag1c angle data
of Fig. 7 (III + 21.1) is tex=33 ± 2 ps. It is not clear why this lifetime
is shorter than the lower limit of 48 ± 8 ps obtained from the
polarization exper1ment of rer.", which was performed at nearly
the same temperature and excitation wavelength. Note, however,
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that the lifetime does not enter 1nto the calculation of the
anisotropy from the fluorescence data.
In the case of stilbene there are a number of low frequency
motions corresponding to internal rotations. Therefore, on the
picosecond and certainly subpicosecond t1mescale the molecule 1s
nonr1gid. It will be 1mportant to investigate the effects of such
mot1ons on the overall rotation and hence on the anisotropy s1nce
the v1bration-rotat1on interactions m1ght be particularly effective
when very low frequency vibrations become involved.
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Chapter III
Rotational dynamics of electronically excited aniline In solution from
femtosecond fluorescence anisotropies.
11I.1·lntroduction
The rotational dynamics of molecules in solution is a source of
valuable information concerning the forces that mediate
intermolecular interaction, as well as on how fast rotat tonal-
vibrational energy exchange occurs. A wide range of rctat tonat
behaviors is observed depending upon temperature, pressure,
chemical interaction (hydrogen bonding), physical interaction (ion-
dipole, dipole-dipole, dipole-polarizable molecule tnteract ton),
relative size of solute/solvent molecules, and so on and so forth.
In the realm of very large mo 1ecu1es immersed ina medium
composed of relatively small ones, the hydrodynamic modeling of
the solvent generally is quite a good approximation and the
observed f1uorescence ani sotropy decays exponent fa l1y (rotat i ona1
diffusion or infinitesimal-step rotational diffusion).
Impulsive scattering experiments performed at low
temperature in neat C5228 resulted in an impulsive signal which
was explained as resulting from underdamped ltbrattonal motion.
Under those conditions, the itinerant oscillator mode129 or the
collisionally interrupted librationa13o, 31 model requires the C52
molecules to be packed together forming cages which interconvert
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slowly during the time span probed by the experiment. This
technique provided information about the neat liquid
intermolecular forces, but it has not yet been used to provide
information about solutions. Restricted collision-interrupted
l1brat1onal motion or even near free rotation could also be expected
for a chromophore deep inside a pocket of a large prote1n molecule,
provided that the pocket is large enough.
Several other experiments carr1ed out 1n the frequency doma1n
using Fourier transforms of the spectral lineshapes32, 33, 34, 35 to
obtain orientat1onal correlation functions ind1cate that small
molecules perform "free rotation" w1thin wide angles, in
solutjoo.25, 29,36,37 The interpretation of frequency doma1n
experiments is clouded by contri but ions to the observed spectral
l tneshape other than rotational, causing the amount of "free
rotation" to depend upon how one evaluates these several
contributions. Because of that, frequency domain methods are most
useful for small molecules which rotate rapidly enough that
reorientation makes the dominant contribution to the l1neshape. In
these systems it is generally found that while the angular
correlation functions decay exponent1ally at long times, cons1stent
with diffusional reorientation, the short-time behavior is
significantly nonexponential and closely resembles that expected
for an ensemble of free (gas phase) rotors at the same
temperature. Many small molecules in liquid or solution phases
appear able to rotate freely by 200_60025,29,36,37 or more between
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perturbing "collisions" with their neighbors. Thus sign1f1cant decay
of the anisotropy occurs before collisions random1ze the angular
momenta.
More recently, picosecond and femtosecond time-resolved
methods (impulsive scattering, fluorescence upconversion,
transient infrared absorption, fluorescence polarizat1on and other
pump-probe t echntques.v- 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,23,28,38,39,40,41,42,43,
44,45,46) have been employed for making direct measurements of
or1entat1onal time correlation functions, some of them show1ng
some indication of inertial motion 1n solution.
Earlier fluorescence anisotropy experiments performed by our
group and presented in what we from now on will refer to as paper
Ill, using aniline as a small solute molecule in a low v1scos1ty
solvent (isopentane) with picosecond time resolut.ion, provided
some 1ndi cat ion t hat 0ne cou1d 0bserv e a s i gn1f 1can tam 0unt 0 f
inertial motion by this technique. The aniline molecule was chosen
due to the expectation that during rotation around the axis
perpendicular to the aromatic ring the solvent displacement would
be minimal and because its free rotational time at room
temperature ts of the order of 610 rs, which means that a small
number of collisions should occur during a time in which the
fluorescence anisotropy decays a significant amount. The
anisotropy decay was very fast and was over within the instrument
function used in paper I, creating uncertainties due to possible
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1naccuracies in the determination of the instrument runctton,
which was required to extract the information out of our s1gnal.
Here we extended the earlier measurements of an111ne
rotational dynamics in hydrocarbon, alcoholic and aprot1c polar
solvents by improving the time resolution of the exper1ment 1nto
the femtosecond regime and exploring the su1tability of different
conceptual approaches in explaining the nature of the rotat10nal
motion 1n the condensed phase.
Theoretical treatments such as hydrodynamic modeling47, 48,
49,50, extended d1ffusion2, 51,52,53,54,55, molecular dynam1cs
calculations, collision-interrupted libration,31 and free rotation
suit different regimes but the reqton of validity of each of these
theories ts not well defined.
In the hydrodynamic or infinitesimal-step rotational dtrrusion
model, the central question is whether cont1nuum models are
adequate to describe rotation of molecules in liquids composed of
similar-sized molecules, and, if so, what are the appropriate
hydrodynam tc boundary cond1t ions f or the d1rrusl on prob 1em (sl: p
or stick boundary conditions)47, 48,49,50,56,57,58,59,60.
If the infinites1mal-step rotational diffusion model fails to
predict the observed behavior, perhaps the extended diffusion
model can be employed. In th1s approach the molecules are
considered to rotate freely between co lltstons. So the collisional
rate plays the central role, and the main question would be the
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meaning of this collision rate, and the macroscopic or microscop1c
material parameter with which it correlates.
Since the collision time has to be well defined, the solution
has to be modeled as a solution of hard objects (spheres,
ellipsoids, rods ...). Recently work has been performed to ascr1be an
equivalent hard sphere diameter to liquids based on the Carnahan-
Starling-van der Waals equat ion.v'we used these results, kindly
furnished to us by Dr. Ben-Amotz before publication, for modeling
the equivalent hard sphere solutions in our extended diffusion
calculation.
Molecular dynamics calculations using the program Solven
deve loped by Mari 0 Ferrari 062, 63, 64, 65were carri ed out to test the
suitability of the intermolecular potentials obtained from the
fitting of static properties of the liquids involved, in treat1ng
dynamic properties. Would those potentials work as well 1n
m im i ck i ng the observed intermo 1ecu1ar fri ct ion as 1n generat 1ng a
good fi t for g(r) ? Mo1ecu1ar dynam tcs mode 1ing shoul d a1so give us
some insight into which rotations are less hindered by the solvent.
From the molecular dynamics calculations we also obta1ned the
autocorre 1at ion runct i on of the random torque app 11ed to the
aniline molecule, which was used in a generalized rotat1onal
Langevin calculation, permitting us to compare these two
approaches to the problem.
We also present data on several substituted antl tnes (N,N-
dimethyl-aniline, 4-cyclohexylaniline, and 2,4,6-tr1-tert-
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butylan1l1ne) in order to evaluate the 1mportance of specific
hydrogen-bonding effects on the rotation of aniline 1n alcohols, and
to estimate the true rotationless initial anisotropy [reO)] for
aniline. The latter determination is important for placing urntts on
any contribution to the anisotropy decay from rap1d rotat1onal
motions that may not be directly observed at our time resolut1on.
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11I.2-Methods
The initial (t=O) anisotropies for several substituted anlllnes
(N,N-dimethyl-anil tne, 4-cyclohexylan1line, and 2,4,6-tr1-tert-
butylantttne) were obtained using methods and apparatus already
described in Chapter II. These results are presented on Table XIII.
In order to obtain the necessary time resolution and to
generate the needed excitation wavelengths, a new dye laser was
built following the design of Dawson et a166 and shown 1n Figure
10. The design is composed of a double-jet dye laser (Rhodam1ne
610 in ethylene glycol as the gain medium and DQOCI/DODCI 3:2
m1xture as the saturable absorber so lut ton) with two prisms for
intracavity dispersion correction. The pump laser is a cont1nuously
pumped, acousto-optlcally mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (Antares),
frequency doubled using KTP. The two prisms used for intracav1ty
dispersion compensation disperse the light transversely allowing
tunability just by the insertion of a slit in the optical path which
contro 1s the frequency and the bandw i dth of operat 1on. The dye
laser routinely produced 40 mW of average power at 604 nm with a
pulse autocorre lat ion width of 150 fs.
The dye laser pulses were amplified at 20 Hz by a Q-switched
Nd:YAG-pumped three-stage amplifier (Spectra-PhysiCS PDA-1)
with sulforhodamine 640 in methanol/water as the amplifier dye,
as shown in Figure 11. Pulse broadening in the amplif1er was
reduced by carefully adjusting the concentration in the three
stages of the dye amplifier.
The 604 nm amplified pulses had energies of ~400 u.i/pulse
and an approximately Gaussian autocorrelation w1dth of 200 fs. The
amplified beam was sent through a beam splitter and half of 1t was
focused with a long focal length lens and passed through a 0.5 mm
KDP crystal to generate the second harmonic needed for exc1tat ion.
The cross-correlation of the amplified dye fundamental and the
second harmonic, determined by sum frequency qeneratton 1n BBO,
was ~250 rs in width and Gaussian in shape.
The 302 nm light (10-20 u.J/pulse) was focused into the
sample with a 10 cm f.1. lens after pass1ng through a polar1zer and
a quarter-wave plate to allow excitation with either vertically or
hort zonta lly po1art zed ught.
Fluorescence was collected coll1nearly w1th the pump by a
reflective microscope objective (Beck reflecting object1ve x 74
magnif1cation, focal length 2.6 rnrn, aperture 0.65, 25 years old),
collimated for filtering purposes, then focused again by a
Cassegri an te 1escope (ref 1ect tve te 1escope) into a BBO crysta 1 200
urn thick. In the region where the fluorescence was co1l1mated, a
solution fl1ter of naphtalene/hexadecane was placed to reject the
residual pump beam which could leak through the sample cell.
The purpose of collinear fluorescence co1lect1on was to
minimize the transit time spread 1n the fluorescence or1g1nat1ng
from different parts of the illuminated volume. The fluorescence
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has to be collimated to interact with the fllter solution otherwise
different rays will travel different paths, resulting in loss of t1me
resolution. Collinearity also make it easier to align the experiment.
Reflective optics were chosen due to the fact that lenses are
chromatic and their use results in having d1fferent components of
the aniline fluorescence (centered at 320 nm) focusing at slightly
different points, also resulting in loss of time resolution. The thin
BBO crystal was the shortest ava i1ab 1e at the time of the
experiment and was chosen to minimize the pulse broaden1ng due to
dispersion while the fluorescence and the gating pulse interact
inside this nonlinear material.
The remaining fundamental 1ight at 604 nm traversed a
variable delay line and was weakly focused and overlapped with the
fluorescence in the mixing BBO crystal after reflection from a
mirror positioned very close to the fluorescence path.
The fluorescence and the gating beam ~ere made nearly, but
not quite, collinear to allow tsolat tcn of the upconverted s1gna1 by
spatial filtering. The signal generated at the sum frequency (~209
nrn) was passed through a small monochromator (PTR tunable fl1ter
TGF-200-02) and detected with a solar b11nd photomu1t1p11er
(Hamamatsu R-1356) and a gated integrator. Since the tntens1ty
generated at the sum frequency is oroport tonat to the intens1ty of
the fluorescence, the fluorescence decay can be mapped by
measuring the upconverted tntenstty as a runctton of the opt1cal
delay traversed by the 604 nm gating pulse. For each pulse the
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pump beam was sampled and the ratio between up-converted
fluorescence and pump beam was recorded. The s1gnal was rejected
if the pump beam was not w1th1n some predefined rract ton of the
standard deviation from the average pump beam s1gnal.
Signal levels typically averaged 20-50 detected photons per
shot. Background was normally less than 10ro of the s1gnal;
photomultiplier dark current was neg11g1ble with gated detection,
and the principal source of background light was the non-phase-
matched second and third harmonics generated from the 604 nm
pulse, which were largely rejected by spatial and phasematch1ng
fi1 ter1 ng.
The measurements show a strong contr1but ion of the C-H
Raman line of the isopentane solvent which was e11m1nated by
t uni ng the cry stal to e1the r s i de of the 11ne. This Raman ·11ne has an
anisotropy of circa 0.6 when excited at 300 nm. Its contr1bution
resulted in a value for rCO) of c1rca 0.4 for the an11ine measurent,
which was very misleading, since one would expect rCO) to be 0.4
for fluorescence resulting from a molecule w1th parallel emission
and absorption transition dipole moments.
A careful measurement of the anisotropy at t1me zero y1eld
rCO) ~ 0.26, which corresponds to 13ro a-axis component in both
absorption and emission. Earlier measurements performed by our
group resulted in anisotropies of that order and are 1n reasonable
agreement with the fluorescence polar1zat1on work of Albrecht67
to be descri bed 1ater.
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The polarization measurements were checked against two
"standards". At a delay time of 800 os, corresponding to 80 average
rotational decay times, an1line in methanol showed r = 0.000 ±
0.00 1, indicating no systemat1c bias in favor of either polarizat1on.
Stilbene in methanol, which has a rotat1onal ctrruston time of ~35
ps, yi e1ded observed zero-t i me an isotrop1 es of 0.40 ± 0.01.
Aniline (Aldrich) was distilled under argon. The spectroscopic
or reagent grade solvents showed neglig1ble absorptton at 302 nm
and no detectable upconverted fluorescence and were used as
received. Solutions of 40 mM concentration were irrad1ated in a
continuously flowing closed system pumped by a diaphragm pump
made of teflon, with teflon tubing at ambient temperature (22°-
250C). The solutions were replaced at approximately 30 minute
i nterva 1s and no degradat i on of the s1gna1with t 1mew as observed.
The overall time resolution of the exper1ment ts determ1ned by
the temporal widths of the excitation and gating pulses, the
tnteract ton between the fluorescence and the gat1ng pulse 1n the
BBO crystal and intramolecular energy relaxation processes. The
gating pulse and the fluorescence travels at different veloctt tes in
the crysta 1 due to di spers 1on, so the upconverted signa 1 resul ts
from the moving overlap of the fluorescence and gating pulse along
the 1engtho fin t era ct ion. This 1s why we use d the sh0rt est cry stal
available at the time of the experiment. The BBO crystal has higher
damage thresho 1d and non linear coeff1cl ents than the KBs crysta 1
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all ow ing us to use a shorter crysta 1 and st ill be ab le to detect the
upconverted fluorescence.
The intramolecular energy relaxation processes can reduce the
time resolution because light will be emited at the detection
wavelength only when the molecule relaxed to the appropr1ate
leve 1. I f 1n t he co 111s10n- f re ere g1meon e 0bserv es a zerot 1me
anisotropy lower than 0.4, that can be due either to having m1xed
state emission or having emission at the detection wavelength only
after some appreciable misalignment has ocurred. Upconvers1on
experiments have limited spectral capabilities due to
phasematching conditions. The instrument function (the s1gnal that
would be observed from a sample with a delta-funct1on response)
1n a time-resolved fluorescence exper1ment was obta1ned from the
up-conversion of the problematic Raman line from tscpentane, and
its FWHM measures 300 fs. The actual instrument function 1s
estimated to be of the order of 450 fs due to dispersive tnteractlon
of the fl uorescence with the gat i ng pul se 1n the BBO crysta 1. The
Raman line is spectrally narrow and do not prov1de a perfect
instrument function. The anisotropy f1tting proved to be very
1nsensitive with respect to the instrument funct1on. The
theoretical analysis performed in this thesis with an 1nstrument
function originated from the C-H stretch Raman line (300 fs) and
from the derivative of the rising edge of the magic angle data (650
fs) yielded only a range of 10% rotational decay times and only in
the case of antl tne in isopentane.The fittings using the mag1c angle
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derived instrument function yielded an exponential fitt1ng
rotational time of 880 fs while the Raman 1nstrument runct ton
resulted in a rotational time of 990 fs .
Because only ~20 nm of the fluorescence spectrum 1s
upconverted and detected with a given orientation of the gating
crysta 1, the tota 1 observed fluorescence changes with tim e as the
fluorescence spectrum evolves. The evolut1on of the spectral
characteristics of the fluorescence is called time dependent
Stokes shift and can have two origins: reorientat1on of the
surrounding solvent molecules to adjust to a change in the solute's
permanent dipole moment and the solute excess energy
redistribution among the vibrational internal and external modes
available. Our experiment is not especially sensitive to these
spectral shifts due to the fact that we are upconvert1ng a sizeable
fraction of the fluorescence spectrum and the dipole change of
aniline upon excitation is not large. The relaxation times of these
time dependent Stokes shifts are presented in Table I. Figure 49
shows the magic angle fluorescence data (total fluorescence) for
an11ine/isopentane and aniline/acetonitr11e.
Best-fit single or double exponential rotat1onal reorientation
times were determined by a simultaneous least-squares fit to III
and l.l as discussed by Cross.68 We do not necessar11y expect the
anisotropy decays to be adequately described as single or double
exponentials, but the exponential form is convenient for f1tt1ng
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purposes and provides a useful estimate of the rotational decay
t1me involved.
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1I1.3-Results
Zero-t1me an1sotropy.
The best exponential fits to the anisotropy decays are obta1ned
with zero-time antsotrootes considerably below the theoretical
value of r(O) = 0.4 for absorbing and em1tt1ng d1poles co1nc1dent 1n
the molecular frame. The theoretical anisotropy 1s derived in the
limit of infinitely small perturbations of the populations, and
saturation of the transition by the relatively 1ntense exc1tat1on
pulses could reduce the zero-time anisotropy. However, we
observ ed no power depen den ceo f the t ran sm iss ion 0 f the
excitation pulse through a 1 mm th1ck sample, tndtcat tnq that
saturation is not significant.
The lowest excited singlet absorption of aniline is well
isolated from other transitions and fairly intense, and the vapor
phase absorption69 and resonance fluorescence70 spectra exhibit
negligible activity in nontotally symmetric modes.
Even a small vibron1cally induced component 1n a
predominantly dipole-allowed absorption band can have a
considerable effect on the polarizat1on of vibron1cally relaxed
fluorescence. A 13% contribution from transitions polar1zed
orthogonally to the main trans1tion is required to reduce the
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rotationless anisotropy from 0.4 to 0.26, assum1ng both trans1t1ons
contribute equally in both absorption and emiss1on.
The initial (t=O) anisotropies for several substituted an1l1nes
(N,N-dimethyl-aniline, 4-cyclohexylan1line, and 2,4,6-tri-tert-
butylanlline) were obtained using methods and apparatus already
described in Chapter II. These results, presented in Table XIII,
suport within their accuracy the results of Albrecht's work67 used
through our work. Albrecht performed low-temperature polarized
fluorescence studies of an1line and aniline derivatives in glasses,
at various excitation wavelengths, resulting that roughly 13ro of
the band-integrated intensity derives from a-axis polarized
vtbrontcal lv induced components."? The perpendicularly polarized
contribution was found to ~e wavelength dependent.
The glassy environment precluded aniline from moving and the
resulting anisotropy depended only upon the orientation of the
transition dipole moments involved in the absorption and emission
processes. Direct use of their results is not straightforward due to
different solvation induced absorption and em1ssion frequency
shifts, but they predict fluorescence from a mixed state, so
supporting qualitat1vely our low zero t1me an1sotrop1es. Our
measurements correspond to transitions circa 13ro a-axis
polarized (r(O)~ 0.26).
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An1sotropy measurements
F1gures 13 and 14 are presented to show the 1mprovement 1n
the time resolution achieved dur1ng the exe cut ton of the
experiments. This resulted from improvement both in the dye laser
design and in improved experimental techniques.
The reo r i entat ion tim es, i n1t i a1 an1sot r 0p1es r (0) 0bserv ed for
aniline in tsopent ane, tsocct ane, hexadecane, acetonitr1le,
methanol, and sec-butanol are summarized 1n Table I. uescrtpttcn
of aniline axes and trans1tion dipole moments are presented 1n
Figure 12, representative raw data and instrument runctton are
shown in Figures 13 and 14, and the anisotropy decays are
displayed in Figures 15-20. Figure 50 shows the exponent1al f1tt1ng
rotational time dependence w1th solvent v1scos1ty for the three
hydrocarbon solvents. The point correspond1ng to zero v1scos1ty
was obtained from the simulation of. aniline as a symmetr1c top
free rotor. The curve is close to a l1ne as expected from the
Einstein-Debye equation. The extrapolation of the exper1mental
potnts to obtain the zero viscosity tntersectton 1nd1cates that one
should expect a strong dependence of the rotational dynam1cs w1th
viscosity in that system.
The best-fit exponent1al rotat1onal re laxatton t1me for the
fluorescence from anlline/hexadecane solution 1s only about 72%
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longer than the one from an111ne/ i sopentane so 1ut 1on, w h11e
hexadecane is 15 times more viscous than 1sopentane.
The decay times in methanol and aceton1tr1le are much longer
than in hydrocarbons of similar viscosity, probably due to d1pole-
dipole interaction (aniline-aceton1trile) and hydrogen-bond1ng
(antltne-methano l). The anisotropy decay 1n methanol solut1on was
double exponential; being one of the exponent1als responsible for
36% of the signal as fast as the decay in 1sopentane sotut tcn,
perhaps i nd i cat i ng that at any given t 1me, the non-hydrogen-bonded
aniline molecules rotate qu1te unhindered. Another scenarto would
be that the fast transient is due to the rotat1onof an111ne around
its a-axis, which is not hindered by the hydrogen bond1ng, but
lowers the fluorescence anistotropy.
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Subst1tuted An111nes
The reorientational times for three substituted anll1nes are
shown in Table XIII. These results were 1mportant in establishing
that the zero time anisotropy was not 0.4 (parallel absorpt1on and
emission transition dipoles) and will only be mentioned here. It is
interesting to notice that the bulkier the molecule the better the
agreement with the hydrodynamics oredtct tons.' '
Hydrodynamic analysis of the rrtct ton acting upon a molecule
is based on the hypothesis that one can treat the solvent as a
continuum and that the motion is constantly subjected to
collisions. The resulting motion is diffusive, being the mean step
of the difusional process dependent not upon the inertial propert1es
of the molecule but only on its shape. A diffusive motion is
governed exclusively by the Brown1an forces act1ng upon it.
The Stokes equation is a Newton's equation descr1b1ng the
mot i on of a fl ui d subject to certa 1n boundary cond 1t 1ons. Once one
solves the equation, one can calculate the friction on any object
immersed in this fluid by s1mple tensor1al calculus. The total
friction is the surface integral of the product of the shear stress
tensor with the element of area of the object. Sl1p and stick
boundary condit ions are the most common used ones. The st tck
boundary condition is such that one considers that the flu1d 1n
contact with a moving surface has zero relative velocity at the
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contact. When applied to the motion of molecules. this would mean
that the first shell of solvent molecules would move together w1th
the solute. Conditions amenable to this perspect1ve are
encountered in hydrogen-bonding solut10ns. solut10ns of polar
molecules in polar solvents and when the solute molecule is much
larger than the solvent ones.
Slip boundary condition implies that fr1ct1on would only occurs
if the moving particle displaced fluid wh1le 1n mot1on. A rotat1ng
sphere would sense no friction under this assumption. The sllp
fri ct ion coeffi cl ents are very sens 1t tve to the shape of the part 1cle
and so are the slip hydrodynamics f1tt1ngs. More details about
these calculations will be given 1n section 111.4.2.
N.N-d1methylan111ne
If we assume that the methyl groups l1e 1n the r1ng plane. the
anisotropy decay of N.N-dimethylanlline, uslng sltp hydrodynam1cs
with the free rotation contribution included, is predicted to be
nearly single exponential. The rotat1onal relaxation t1mes are 1.2,
6.8, and 1.B ps in lsopentane,' hexadecane, and methanol,
respectively. in reasonable agreement w1th expertment. If the N.N-
d1methyl group is rotated out of the ring plane or pyram1dal1zed,
the band c axes become more nearly equal 1n length and the
calculated slip decay t1mes become shorter.
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It is interesting to notice that the anisotropy decay for an111ne
in methanol had a component of circa 12 ps whl1e N,N-
d1methylanlline had a rotational time of 3.5 ps, even though N,N-
dimethylaniline is bulkier than aniline. Probably this 1s due to the
absence of hydrogen bond 1ng 1n the subst 1tuted an111ne case.
Cyclohexylan111ne and tr1-tert-butylan111ne
Cyclohexylanlline and tri-tert-butylan1line were studied in the
high-viscosity solvents in order to obtain accurate values of rto)
and hence verify the aniline reO) interpretat1on.
Cyclohexylaniline was best fit to a double exponent1al
anisotropy decay in both hexadecane and sec-butanol, wh1le tr1-
tert-butylanlline, the bulkiest molecule studied, fit well to a
single exponential decay. For cyc lohexytantltne we est1mate (from
scaled molecular models) serntaxls lengths of A = 6.8 A. B = 3.5 A,
and C = 2.8 A. This makes it almost a prolate d1ffusor w1th the
transition d1pole perpendicular to the symmetry axls, and rotat1on
about the symmet ry axis 1s pre di c ted toe xper 1ence a1m0st zer 0
viscosity in the slip lim1t.
The slip rotational diffusion c a l cu l at ton (w1thout
consideration of the free rotation component) pred1cts 75% of a
fast component (2.2 ps) and 25% of a slow component (31 ps).
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These two relaxation times are within a factor of two of those
observed in both so lvents, a1though the pre exponent 1a1 factors
differ.
For tri-tert-butylanlline we estimate serntaxts lengths of A =
5.1 A, B = 5.9 A, and C = 3.2 A; the slip hydrodynam1c calculation
for thi s geometry predl cts approx imate ly a sing 1e exponent 1a 1
rotational decay of t ~ 32 ps, which again is within a factor of two
of that observed experimentally. Th1s pred1ct1on 1s more
approximate than the one for cyclohexylan1line because tert-
butylaniline lies in a region where the dtrruston constants are
quite sensitive to small changes in the axial ratios, and
interpolation from the table in71 may be subject to error. In any
case, slip hydrodynamics predicts reasonably well the rotat1onal
re 1axat ion tim es observed for both mo 1ecul es, a 1 though (as for
aniline) the anisotropy decay times in an alcohol are longer than in
a hydrocarbon solvent of approximately the same vtscostty, This
substituted aniline has Similar electronic propert1es to those of
aniline (in hexane, [max ~ 2600 at Amax = 292 nm compared w1th- -£max ~ 1800 at Amax = 286 nm for the A1B2-X1Al 294 nm
electronic band of aniline, although the substituted an1line shows
considerably less resolved vtbrontc structure), and it is highly
unlikely to have any unresolvably fast component to its rotat1onal
relaxation due to the bulkiness of the t-butyl groups. The value of
r(0)=0.31 was higher than that found for aniline. Since the
strengthening of the absorpt1on upon alkyl substitution should
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•reflect an increase in the allowed part of the absorpt1on, the
anisotropy r(O) arising from a fixed random distribution of antltne
molecules would be expected to be slightly less than tr1-tert-
butylaniline. Table XIII contains the experimental rotat1onal decay
times for these substituted ani lines.
T1me dependent spectral sh1fts
The fluorescence of aniline in sec-butanol displays a property
that requires further discussion. In this solvent, the 1sotrop1c
fluorescence (111+211.) over the time range 0-100 ps could not be
adequately reproduced by the convolut1on of a Gauss1an 1nstrument
function with a single exponential population decay. The
upconverted fluorescence rises more slowly than the integral of
the best-fit Gaussian instrument function, and can be f1t well by
an double exponential growth-and-decay kinetics with a rise time
of 20-30 ps and a decay time of at least several hundred ps (too
long to be accurately determined with delays of 100 ps or less).
The shape of the isotropic fluorescence growth and decay was
sens1tive to the wavelength of the detected fluorescence. This
suggests that we are resolving a time-dependent Stokes shift in
the fluorescence. Such a shift would arise if the solute/solvent
configuration reorganizes to stabilize the increase in the dipole
moment of aniline in its excited state.72 Similar time-dependent
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wavelength shifts in the fluorescence of larger dye molecules 1n
alcohols have been reported.73,74 The rotational reor1entat1on
times in sec-butanol given in Table I were obta1ned by f1tt1ng the
anisotropy data to a double exponential rotat1onal re laxatton t1me
with the double exponential growth-and-decay form that best f1t
the isotropic fluorescence. However, the apparent rotat1onal t1mes
observed in the presence of a dynam1c Stokes sh1ft may not be
exactly the same as the rotational behavior of the ent1re ensemble
of molecules, since the overall fluorescence bandw1dth 1s ~ 60 nm
while the detected bandwidth ts ~20 nm. F1gure 44 presents the
magic angle data (11I+21.L = total emitted fluorescence) for
aniline/isopentane and aniline/acetonitrile 1n wh1ch one can
ascertain the consistency of the instrument runct ton 1n our
experiments. Acetonitr1le data presents us w1th a good
opportunity to study the effect of d1electric fr1ct1on 1n the
molecular motion of anil1ne molecules.
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11I.4-Analysis
111.4.1-Compar1son w1th free rotat1on
We first compare these results w1th those expected for
completely free rotation as in a col11s1onless vapor. An1l1ne's
inertial properties make it an asymmetric top with rotat1onal
constants A = 0.176 cm-1, B = 0.088 cm-1 , and C = 0.059 cm-1. Its
free rotor an1sotropy was calculated accord1ng to the theory
developed in sect ton 11.3.2.2 approx1mat1ng an111neas a symmetr1c
rotor with A=O. 176cm-1 and B= 0.0735 cm-1, and the results are
shown in Figure 21.a.
1t was considered that the fluorescence is from a 13% a-axis
and 87% b-axis polarized transitions [r(O) = 0.26] and the f1t ts
poor. The initial decay 1s too fast and at long times, where the
solution phase anisotropy reaches zero to w1thin exper1mental
error, the free-rotor anisotropy reaches a lim1t1ng value of r(oo) =
0.03 due to angular momentum conservat1on 1n the co111s1onless
regime.
The electronic transition ts both a- and b-axts potartzed, thus
rotation about all the axes wl1l depolar1ze the fluorescence.
The anisotropy decay due to free rotat1on ts nonexponenttal,
but an "effective" orientational relaxation t1me for free rotat1on
can be defined as:
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I[free = (2n/9) (1/kT)1/2 ( 1 13)
where 1 is the moment of inertia. We find I[free = 0.44 ps for
rotation about the a axts and 0.76 ps for rotat1on about c at 296 K.
Numerical calculation of the free-rotor an1sotropy decay7S,
siml1ar to those explained 1n sect ton 11.3.2.3, approximat1ng an1l1ne
as a prolate symmetric top (perpendicular trans1tion) yields a lIe
time of 0.61 ps. Thus the fastest reorientat 10n t 1me observed, 0.88
ps in tsopentane, is only a factor of 44% slower than that expected
for free rotation. Thus one would expect that an1line would be
performing wide angle free rotations between co1l1sions. A
measure of this average angle can be estimated if we calculate the
average collisional time. This is accomplished in the extended
diffusion analysis (sec. 111.4.3).
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111.4.2-Rotational Diffusion (hydrodynam tc regime)
We now turn to the opposite limit for the rotational dynam1cs-
-that of infinitesimaly small-step rotat1onal d1ffusion.
In this regime the solvent ts modeled as a cont1nuum and the
orientational correlation functions depend not on the moments of
inertia but on the character1st1c lengths of the molecule along the
pri nc i pa1 axes.
The rotational dynamics in this model can be env1saged as a
collision induced random walk of the angular momentum vector.
The molecule suffers only an tnr tntt estrnal change 1n 1ts
orientation between collisions.
The solution of the rotational diffusion problem depends upon
which boundary conditions are used. There are two boundary
conditions commonly used, namely st1ck and slip.
The anisotropy decay has the double exponential form76:
ret) = O.3(2/3+G)exp[ -(60-2~)t]+O.3(2/3-G )exp[ -(60+2~)t] ( 114)
where
G = (02-0)1 ~
0=(01+02+03)/3
~ = (012 + 022 + 032 - 0102 - D103 - 0203) 1/2
( 1 15)
( 1 16)
(1 17)
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-and the 01 are the dtrruston constants about each of the pr1nc1pal
axes.
The constants 01 can be evaluated 1n two distinct
hydrodynamic limits. In the "stick" Itrntt, the dtrruston constants
for asymmetric ellipso1ds are functions of elliptic 1ntegrals that
can be evaluated numerically for spec1fted values of the e1l1pso1d
sem iaxes.77
For the purpose of the present calculat tons we approx1mate
aniline as an oblate symmetric d1ffusor w1th 1ts electron1c
transi t ion perpendicul ar to the symmetry axis. In thts case the
anisotropy decay takes the form38:
r(t) = 0.1 exp[-6D.1t] + 0.3exp[-(2D.1+4DII)t] (1 18)
where the otrruston coefficients for rotat1on parallel (DII) and
perpendicular (0.1) to the symmetry axts are:38
011 = (3/2) p(p-S)D/(p2-1 )
0.1= (3/2)p[(2p2-1 )S-p]0/(p4-1 )
(1 19)
( 120)
D = kT 16"V is the d1ffusion constant for a sphere of volume V equal
to the volume of the ellipsoid, n 1s the solvent vtscostty, p ts the
ratio of the symmetry axis to the other axts, For oblate e1l1pso1ds (
p < 1):
S = (1- p 2)-1/2tan-1 [(1- p 2)112/ p l ( 12 1)
For aniline, p = 0.48 and the anisotropy 1s pred1cted to decay as
r(t)stick = 0.1 exp[-t/28.1,,] + 0.3exp[-t/32.4,,] (122)
with t in ptcoseconos and n ln centtpotse, at 295 K.
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Table II summarizes the calculated rotattonal re laxatton t1mes
in the four solvents used, and F1gures 15-20 shows the
ex peri menta 1 an isotropy decays w 1th the s t 1ck hydrodynam 1c
predictions. It is clear that stick hydrodynam1cs cons1derably
overestimates the anisotropy decay rates 1n both the alcohols and
the hydrocarbon so lvents.
In the alternative "sttp" limit of rotational ctrruston, the
solvent does not rotate with the molecule and the only source of
friction arises from solvent molecules that must be d1splaced 1n
order that the solute can rotate. A sphere, or a symmetr1c e lupsotc
rotat i ng about its sym metry ax 1s. exper1 ences no rotat 1ona 1
friction in the slip limit. A small degree of asymmetry 1n the
molecular shape therefore can have a large effect on the predicted
diffusion times and it 1s not adequate to approx1mate antune's
shape as a symmetric ellipsoid as was done above for st1ck
diffusion.
The rotational diffusion coeffic1ents for sl1p conditions are
given by:
Di = kT/llVA,i (123)
where the friction coeffic1ents A.i are tabulated as a runctton of
the axial ratios for symmetric ellipsoids 1n ref.47 and for general
asymmetric ellipsoids in rer.?",
For aniline we find A.l = 0.62, A,2 = 1.27, and A,3 = 0.13 for
rotation about the a, b, and c axes, respectively, and the form of
the anisotropy decay from eqs. (114)-( 117) becomes:
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r(t)s11p = O.082exp[ -t/(3.4511)] + O.318exp[ -t/(0.7411)] (124)
w1th t in picoseconds and II in centipo1se.
For low-viscosity solvents (e.g., isopentane, II = 0.22) the
faster of the two decay times is predicted by eq, (124) to be faster
than the free rotor decay. Th1s 1mp11es that the small-step
rotational diffusion model cannot be valid and that effects of
inertial motion must be considered.
One way to introduce effects of f1nite angle 1nert1al rotation
into a diffusional model is to add the free rotation or1entat1onal
decay time defined in eq, (113) to the viscos1ty-dependent
rotational diffusion time. This only assures that one has the right
zero viscosity rotational decay.2S, 78, 79, 80 Although this form has
no obvious theoretical justification and does not correctly reduce
to the expected Gaussian form at short times, 1t has proved useful
for fitting experimental viscos1ty dependences of reor1entat1on
times. The preexponential factors 1n eq. (114) depend on the ratios
of the rotational reorientational rates about different axes, and
these ratios are different for free rotat1on than for rotational
diffusion. This complication was solved by not1ng that the two
diffusional decay t1mes in equation are approx1mately the times
-: for pure a-axis and c-axts reor1entat1on; thus we simply add to
each exponential the appropr1ate free rotation time constant to
obtain:
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r(t)slip+free=o.082e-t/(3.451l+0.44)+O.318 e-t/(O.7411+0·76) ( 125)
where 0.44 ps and 0.76 ps are the free rotor decay t trnes for
rotat ion about the a and c axes, respect tve ly.
Pure "slip" predictions were s1gn1f1cantly off In all
measurements except in hexadecane. The "s l tp + free rotat Ion"
predictions gave a reasonably good f1tt1ng to the observed
anisotropy decays of aniline in the hydrocarbon solvents. In
methano 1 and ace ton i tri Ie there is a chem tea 1 change 1n the
character of the intermolecular tnt er-act tons re sult tnq In
reorientation that is slower than the predicted by "sl tp + free
rotation" hydrodynamics. The hydrogen bond1ng and strong otpote-
dipole interactions were not accounted for in the stmple st form of
hydrodynamics calculations presented here. Extens10ns of
hydrodynamic treatment constder tnq also dtetectr+c rrtct ton were
proposed by Hubbard81, Zwanzlg82 and Kive Ison83.
We attributed those discrepancies between the exoer tmentat
results and the hydrodynamics predtcttons to anl ltne be tnq the
same size as the solvent, whlch precludes the acceptance of the
continuum solvent hypothesis.
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111.4.3-Extended d1ffus1on (f1n1te-step mot1on reg1me)
Extended M- and J-diffusion theories were developed by
soroon? for diatomic molecules and extended by McClung84, 85 to
symmetric tops. These theories treat the reorientation as a series
of free-rotation steps through arbitrarl1y large angles, interrupted
by instantaneous collisions that randomize either the direction of
the angular momentum (M-diffusion) or both its magnitude and
d1rection (J-diffusion). However, even for symmetric tops the
expressions for ret) become extremely complicated and numerically
tedious to calculate. We used Chandler's 54,55 treatment which
prov1des a strnp l ler to use Laplace transform version of Gordon's
theory.
The only parameter In this model is the co1l1s1onal frequency
which has to be def1ned in conjunction w1th the model for the
solvent and solute molecules. Only hard objects have well def1ned
collisional frequencies so we modeled the solvent and solute
molecules as hard spheres.
To calculate the fluorescence anisotropy, we used Chandler's
expression 54,55 for the Laplace transform of the correlation
function P2(J.1(t)·J.1(O». Th1s exoresston calculates the Laplace
transform of the corr etat ton function P2(J.1(t),J.1(O»for the hard-
sphere solution as a function of the coutstonal frequency and the
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Laplace transform of the correlation runct ton P2(J,1(t),J,l(0» for free
rotors, which can be easily calculated.
We reproduce here the expresston for conven1ence.
( 126)
where
- - -C2(s)=Laplace transform of <P2(J,l(O).J,l(t» for the hard spheresolution.
C~(s)=Laplace transform of <P2(~(O).~(t» for a free rotor emsemble.
tcJ=a(T) til= average collisional frequency.
t~ =Inverse of the Enskog collisional time.
r{ 0 for smooth hard spheres ]a(T)=roughnessparamete (1.2)-1=0.8333 for rough hard spheres
The experimental anisotropy decays were then f1tted to the
( 127)
( 128)
( 129)
equation above, resulting in the coll1s1onal t1mes presented in
Table III, which also contains the hard sphere d1ameters obtained
from the work of Dor Ben-Amotz,61 the corresponding Enskog
collisional times and roughness parameters. F1gures 21-25 contain
the extended diffusion and best-f1t exponent1al decays compared
with the experimental anisotropy. The Enskog co1l1s1onal time was
calculated according to the following equat1ons:
( 130)
where
J,l-1= rrr! + M-l ( 13 1)
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a aa~ as Is the contact diameter
g(a) is the radial distribution function at distance a
p is the solute number density
aa is the solute hard sphere diameter
as is the so lvent hard sphere di ameter
The collsional time for the extended ctrruston calculation Is
related to the Enskog collisional time by the expression:S5
't = _!E_
co aCT)
( 132)
( 133)
( 134)
( 135)
Chandler theory asserted that the zero frequency behavior of
C2(t) for real liquids is equal to the one for rough hard sphere
solutions. So if real liquids are perform1ng extended dtrruston then
the collisional time for real liquids should be equal to the one for
the corresponding rough hard sphere Itqutds. If the intermolecular
interaction is not well represented by rough collisions then there
1s an added parameter: the roughness of the tnteract ton, wh1ch
should be bounded by the l1mits presented 1n eq. (129).
A close look at the results presented in Table III shows that
the fitted collisional times do not scale w1th the Enskog
co 111s1ona j ones, so there 1s not a un iQue factor that coul d
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represent the tnteract ton between an111ne and the solvents.
Surprisingly the roughness parameters for an111ne/1sooctane and
an 11ine I hexadecane so 1ut ions were 1arger than the one for
perfectly rough spheres, probably due to the d1fficulty in
representing those molecules as hard spheres. Not surpr1s1ngly the
an1line/1sopentane solution was the closest to a smooth hard
sphere solution, which behaves as a free rotor ensemble.
As in the hydrodynam1cs we obtained half solut1ons for the
problem. The collisional times are meaningful in the sense that
they give us an estimate of how much free rotat1on 1s occurr1ng on
average. However, if one assumes that the hard sphere co111s1onal
rates are correct, one can est imate the degree of roughness of the
average co 11isl on. In any case, the degree of pred 1ctab111ty of our
calculation ts small due to the high dependence of the an1sotropy
upon the collisional rate. The diff1cu1ties also ex1st 1n the
evaluation of the hard sphere collisional rate. Molecules are not
spheres and their modeling as such has to contain inaccurac1es.
Also the close packing 1n a liquid results in cotltstonal rates h1ghly
dependent upon the estimate of a hard sphere d1ameter. Table XI V
presents the average angle rotated around each 1nert1al axes
between collisions. The apparent rotatton of 180 around the a-axts
is far from resembling an infinitesimal step.
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111,4.4-Molecular Dynamics Simulation:
111.4.4.1-General Description of the Method
Due to the difficulties experienced in the earl1er analyses we
proceded to simulate the data through extens1ve molecular
dynamics simulation. These calculations often make use of
simplifications in representing the real problem under study
making it possible to be tackled by the aval1able computat1onal
power. Simplifying considerations were used in our calculations,
such as considering the molecules rigid and the1r 1nteract1ons
described as resulting from the Lennard-Jones type 1nteract1ons
associated with the various components of the molecules. Lennard-
Jones potentials and corrected masses are associated w1th
chemical groups (CH3, CH, etc ...) and these ent1ties are called
pseudoatoms.
We perfomed our calculations us1ng the program Solvent
created by Mario Ferrar10. Aniline and lsopentane were modeled as
rigid molecules interacting through Lennard-Jones potent1als. The
program solves Hamiltonian equat tons for a system composed of
one aniline and 124 isopentane molecules 1n a cube, upon which is
imposed periodic boundary condit1ons. The molecules are tntt tally
posit ion ed as a cub i c crystal and then all owed to f 011ow
trajectories dictated by Harn tl ton's equations. Extensive
thermalization (circa 30 ps trajectory) were performed before
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each of the two simulations. We used only one an1l1ne molecule to
avo1d possible an1l1ne-an1l1ne 1nteract1ons, wh1ch would disturb
the dynam1cs of the system, correspond1ng to a much h1gher an1l1ne
concentration. The size of the cube was large enough for the an111ne
not to interact w1th its counterparts (an1l1ne molecules) 1n the
ne1ghbouring cells. The use of only one an1l1ne molecule demanded
lengthy calculations in order to gather enough stat1st1cs, and
precluded the poss1b1l1ty of mak1ng numerous changes 1n the 1nput
I
I'
I'
I
I·
i
parameters.
We performed two s1mulat1ons account1ng for circa 160 hours
of cpu in a vectorized IBM 3090. We estimate that the program
made use of the vector processor c1rca 60% of the t1me. The
parameters used 1n these calculations are g1ven in Table IV-IX and
the pseudoatom ass1gnment is shown in Figures 26 and 27. These
potentials were optim1zed Lennard-Jones potentials for descr1b1ng
neat hydrocarbons and were compiled by Jorgensen.86. The amino
group data were obtained from rer erence-", the aromatic ring from
rererence'", and the aniline structure was obtained from reference
89. The 1sopentane structure resulted from a molecular mode11ng
catculatton and only the lowest energy isopentane conformer was
represented. The caicutat ton would become unmanageably long if
potentials on the isopentane hydrogens were included. We
reproduce here the form of a Lennard-Jones potent 1a1:
v(r)=~ (~or-(~ot] ( 136)
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where E 1s the depth of the we 11and 00 1s the Lennard-Jones rad1us.
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111.4.4.2-F1rst Molecular Dynamics Calculation
The first molecular dynamics simulation was composed of 9
one hundred ps runs. Aniline and isopentane were modeled by the
potentials given in Table IV-VI while Figures 26 and 27 show the
pseudo atom assignment. In this calculation the aniline molecule is
modeled by six C-H group pseudoatoms, N, and H's 1n the am1no
group. The hydrogen atoms in the aromatic ring do not -tnteract,
their interaction well has zero depth, and their sole purpose 1s to
produce the right moment of inertia. The plane of the amino group
makes an angle of 370 to the aromatic ring. The results are shown
in Figures 28-34. F1gures 28 and 29 presents the probed rotational
and translational distributions. Figure 30 and 31 presents tensor
torque autocorrelation and the angular veloc1ty autocorrelat10n,
respectively. Figure 32 presents the angular momentum 1n the
space-fixed frame and Figure 33 presents the linear velocity
autocorre 1at i on, from wh i ch one can ca 1cul ate the d1ffus1 on
coefficient of the aniline molecule in solution. Figure 34 presents
the final anisotropy decay.
The intermolecular interaction in this first calculation
resulted in a tensor torque autocorrelation with ins1gn1ficant
cross correlation terms (off diagonal elements). The d1agonal
elements of the torque autocorrelation tensor are sim1lar for the
projections along the three axes and the negative dtp around 200 rs
! i
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show a correlated recollision with the original colllder. Negative
dips in torque autocorrelat1ons can also be produced by ttbrattonal
mot ton, the molecule would sense a restoring torque with half of
the ttbrat tonal period. This ubrat tonal motion would result tn a
osclllatory anisotropy decay and woul d a1so produce oscc1l at 1ons 1n
the molecule-fixed angular velocity autocorrelation.
The calculated anisotropy initially decayed similarly to an
ensemble of free rotors at ~ 330 K, and then would slow down due
to the collisions. The statistics were not reliable, even though the
trajectory is quite long. This 1s a result of the nature of the
an1l1ne-isopentane interaction. S1nce the friction sensed by an1l1ne
is small, the motion is like free rotation for long periods of t1me,
and the probing of the Boltzmann distribution is carried out slowly.
The torque distribution presented in Figure 42 was f1tted to a
double Gaussian distribution. The main sources of torque acting
upon the molecule are the harsh sphere collision (cotl ts ions in
which the molecules probe the steep part of the 1ntermolecular
potential), the r eco l t ts ton (in which we still have a harsh
interaction but the intensity of the collision is smaller due to the
smaller collisional velocity) and the torques resulting from the
motion of the aniline molecules in a noncont1nuous solvent so lut lon
sensing corrugations of the quadrupole-quadrupole wel1. The
fluctuations in the density correspond to fluctuat10ns 1n the
attractive potential well. As the molecule rotates, all these
torques are present. In principle the effect of the other shells'
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contributions could be felt if aniline were 1mmersed 1n a strongly
polar solvent (l tke acetonitrile), The permanent d1pole-permanent
d1pole 1nteract1on decays w1th r-3 as opposed to the quadrupole-
quadrupole 1nteraction r-6 , resulting 1n a longer 1nteract1on range.
i
,I I:
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-111.4.4.3-Second Molecular Dynam1cs caicuiatton
The second molecular dynam1cs simulation was aimed at
correcting the behavior of the first one. We cons1dered that the
initial representation of the system wasn't sticky enough and 1n
the next step we introduced potent1als for the hydrogens 1n the
anil1ne which represented better the gear-11ke 1nteract1on of the
an1l1ne with 1sopentane. We could not introduce hydrogens in the
1sopentane due to the much higher cost of the calculation. However,
we 1ntroduced zero potential pseudoatoms represent1ng the
hydrogens 1n the isopentane to give the right moment of 1nert1a. We
expected to obta1n a stickier dynamics, with faster rotat1onal-
translational energy transfer, result1ng in a slower an1sotropy
decay and better stat1st1cal samp11ng. The result was qu1te the
oppo s l te , as presented in Figures 35-42. The tensor torque
autocorrelat ton amp11tude was 2.6 t1mes smaller resulting in the
very long rotational memory presented in the body-f1xed angular
veloc1ty autocorrelation (F1gure 38). F1gure 38 imp11es that in the
second MD calculat ton the aniline molecule was performtng
unperturbed rotat i on around 1ts inert 1a1 axes for long peri ods of
t1me, and not prob1ng the Boltzmann dtstrtbut ton efftctently. The
result of this free wandering is that the reliability of the
stat1st1cs of anlltne specific properties was lower. So the changes
we introduced should have produced effects in oppostte directtons.
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The potentials of the hydrogens in aniline should increase the
rotation-translation coupling and the correction in the moment of
inertia of the isopentane molecules should have reduced the
rotation-rotation coupling during collisions. It is expected that the
mass distribution in the molecules has a strong effect on the
roughness of the collisions. Recently a stmultatton'" was done for
a liquid composed of rigid triatomic molecules in which the mass
was distributed in diverse ways, resulting in different angular
momentum transport properties. Once again the off diagonal
elements of the tensor torque autocorrelation are vanishingly
small and the average torque variance 1s smaller than the torque
variance of the first MD calculation. The torque distribution
presents a relative increase in the importance of the quadrupole-
quadrupole torque which we assume are responsible for the small
torque contributions. These contributions are always there but
their relative importance depend strongly upon the collision rate
and g(r). The lower torque results from a lower co1l1sional rate
which also can be inferred by cons1der1ng the 1ncreased l1near
velocity memory (see Figures 33 and 40).
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-111.4.4.4-Conclus1ons
The difficulties incurred in performing the MD catculat tons
re su1t fro m the very sam e pro per t y t hat we aim to stu dy. An 111ne
presents a considerable amount of free motion, 1mplying that the
intermolecular interactions are not eff1cient in promot1ng
randomization of the angular momentum of the molecule. Th1s also
results in a slow probing of the phase space spanned by the an111ne
molecules in solution, t.e. the trajectory has to be very long for the
system to reach ergodicity. This result prompts a word of caution
on molecular dynamics caiculat tons of solutions of small
molecules in which the same conditions are likely to happen.
Properties of individual solute molecules can be very dependent
upon their rotational energy, resulting in unreliable statist1cs.
The fast anisotropy decay present in both of the stmulat lons
shows us that the exc1ted state an1l1ne was not well
modeled by the best tnteratorntc potentials available and
that these potent1als, obta1ned from op t trn l z at lcns
d1rected to y1eld exper1mental g(r) (radial distribution)
and other stat1c propert1es, fa1led to y1eld the
exper1mental fr1ct1on. The torque distribution presented
an tnt er est tnq nonGauss1an pattern, perhaps d1splay1ng
the contr1but1ons of several k1nds of 1nteract1ons. S1nce
the dynamics of an11ine is very dependent upon the torque var1ance
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and the functional form of the torque autocorre1at1on 1s not, one
can conjecture that a scaling factor (close to one) would produce
the experimental dynamics. The torque autocorrelation together
w1th the anisotropy and angular veloc1ty autocorre1at1on 1n the
molecule-f1xed frame curves allowed us to 1nfer that the
co111s1ona1process 1s very com p1ex and a k1nd of turnst 11e co111s1on
1s taking place. The fact that as the fr1ct1on 1ncreases (second to
f1rst MD results) the torque dtstrtbutton becomes more Gauss1an
led us to propose the generalized Langevin calculation presented 1n
sect ton 111.4.We know now that the torque d1stribut1on should not
collapse to a s1ngle Gaussian distribution wh11e the recoll1s1onal
process rate is significant, but since we do not know now how to
pred i ct the re 1at tve contr1 but 1on and the var1 ances of the
distributions we will assume that the two d1stribut1ons have the
same variance, which is the same as saying that we only have one
distribution of torques. Th1s should result 1n underest1mat1ng the
real torque variance due to the overestimation of the recollis1on
torque distribution variance. Another very important result 1s that
the torque autocorre1at1on 1nd1cates that the hypothesis of
1nfinitely short collision (during wh1ch the or1entat1on of the
molecules do not change) is not accurate. The collis1on lasts as
long as the torque has memory ( ~ 600 r s), during wh1ch the
orientation of the molecule changes.
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The operat1onal details of the data analys1s are presented 1n
Append1x A, 1n wh1ch the program used ts reproduced. The program
documentat 1on 1s se 1f exp 1anatory.
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111.4.5-An1sotropy 1nclud1ng 11brat1onal mot1on.
The hydrodynamic and Langevin approaches discussed in th1s
thesis assume delta-correlated torques; that is, no solvent
memory. This implies the absence of any local solvent structure
wh1ch would impose a nonzero potential energy for rotat1on of the
solute. At the oppostte limit from the collision-interrupted free
rotation model used above, we might cons1der the molecules to be
undergoing librations governed by some type of potent1al runctton
such as a harmonic well of the type V = Iw2q2/2. Typical ltbrattonal
periods in low temperature solids are in the range 0.5-1.0 ps (60-
30 cm-1) which coincide approximately with the decay t1mes of
the free rotor correlation functions at 300 K. For such a ubrattonal
model to be relevant the solvent cage should be fixed during this
period of ca. 1 ps and the effect of thermal motion of the solvent
molecules would be to exert a fluctuating force that damps the
motion within the well. Such a model may be appropriate for
describing rapid motions of amino ac1d residues inside prote1ns,
where the local environment has a well defined average structure
but can undergo significant thermal fluctuations. In ord1nary
liquids it is more likely that the most appropriate descr1pt1on of
inertial motion lies somewhere between the free rotat1on and
librational models.
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Theoret1cal anisotropy decays for a w1de range of restr1cted
motion models have been derived by szabo.' If the solvent cage
persists for times that are long compared with the librational
oscillation frequency, the anisotropy will decay w1th oscillations
(if the friction is small) or without oscillations (in the h1gh
rrtctton, overdamped l1m1t) to reach an average value that depends
on the ltbr-attonal force constant. This limiting value will then
decay on a t1me scale d1ctated by the rate of breakup of the local
structure. This corresponds very well to the conditions tackled by
the itinerant osctllator, where the cage and the solute are modeled
by their equivalent dipoles. This model should describe well
aniline/methanol, aniline/acetonitrile or aniline/sec-butanol
interact ions due to the 1r strong character.
If the friction is small enough that free ltbratton is pcsstbte,
trans1 t 1ons between li brat i onal ei genstates shoul d be observab 1e 1n
the low-frequency infrared and Raman spectra. The dtst tnctton
between "free" rotation and "free" llbration becomes much less
clear as the time scale for persistence of the local solvent cage
becomes comparable with the librational frequency.
A collisional-interrupted libration model analogous to the
derivation of the extended diffusion model of Gordon was proposed
by Deb.30
Recent ly Kei th Ne1son obta i ned expert menta 1 resul ts observi ng
collisonal interrupted ubratton in neat C52 at low temperature.F''
where the C52 molecules acted as a cage to one another during the
~ll
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t1me scale probed in th1s lrnpul s tve st1mulated scatter1ng
exper1ment.
The torque autocorrelat1on from both MD calcutat tons (F1g. 30
and 37 ) indicates that there is a correlated recol11s1on occurr1ng
eve ry 200 f s aft er the in1t i a1 co111s10n. Th1s tor que cou1d bet he
result of a caging process, in which the damp1ng of the correlat1on
results from the r luctuat tons 1n the cage 1tself. We exclude th1s
explanation from our analys1s due to the absence of the
corresponding oscillations in the an1sotropy decay and the angular
velocity autocorrelat1on results of these calculations. Any
statistically sign1f1cant l1brat1onal component of the mot1on would
result also in osc1llat1ons which should be evident in the
anisotropy and angular veloc1ty autocorrelat1on (body-r txec frame).
.............
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111.4.6-Langev1n Model
l:
A more rigorous approach that yields a computationally s1mple
result is the stochastic theory described by Steele37, 91, 92 wh1ch
leads to time-dependent rotat1onal d1ffus1on coeff1c1ents. The
constant diffusion coefficients are replaced by the t1me-dependent
funct ions
( 137)
where 111s the moment of inert i a about the 1th ax1sand <J1(O)J1(s»
is the angular momentum correlation function.
The correlat1on function is evaluated by means of the
rotational Langevin equation, which assumes that the total torque
acting on the rotating molecule is the sum of a fr1ctional term and
a delta-correlated fluctuating torque arising from random motions
of the environment. The result is:
( 138)
where Di(oo) is the long-time l1miting value of the dtrruston
coefficient. This simple form is str1ctly correct only for a rotor
that is lnert1ally a spherical top whose free motion is described by
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a s1ngle moment of inertia I. However, the friction coefficients for
motion about different axes may still differ, leading to anisotropic
d1rrus 1on.
In the simplest limit of tsotrcptc diffusion, the anisotropy
decays as exp[-6tO(t)]' At long times, O(t)=:>O(oo)and the anisotropy
decay becomes exponent tal. Near time zero, O(t)=:>(kT / I)t and the
anisotropy decay is Gaussian as expected for the free rotor. The
Gaussian form will be maintained for times such that kTt/ID(oo)«l.
Not i ng that l/kT == t2fr and 0(00) = 1/6td where tfr and td are the
free rotor and purely diffusive decay times, respecttve lv, we f1nd
t « ( tfr /6td ) tfr for Gaussian behavior.
Equation (136) thus predicts that significant decay of the
anisotropy due to free rotation should be observed only 1f the
relaxation time that would arise from pure rotational diffusion is
consi derab ly faster than free rotat 1on.
The rotational diffusion equation with time-dependent
diffusion coefficients is generally soluble only for the symmetric
diffusor (Ol=02;t;03). In the situation of interest for aniline, where
the trans i t ion dl po1e is perpend lcul ar to the symmetry ax1s of the
dtrrusor, the anisotropy has the same general form as eq. (118):91,
92
ret) = 0.1 exp( -6hl.(t)t) + O.3exp( -[2hl.(t)+4hll(t)]t) ( 139)
where
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h.1(t) = 0.1(00)[l-(l/kTt)O.1(t)]
hll(t) = 011(00)[1-( IIkTt)OIl(t)]
( 140)
( 141 )
and 0.1(t) and Oll(t) are calculated from eq. (138). The slip friction
for aniline in isopentane yields diffusion coefficients of 01 =
0.299 ps-1 , 02 = 0.146 ps-1 , 03 = 1.423 ps-1.
In order to calculate the an1sotropy decay expected from the
rotational Langevin equation we approximate aniline as a
symmetric diffusor w1th 0.1(00)= (01 +02)/2 and 011(00)= 03, and we
set the moment of inertia equal to the average of anil1ne's three
moments of tnert ta, I = 3.18x 10-38 g cm2. The convoluted resulting
anisotropy is compared with the experimental an1sotropy 1n Figure
43.
The predicted an1sotropy decay was faster than the
experimental one, probably due to an understimated value for the
diffusion coefficients given by the hydrocynarntc 'sup' caicuratton.
This is consistent with the "faster than experimental" anisotropy
decays from the 'slip' calculation in the hydrodynam1cs section.
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111.4.7-Genera11zed Langev1n Model II
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The use of a Langevin equation to treat rotational dynamics 1s
not new, earlier work on it was performed by Hubbard93, 94, 95,
Fixman and Rider96, McClung97, 98,99, 100, Steele.101 In their
Langevin treatm ents the so lute-so lvent 1nteract ion is represented
by a random torque with no memory. They started from a Ltouvl l le
equation for a rotating rotor and the assumption that the torque is
a Markoffian process. In order to obta1n a Fokker-Planck eouat ton
for the transition probability, a Langev1n equation was used to
derive certa1n averages. The resulting Fokker-Planck equation
could then be solved by expansion of the formal solut1on into the
convenient basis set. The problem of obtaining a Fokker-Planck
equation for a non-Markoffian torque ts still subject of 1ntense
research.
We wanted to use here the information obtained from the
molecular dynamics calculation about the torque autocorrelat1on to
estimate the non-Markoffian torque app11ed to the anil1ne
molecules in 1sopentane solution.
Our approach starts with a genera 11zed Langev 1n equat 1on
which can be easily solved as a runct ton of the torque
autocorrelation to which the solute ts subject. The model follows
closely the work of Adelman102 and 1s presented below. S1ml1ar
attempts to solve a generalized Langevin equation were done by
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Ciccot1103 in the case of linear Brown1an motion. C1ccot1 used
Morl's idea to simplify the numerical simulat1on. Mor1 cons1dered
that the stochastic process resulted from an infinite cha1n process
in which each of the elements of the ladder follows a genera11zed
Langevin equation. This permits one to write a continued rractton
representation for the Laplace transform of the torque
autocorrelation or an infinite set of different1al equations
descri bi ng it. Then one usua lly truncates the cont i nuous fract i on or
the set of d1fferential equations by considering that the nth
process is a simple Gaussian white noise (Markoff1an) process.
Ciccot1 followed this path and generated a random trajectory
evaluation of the process. In our calculation we d1d not have to
make any assumption other than the torque be1ng Gaussian nor d1d ------
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we have to truncate a continued rr-act lon or a system of
d1fferential equations. We consider though that the off-d1agonal
terms of the torque autocorrelation tensor to be negligible. Th1s
hypothesis is supported by the results from our MD calculat tons
presented in Figs. 30 and 37.
Another way to solve the generalized Langevin problem 1s due
to Dr. Harr1s.104J 105 They solved a genera11zed Langev1n problem for
the case of 12 vibrational energy relaxation in a Lennard-Jones
xenon sorut ton, by express1ng the kernel of their force
autocorrelation through an autoregress1ve mov1ng average
algorithm (ARMA). It was implicit that the processes generat1ng
the forces were Gaussian. Once obta1ned the coeffic1ents of the
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autoregressive series, they integrated the generalized Langevin
equation numerically in a way simllar to the one used in this
thesis. The use of ARMA expedites the calculation of convolutions,
and it could also be used here.
The input of our method, the torque autocorrelation obtained in
the previous molecular dynamics calculations, is statist1cally
reliable due to the fact that it is a property dependent upon
collisions which had its phase space well probed, as opposed to
spec1fic aniline molecule properties like angular velocity 1nertial
f ram e pro j ect 10nsf 0 rex amp 1e. We 0bserv edt hat the change i n
parameters between the two molecular dynamics calculations
resulted approximately in a scaling of the torque
autocorrelation and that the molecular structure of the
colliding particles produce an almost isotropic torque
(friction). The relationships among the torques applied to the
three inertial axes remained about the same, as did their time
evo 1ut i on. So we dec i ded to so 1ve the genera li zed rotat 1ona 1
Langevin problem for a scaling factor app11ed to the MD torque
autocorrelation. The amplitude dtstr tbut ton of the torque obta1ned
from the MD calculations was non Gaussian, probably due to the
torque being the result of several Gaussian processes of different
widths (multiGaussian distribution). In th1s analisys the torque
was considered to be Gaussian and created by stationary processes.
The equation of motion for an asymmetric top subject to a
non-Markoffian Gaussian random torque 1s given by:
--
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( 142)
where i refers to the inertial axis a.b .or c.
'ti(t)= randon torque with a gaussian distribution
A 1-1 1-1i= k - j
Pi(t) <'ti(t)'ti(O»
KbTli
1 ijk is an even permutation of 123
Eijk=-1 ijk is an even permutation of 123
( 143)
( 144)
( 145)
( 146)
The assumption that the torque is Gauss1an implies that by
knowing its first moment, the ctstrtbutton ts fully characterized
and so is the random torque.
Using Laplace transforms one can eas1ly solve eq, (142)
resulting in:
( 147)
After reorganizing the terms we have:
( 148)
where
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and ( 149)
Transform1ng back eq. (142) to the time domain, one obta1ns:
Now we introduce the random var1able Y1 (t) gtven by:
If one consider that the torque app11ed to the molecule can be
described as a Gauss1an stat tonary random process, then the
va ria b1e Y 1 (t) 1sal so Gauss ian and s tat 10nary, and the d1s t r 1but 10 n
of Y1 (t) can be determined once one calculates 1ts variance:
---
t t
ar=<yr(t»=IIXi(t-l)Xi (t -~<'t i(o)'t i (~)>d~dO ( 152)
where
<'t~B)'tli~»=<'t{B-~)1rP»=Kb T ~~~B-~) ( 153)
due to stattonartty (f1rst identity), and to the second fluctuat1on-
dissipation theorem (second identity),
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All the information about the memory of the system 1s present
in the susceptibility. A step-function susceptibility would
correspond to free mot i on, as the random torque amp11tude
increases the susceptibility decreases faster with time. The effect
of memory occurs in the shape of this decay, a Markoffian torque
would result in a susceptibil1ty which would decay exponent1ally.
The suscept i b ili ty f or the part i cul ar torque autocorre 1at ion
obtained from the molecular dynamics calculation ts presented in
Figure 45 while the result of our calculation, the scaled torque
autocorrelation, is presented in Figure 44.
The negative dip in the torque autocorrelation occurring around
200 fs indicates the existence of a correlated collision, probably a
recollision with the same init1al collider (turnstile co l l tston), as
when one pushes through a turnstile and then gets hit in the back
by it. The recollisional time is of the order of a 1800 rotation of
aniline around any of its axes, indicating that it is an1l1ne that is
hitting back the isopentane molecule. This dtp ts a purely
microscopic result (small wavelength) and should not be
felt by larger molecules with different dynamics or
macroscopic bodies.
The equation (150) differs from the simple 1ntegrat1on of
Euler's equations due to the introduct1on of the susceptibility
(memory) in the recollection of the former path and the initial
condition of the motion and for the interference of the random
torque integrated impulse. I called the terms analogous to the
i'li
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1ntegrated Eu1ers equat 1ons f 1ni te-m emory-i nert 1a lly-drlven
terms, because they result in a motion which would be inertially
dr1ven but affected by the finite memory of the process. Of course
the amount of memory is 1ntimately linked to the torque stochastic
propert i es.
The mean1ng of Y1(t) is the random d1fferential dev1at1on dJ1
from the f1nite-memory-inertially-driven J trajectory due to the
app11cat1on of a torque on the solute by the solvent molecules. Its
variance «o2Y1(t» = <Y12(t» since <Y1(t»=0 due to consideration of
the zero mean value of the random torque) ts presented 1n F1gure 46
( curv es d, e and f) show i ng a 1n1t i a1 fa s t r 1se, due tot he quas1-
free rotation period of ~ 200 fs. in which the J projections change
fast due to ba1l1st1c motion. This results are in good agreement
with the results from the extended diffusion calculation
(collisional t1me=190-220 rs).
F1gure 46 also shows the angular momentum autocorrelation
which displays complementary behavior. There is, a fast
autocorrelat1on decay due to ballist1c mot1on and then this decay 1s
slowed down by collisions. The results presented 1n this section
are the average of 2500 trajector1es and the probed Boltzmann
distribution is quite smooth and is presented in Figure 47 to give
us one idea of the statistical reliab1lity of the catculatton when
compared to the molecular dynamics simulations.
The final result is a transition probability of the form:
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.... (y2 y? y2 JP(J ,Jo,t)=N exp -_i -_J__ 2lL
2crt 207 2atk1 J
( 154)
This transition probability was used to control a random walk
in the phase space.
The fitting of the anisotropy using the scaled torque
autocorrelation is very good and 1s presented 1n Figure 48.
The important results of this section are the torque
autocorrelation presented in Figure 44, showing the recollisional
process around 200 rs, Figure 46 showing us the memory of the
motions (susceptibility) consistent with the forgetfulness
(var1ance) and the visualization of the period of circa 200 fs of
"free rotation". The limiting value of the variance of the mot ton
<J 1( t )J 1( t )> for 10ng tim es (i nput 0 f the s1mu1at 10n) equa1s the val ue
of <J1( 0 )J 1( t )> for t =0 (r esu1t 0 f the s imu1at ion) as expected by the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem and stattonar tty of the process.
Their comparison give us a measure of the statistical accuracy of
the calculation. To compare the generalized Langevin torque w1th
the ones obtained from the MD calculation we should remember
that the Gaussian approximation for the torque dtstr tbutton is not
necessarily correct although very commonly used. The variances of
the two MD torque distributions are equal to the respective initial
values of the torque autocorrelations, due to stationarity. Further
studies need to be carried out to predict the torque distribution
which 1s collisional rate dependent.
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The operational details of the calculations are presented
below and 1n Appendix B, in wh1ch the program used to simulate the
generalized Langevin random walk ts presented.
The random walk 1s based on the cond1tional probability
presented in eq. (154) with a time step of 10 fs. We started w1th
the sca 1ed torque autocorre 1at 1on and through eq. (1 49) the
susceptibi11ty of the motion is calculated. The var1ance of the
process as a function of time ts calculated using eq. (152). Before
we perform each step, a most likely Ji(t) is calculated using the
for mer t raj ec tory i nfor mat 10n ( J 1(t 1 ), J 1( t 2 )" .J 1( t n- 1 )) by the
follow1ng equation:
( 155)
w hi ch ref 1ec t s the f 1nit e- mem0 ry -1 ner t i a11y - dr 1ve n ba111stic
motion. Three calls to a random number generator function produce
the random increments, from which we subtract 0.5 to create a
symmetric dtstr tbut ion of random torques (zero average). These
1ncrements are then scaled to comprise 7 standard deviations
(multiplied by 7 or whatever range we choose). We then use eq. 154
to calculate the probabil1ty of the step, considering normalization
equa 1 to 1. Th is probabi1i ty var: es between 0- 1 and 1s then
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compared with another random number between 0-1. If the
probabllity is larger than the random number the step is accepted
otherw1se another loop ts performed. The accepted increment ~Ji 1s
then scaled to the variance proper for that specific moment of the
traj ectory. At early time the vari ance is very sma 11,mean1ng that
the traj ectory is ma inly inert i a1 or determ i ni st 1c. As the mot ion
proceeds, the effects of the random torque accumulate and the
uncertainty 1n the trajectory increases. The 1n1t1al cond1t1on 1s
forgotten at the rate of decrease of the suscept1b1lity funct1on. By
knowing the initial orientat1on of the molecule and the t1me
evolution of J1 one can integrate the equat tons of mot1on and
calculate all the properties of interest.
"II
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111.4.8-Free rotat1on + d1electr1c Fr1ct1on
The collisional interference 1n the rotational dynam1cs of
aniline has been associated with the harsh part of the
intermolecular potential in the hydrodynamic and extended
d1ffus1on theories. The average collisional energy (kT/2) at room
temperature is enough for the molecules to probe the harshest part
of their interactions if a collision is really to occur. As seen in the
hard sphere ca 1cul at ions, the co11isi onal rate is very dependent of
the hard sphere diameter or o of the Lennard-Jones potential. Th1s
uncertanty leaves space for a model 1n wh1ch the anil1ne molecule
could also be interacting through the attract1ve part of the
intermolecular potential. These 1deas are the basis of the
dielectric friction models in wh1ch the rotat1ona1 dynam1cs of the
molecule is slowed down (as if the moment of 1nertia were larger
than the one corresponding to the molecule alone) due to the
dipole-dipole (or dipole-po1ar1zab11ity tensor) 1nteract1ons. Ani11ne
has a 1.4-1.5 D dipole moment 1n the ground state106 and the
excited state dipole moment has been est1mated to be between 1.5
to 5.2 D72. Extensive hydrodynamics catculattons cons1dering
dielectric rrtct ton for a rotating dipolar molecule surrounded by a
polar solute, were performed by Hubbard."?" whl1e Zwanzig
performed the ecutval ent theory for moving ions immersed in po lar
so lvents.:" Kivelson and Zwanz1g performed theor1es that thake
"
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into consideration the die1ectr1c friction acting upon the solute
molecule.
The effect of dielectric friction in the rotational ctrruston of
large molecules was also studied by Clark.39 In this regime what
we have is the overlap of both kinds of interactions. The large
molecule rotates slowly between collisions resu1t1ng in an
anisotropy decay dominated by rotat1ona1 diffus1on. Bes1des the
harsh interaction due to the co111sions there 1s the dipole-dipole
(or dipole-po1arizabllity tensor) interaction to slow its rotation. In
the cas e 0 f an111ne s1ip b0undary con d1t i on pred 1ct s a ro tat ion a1
rate faster than free rotation, which precludes us from us1ng a
hydrodynamics model, but perhaps free rotation slowed down by
die tectr: c fri ct ion coul d account for the observed rotat 1ona1 t 1mes.
Further studies on the 1nfluence of dielectric friction on
rotational dynamics of anlline in solution are planned. Th1s rrtctton
can be used to estimate the contribution of the third Gaussian
distribution apparent in our MD calculations.
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11I.5-Discussion
The analyses performed show strong deficienc1es in the
predictive capability of the several theories. The experimental
an1sotropies for an11ine/hydrocarbons solutions were reasonably
well fit by the "slip + free rotation" calculated anisotropy decays.
The same could not be said for methanol, sec-butanol and
acetonitrile solutions. The continuum model seemed to run into
severe problems when applied to such a small molecule such as
aniline.
The experimental anisotropy decay of anlline/isopentane is not
much slower than free rotation and the average angle rotated
between collisions is of the order of 19.5°, reinforcing our
conclusion of the inapplicability of hydrodynam1cs.
Extended diffusion calculations yielded a collisional t1me of
205± 15 rs, which was used to calculate the averaged rotation
angle between collisions of (19.5 ± 1.5)°. The predictions of this
theory depend upon the hard body modeling of solute/solvent
interactions. It so happens that in liquids, the h1gh degree of
compactness causes the collisional frequency to be very dependent
on the hard sphere diameter assoc1ated w1th the solution. Our hard
sphere modeling of solute and solvents resulted in collisional
times inconsistent w1th the results from the extended diffusion
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calculation. Within the hard sphere model, we calculated the degree
of roughness of the co111s ions.
The molecular dynamics calculation proved to be too lengthy,
not permitting fine tuning of the input parameters. One could
dev1se some modifications in the code to perm1t s1mulat1on of
several noninteracting aniline molecules, (non1nteract1ng among
themselves only) in order to reduce the computer t1me needed to
gather enough stat 1st 1cs. The torque autocorre 1at 1on funct tons
relative to the inertial axes resulting from the two calculat tons
were statlsticaly reliable and, 1nterest1ngly, resulted in an almost
isotropic interaction. The1r shapes were also siml1ar 1nd1cat1ng
that the ma1n result of the change in the 1nput parameters
descr1bing the molecules was to scale the torque autocorrelation
and that the torque autocorrelation time dependence was mostly
dependent on the hard sphere d1ameter and an111ne mass
distribution, which did not change from one calculat ton to another.
Th 1s torque autocorre 1at ion was app 11ed to the genera 11zed
Langevin random walk y1eld1ng an estimate for the torque felt by
the anll1ne molecule.
We also obtained evidence for the role of hydrogen bonding on
the reorientation time of aniline and N,N-dimethylan111ne 1n
methanol. In the hydrocarbon solvents this substituted an1l1ne
rotates more slowly than aniline itself, consistent with 1ts larger
size. In methanol, however, the bu1k1er dimethylanl1ine showed a
considerably faster rotational re laxat ton time than an11ine. Th1s
Iii,
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may reflect the reduced hydrogen-bonding ab111ty of the methyl-
subst i tuted am i no group.
Time dependent spectral sh1fts were observed 1n an111ne 1n
sec-butanol arising from solute/solvent configurat1on
reorganizations to stabl1ize the increase 1n the dipole moment of
an1line in its excited state. Reorientation times of acetonitrile
molecules proved to be as short as the reorientat1on t1mes of any
of the probed hydrocarbons probably due to the small s1ze of th1s
molecule and its rapid rotational dynamics.
1 1 1
We probed molecular motions in the realm of femtoseconds and
ga1ned some apprec1ation of the techniques involved (femtosecond
lasers, dispersion suppression techniques, nonlinear optics, laser
electronics, dye amp11f1ers, laser building techniques, etc ...), Our
studies of the various models that have been applied to the
rotat1onal problem (classical and quantum free rotation, stick and
slip hydrodynamics as well as bas1c hydrodynamics starting from
Stokes ecuat tons and 1ts applications 1n calculat1ng drag
coeff1cients for the several shapes involved in molecular modeling,
Langev1n and generalized Langev1n equattons and use of correlat1on
funct 1ons 1n spectroscopy and theory of li qu ids, mol ecu 1ar
dynamics, quaternion representation of rotations, extended
11brat1on, 1t1nerant osc1l1ator etc ..) prop1tiated an extensive and
interesting Inte l lectual challenge.
The apcncat ton of some of these theor1es to our problem
y1elded est1mates of colllsonal times, hard sphere modeling of the
interact tons, degree of roughness of the hard sphere coutstons,
determ 1nat 1on of the range of app11cab 11ity of the hard sphere
modeling, and f1nally, an estimate of the torque felt by the aniline
molecules.
Chapter IV
IV.1.Concluslons and Future Developments
--
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We expect that as the collisional rate increases the
reco1l1sional process becomes less likely to occur and the torque
autocorrelation would just decay to zero w1thout the negative dip.
The strong dependence of the dynamics indicates that this
reco 11istonal process may survive for the kind of fri ct i on sensed by
an111ne molecule in isopentane. The reco1l1s1onal process 1s a
turnstile collision with mu1tiGaussian statistics and represents an
example of relatively complex friction probably present 1n nature.
The nonGaussian distribution is remarkable, s1nce Gauss1an
appro xi mat i on 1s w 1de1y used 1n 11Qu1d theory and 1t 1sap uzz11ng
breakdown of the central limit theorem.
Future experiments using fluorescence upconversion should
make use of new nonlinear crystals (LBO at this t1me) with larger
nonlinear coefficients and lower dispersion. Other techniques
should be tried (transient absorpt ton, which' 1s equivalent to
fluorescence an1sotropy but instead of the molecule emitting a
photon, 1t absorbs one), four-wave mixing, etc ... We did not attempt
them due to lack of information on an1l1ne's transient absorpt lons.
A degenerate uv crossed grating experiment still seems to be a
good option.
The collisional-recollisional process could be probed directly
1n a near-resonance UV femtosecond population grating experiment.
The colllslon lnduced absorptlon would select from the
1ncoherent collisional population only the molecules wh1ch are
colliding at that instant of time (coJJ1s1onal coherence). The
'I,
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event of the reco l ltston would result 1n a change 1n the index of
refraction of the solution 200 fs later, produc1ng a modulation of
the amount of scat tered li ght from the grat i ng.
The method used here (MD catcutat ton to determine the torque
autocorrelation or other pertinent property and subsequent solut1on
of a generalized Langevin random walk) seems to be a useful one as
a way to solve the generalized Langevin problem without hav1ng to
solve a generalized Fokker-Planck equation (local-time Fokker-
Planck equation).
The rotational problem continues to be a challenging and
unso lved mystery of sc 1ence, clam ori ng for subt 1er theor1 es.
improved experimental techniques and gargantuan graduate student
;
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TABLES
Table I. Experimental and extended diffusion rotational re taxatton
times for aniline in solut1on.
Exponential Fittinga Time Extended
dependent Diffusion Fitting
Stokes Shift
Solvent ViS~QSlt~ r(O) l~ l~
r(Q) l~
(cp)>
Isopentane 0.22 0.28 1.0 0.5 0.23 0.190
Isooctane 0.698 0.31 1.1 0-0.5 0.27 0.130
Hexadecane 3.2 0.32 1.62 1.0 0.27 0.080
Methanol 0.57 0.31 11=0.83, f1=O·42 0.8 0.27 11=0.044
12=10.5, f:t=<>.58 f1=O·71
12=0·260
fz={>.29
sec- 3.5 0:23 11=7.8, f1=O·57 20-30
Butanol? 12=58, f2=O·43
Acetonitrile 0.375 0.25 4.2 0.5-1.0 0.26 0.048 ---aAn1sotrop1es were assumed to have the form:
r(t)=r(O)exp[-t/1rotl or r(t)= reO) (flexp[-t/11]+f2exP[-t/12])
Best-f1t parameters were determined by f1tt1ng III(t) and Ij_(t)
s1multaneously as described in the text.
bV1scos1t1es at 230C were 1nterpolated from reference'08.
C Repeated for completeness from reference ",
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Table II. Calculated (stick and slip) rotational retaxat ton t1mes for
an111ne.a
I '
Ii
Stickb Slipe SliD+1F~eFtotationd
'tl 't2 'tl 't2 'tl 't2
Isopentane 6.2 7.1 0.76 0.16 1.2 TI.92
Isooctane 19.6 22.6 ~.4 0.52 2.8 1.3
Hexadecane 90 104 11 2.4 11 J.1
Methanol 16 18 2.0 0.42 24 1.2
Sec-Butanol? 98 113 12 2.6 13 3.4
Acetonitrile 10.5 12.2 1.3 0.28 1.74 1.04
aSolvent viscosities are given in Table I. All rotational relaxatfon
times are in ps. An1sotropy decays are of the form:
rtt) = r(O)(f 1exp[ -t/'t1 ] + f 2exp[-t/'t2 ])
bCalculated from eq. (122) w1th f 1 = 0.25 and f2 = 0.75.
<catcutateo from eq. (124)w1th f 1 = 0.205 and f2 = 0.795.
dCalculated from eq. (125) w1th f1 = 0.205 and f2 = 0.795.
e Repeated for completeness from reference 11.
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Table III. Calculated extended diffusion and Enskog co1l1sional t1mes
for antltne.
"
'I,
SOLVENT
a a= Hard sphere d1ameter from rererencev' for which the table was
calculated.
bte= Enskog col11s1onal t1me.
Ctro= Gordon collisional time.
d aCT)= roughness parameter.
e Hard sphere d1ameter from reference 109 resulted 1n s1m1lar
Enskog collisional times and roughness parameters.
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Tab 1e IV. Isopentane coord 1nates ( 1st MD).
Pseu oatom
1
..
II
,
'.
!~
'I
1
Index C
1
a coordinates in A obtained from computer molecular modeling.
b .masses ln a.m.u ..
C indices refers to Table VI where the corresponding Lennard-Jones
potent 1a1s are presented.
:1
'___
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Table V. Aniline coordinates (1 st MO).
Pseudoatom Xa y Z Massb Index-
1 0.9369 0.0 -0.0163 12.011 4
2 -1.1617 -1.2064 0.004 12.011 4
3 0.2323 -1.2064 -0.0095 12.011 4
4 -1.8713 0.0 0.0108 12.011 4
5 0.2323 1.2064 -0.0095 12.011 4
6 -1.1617 1.2064 0.004 12.011 4
7 -1.6958 -2.1444 0.0091 1.008 7
8 0.7714 -2.1442 -0.0147 1.008 7
9 -2.9513 0.0 0.0213 1.008 7
10 0.7714 2.1442 -0.0147 1.008 7
11 -1.6958 2.1444 0.0091 1.008 7
12 2.339 0.0 -0.0299 14.007 5
13 2.7801 0.8352 0.3016 1.008 6
14 2.7801 -0.8352 0.3016 1.008 6
a coordinates in A obtained from reference89.
b masses 1na.m.u..
C indices refers to Table VI where the correspond1ng Lennard-Jones
potent i a1s are presented.
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Table VI. Lennard-Jones potential parameters (1 st MD), :.j
ao 3.905
!,
IiIndex
e 88.04
I'
II!
I I
.1
where e is given in degrees Kelvin, ao 1n A and the Lennard-Jones
potential is given by
V(r)= 4t{ (~ot -(~oy]
aObtained from reference86,
b Obta1ned from rer erence'".
=obtatned from reference87,
d potentialless pseudoatoms, needed to produce the correct mass
distribution,
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Table VII. Isopentane coordinates (2nd MD).
Pseudoatom
3.0096
z Mass b Indexc
11
2
3
xa y
-0.3788
0.9037
~.3747
15.034
15.034
1~~018 3
1
4
5.4039 5.4211
':'0.3829 14.026
5
6
4.7243 2.6556
-0.5334
-0.4851
15.034
1.008
1
8
7
8
4.0751 3.2114
0.5713
-1.223
1.008
1~OO8 8
9
4.0226 "4.7521
0.4953 1.008
10
2.6578 2.6319
-1.2977 1.008 8
11
5.3093 6.5271
-0.5694 1.008 8
12
5.9533 5.2325
0.3162 1.008 8
13
6.0319 5.0537
-1.476 1.008 8
14
3.4344 5.1114
-1.2522 1.008 8
15
. 3.478 5.09
0.9111 1.008 8
16
17
2.6773 1.518
0.9929
1.8136
1.008
1.008
8
8
a coord1nates 1nA obta1ned from computer molecular modeling.
b masses in a.m.u..
2.0029 2.9336
c 1nd1ces refers to Table IX where the correspond1ng Lennard-Jones
potent 1a1s are presented.
2.1779 2.9836
4.6828 2.8747
4.7072 1.5412
5.7919 2.9588
4.1875
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Table VIII. Aniline coordinates (2nd MD).
Pseudoatom Xa y Z Massb Index?
1 0.9369 0.0 -0.0163 12.011 4
2 -1.1617 -1.2064 0.004 12.011 4
3 0.2323 -1.2064 -0.0095 12.011 4
4 -1.8713 0.0 0.0108 12.011 4
5 0.2323 1.2064 -0.0095 12.011 4
6 -1.1617 1.2064 0.004 12.011 4
7 -1.6958 -2.1444 0.0091 1.008 7
8 0.7714 -2.1442 -0.0147 1.008 7
9 -2.9513 0.0 0.0213 1.008 7
10 0.7714 2.1442 -0.0147 1.008 7
11 -1.6958 2.1444 0.0091 1.008 7
12 2.339 0.0 -0.0299 14.007 5
13 2.7801 0.8352 0.3016 1.008 6
14 2.7801 -0.8352 0.3016 1.008 6
a coordinates in A obtained from reference89.
b masses 1na.m.u..
C indices refers to Table IX where the corresponding Lennard-Jones
potent i a1s are presented.
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Table IX. Lennard-Jones potential parameters (2nd MD).
Index
where £ 1s g1ven 1n degrees Ke lvln, ao 1n A and the Lennard-Jones
potent1al 1s given by
V(r)= 4t{ (~o)12- (~oy]
aObta1ned from reference86.
bObta 1ned from ref erence88,
cObtalned from rererence'".
d potent1alless pseudoatorns, needed to produce the correct mass
d1str1 but 1on.
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Table X. Calculated rotational and translational temperatures
projected along the inertial axes of the aniline molecule (1 st MD ).
i' •
Rotational Temperature emperature
I
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Averages
Temperatures
I'
II
a Each run = 100 ps
bAverage Rotat1onal Temperature:
<T R>=319 K
CAverage Translational Temperature:
<T T>=298 K
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Table XI. Calculated rotational and translational temperatures
projected along the inertial axes of the ani11ne molecule (2nd MD).
I
j ..
Run#a Rotational Temperature Translational Temperature
TA= TB= TC= T= TA= TB= TC= T=
1 469 349 337 385 348 448 313 17U
2 277 256 215 249 327 384 260 j24
3 158 274 358 263 349 344 280 124
4 361 338 411 370 379 245 468 364
5 201 222 383 269 255 255 228 246
6 108 315 336 253 429 283 275 329
7 283 344 268 298 395 295 304 -nl
8 190 286 414 296 250 364 295 -303
9 149 348 308 268 263 355 395 -338
10 136 257 234 209 302 271 334 303
11 52 285 424 254 471 435 272 393
12 88 241 303 210 191 283 358 -277
14 128 258 370 252 277 27-0 213 253
Average <TA> <fB> <fC> <TR>b <fA> <TB> <fC> kr r»
Temperatures 200K 291K 336K 276K 326K 326K 307K 320K
, '
"
a Each run = 50 ps
bAverage Rotational Temperature:
<T R>=276 K
CAverage Translat tcna' Temperature:
<T T>=320 K
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Table XII. Gaussian representatton of the stochastic processes
resulting in the apparent torque dtstrtbutton ,
I. :
MD Calculation Relative Amplitude In area Torque Variances
FIrst 0.71 3.5x107
0.29 2.0x1()6
-Second 0.308 3.5x107
0.298 7.0x1()6
0.394 3.1x105
Generahzed 1.0 1.72x107
Langevin
a The torque autocorrelation units are 10-48 g2 A4 ps-4,
I:
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Table XIII. Reor1entat1on times for the an1l1ne derivatives.
M.·1 ·lp Sruvent r(0) lrot:UWa
N,N-dimethyl-aniline isopentane 0.25 2.1
hexadecane 0.21 6.6
methanol 0.22 3.5
4-cyclohexyl-aniline hexadecane 0.28 tl=1.8, fl=O·39
t2=23, f2=O·61
sec-butanol 0.29 tl=2.6, fl=O·35
t2=58, f2=O·65
2,4,6-tri-tert-butylanilineb hexadecane 0.31 58
sec-butanol 0.31 65
aAn1sotrop1es were assumed to have the form:
r(t)=r(O)exp[-t/'trotl or r(t)= reO) (flexp[-t/tl]+f2exP[-t/t2])
Best-fit parameters were determined by fitting 1!I(t) and l_l(t)
s1multaneously as descr1bed 1n the text.
blsotrop1c (111+21..1.)lifetimes were cons1derably longer than our
max1mum delay time of 80-100 ps for all molecules except for tr1-
tert-butylanlline, which had a l1fetime of 23 ps 1n hexadecane and
55 ps 1n sec-butano 1.
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Table XIV. Average angle swept through by the antltne between
col11s1ons.
i.
Axes Moment <COi(O).COi(O» <<p:>3
of Inertia ps-2 degrees
10-24 A2
A 150.0
I
B 324. !
473.
k=Boltzmann constant=0.831441 u.m.a. A2/ps2/K
= 1.386 x 10-24 g A2ps-2 K
T = 300 K
a <<p>= average angle swept between co1l1s1ons.
<roa(0).coa(0»=2.86ps-21mp11es <cp>=1.69*0.19*180/TT= 18.4 degrees
<rob(0).cob(0»=1.30ps-21mp11es <<p>=12.4 degrees
<roc(0).coc(0»=0.8792ps-21mp11es <<p>= 10.2 degrees
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-F1gures
o 90 180
CvC torsional angle
F1gure 1. Stilbene molecule and electronic state diagram. The
trans1tion dipole moment lies along the long axis of the stilbene
molecule.
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F1gure 2. Apparatus for p1cosecond fluorescence an1sotropy
exper1ments. See explanations in the text.
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STILBENEnSOPENTANE SOLUTION
1.0-r------------------
~
0.8
~
0.6 PARALLEL.... PER PEND ICULAR
-....._
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<
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Figure 3. Fluorescence intensity for 5 x 10-4M trans-
st 11bene/ 1sopentane so 1ut i on. Shown above are the 1ntens 1ty of
fluorescence collected with polarizations both parallel ( III) and
perpendicular ( 1..1.) to the exc1tat1on polarization. In all the figures
presented in this thesis the data pOints have been connected for
better vtsualtzat lon.
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Figure 4. Fluorescence anisotropy for 5 x 10-4M trans-
st llbene/ i sopentane so1ut ion.
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STILBENE/HEXADECANE SOLUTION
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Figure 5. Fluorescence intensities for 5 x 10-4M trans-
stl1bene/hexadecane solution. Shown above are the intensity of
fluorescence collected with polarizations both parallel ( III ) and
perpendicular ( 1.1) to the excitation polarization.
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Flgure 6. Fluorescence anisotropy for 5 x 10-4M trans-
st ilbene/hexadecane so1ut lon.
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STILBENE VAPOR • T=463 K
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Figure 7. Fluorescence intensity for trans-stilbene vapor at a
temperature of 463 K.The upper frame shows the 1ntens1ty of
fluorescence collected with polar1zations both parallel ( III ) and
perpendicular ( I.L ) to the exc1tation polarization.
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Figure 8. Experimental and calculated anisotropy for trans-stl1bene
vapor at a temperature of 463 K. The stilbene molecule was
approximated as a prolate symmetric top with rotational constants
A = 0.0908 crn" ' and B = 0.00865 crrr' 1. Shown above are: (a)
Experimental anisotropy, (b) anisotropy assum1ng a Gaussian
instrument function with a 5 ps half-width, (c) shows the
anisotropy assuming delta function light pulses.
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Figure 9. Limiting anisotropy of trans-st11bene vapor as a runctton
of the rat to of exc1ted to ground state temperatures (T'/T).
Exper1mental data are represented by dots w 1th the appropriate
error bars. Theoretical values for stat1st1cal and regular rotors,
represented by the dashed Itnes, were calculated from eo. (15) of
ref? and eq. (54), respect1vely. Data po1nts at T'/T = 1.26 and 1.53
are taken from rer.": the po1nt at T'/T= 1.06 ts from the present
work.
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F1gure 10. D1agram of the femtosecond laser. Descr1pt1on g1ven 1n
the text.
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F1gure 11. Diagram of the femotsecond exper1mental
apparatus.Descript1on g1ven 1n the text.
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ac
Figure 12. Structure of aniline and definition of molecule-fixed
axes. The transition dipole moment is also indicated 1n the f1gure
potnttnq along the b ax1s.
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Figure 13. Time-resolved fluorescence of an1l ine in 1sopentane
emitted with polarizations parallel (III) and perpendicular (I_l) to the
exciting pulse obtained with the first experimental apparatus. Also
shown is the instrument function (dashed curve) obtained by best-
fitting a Gaussian to the rising edge of the tsotroptc (11I+21.l)
fluorescence.
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Figure 14. Time-resolved fluorescence of an1l1ne 1n 1sopentane
em1tted w1th polar1zat1ons perpend1cular (1.1)and parallel (III) to the
exc1ting pulse shown as curves a and b respectively. Also shown Is
the 1ns t rum ent fun c t ion (c) 0bt a1ned fro m the 1sop entan e C- H
stretch Raman l1ne upconvers1on. These data were obtained w1th the
improved experimental apparatus and techniques.
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Figure 15. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for aniline in isopentane.
The curves shown above are (d) the experimental data, and the
theoretical decay assum1ng hydrodynam1c model w1th d1ffus1on
coefficients given in Table II: (a) slip, (b) slip + free rotation, (c)
stick. In the hydrodynamic calculations the 1n1t1al an1sotropy reO)
was adjusted slightly to give the best least-squares fit to the
exper: menta 1data.
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Figure 16. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for anl1ine in tscoctane.
The curves shown above are (d) the experimental data, and the
theoretical decay assuming hydrodynamic model with diffusion
coefficients given in Table II: (a) slip, (b) slip + free rotation, (c)
stick.
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F1gure 17. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for an111ne 1n hexadecane.
The curves shown above are (d) the exper1mental data, and the
theoretical decay assuming hydrodynam1c model w1th d1ffus1on
coeff1c1ents g1ven 1n Table II: (a) slip, (b) slip + free rotation, (c)
st 1ck.
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Figure 18. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for aniline in methanol.
The curves shown above are (d) the experimental data, and the
theoretical decay assuming hydrodynamic model with diffusion
coefficients given in Table II: (a) slip, (b) slip + free rotation, (c)
stick.
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Figure 19. Fluorescence an1sotropy decay for an111ne1n sec-butanol.
The so11d curv es are the exper imental dat a and the best exp0nent 1a1
fit using the parameters given in Table I. The dashed curve 1s the
theoret1ca1 decay assuming rotat1ona1 d1ffusion w1th stick boundary
condi t ions; the dot ted curve 1s the theoret 1ca 1 pred 1ct 1on for s11p
rotational diffusion plus free rotat1on.
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Flgure 20. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for ant l tne 1n
acetoni tr tle. The curves shown above are (d) the experimental data,
and the theoretical decay assum1ng hydrodynam1c model w1th
d1ffusion coefficients given in Table II: (a) slip, (b) s11p + free
rotat ton, (c) st lck.
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Figure 21. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for ant l lne 1n 1sopentane.
The curve (a) is the theoretical prediction for a weighted sum of the
anisotropies for a-axis absorption and emission (1.69%), b-axis
absorption and emission (75.69%), and a-axis absorpt1on w1th b-
axis emission or vice versa (22.62%), corresponding to 13% a-axis
character in both absorption and emtsston, freely rotat1ng aniline
molecules approximated as a ensemble of free prolate symmetr1c
rotors (A=O. 176 cm -1, 8=0.0735 cm -1) convo 1uted with the
1ns t rum ent fun c t 10n. The 0 the r curv es are: (b) the 0 ret 1cal dec ay
assuming extended diffusion with collisional time of 190 rs [eq.
(126)], (c) the best exponential fit using the parameters given in
Table I, (d) the experimental data, and (e) the instrument function
obtained from the isopentane C-H stretch Raman line upconversion.
In the extended diffusion calculations the initial anisotropy r(O)
was adjusted slightly to give the best least-squares fit to the
exper lmenta 1 data.
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Figure 22. Fluorescence an1sotropy decay for an1l1ne 1n 1sooctane.
The other curves are: (a) theoret1cal decay assum1ng extended
diffusion with collis1onal t1me g1ven 1n Table I, (b) the best
exponential fit using the parameters g1ven in Table I, (c) the
exper1mental data, and (d) the instrument function obtained from
the 1sopentane C-H stretch Raman l1ne upconvers1on.
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Figure 23. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for ani11ne 1n hexadecane.
The other curves are: (a) theoret teal decay assum ing extended
diffusion with collisional time given in Table I, (b) the best
exponential fit using the parameters given in Table I, (c) the
exper1mental data, and (d) the instrument runctton obtained from
the lsopentane C-H stretch Raman line upconvers1on.
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F1gure 24. Fluorescence an1sotropy decay for anl1lne ln methanol.
The other curves are: (a) theoret teal decay assum 1ng extended
d1ffusion w1th col11s1onal t1me given 1n Table I, (b) the best
exponent1al fit using the parameters given in Table I, (c) the
experimental data, and (d) the instrument runct ton obtained from
the isopentane C-H stretch Raman l1ne upconvers1on.
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Figure 25. Fluorescence anisotropy decay for an1l1ne 1n
acetonitrile. The other curves are: (a) theoretical decay assum1ng
extended diffusion with collisional time g1ven 1n Table I, (b) the
best exponential fit using the parameters g1ven 1n Table I, (c) the
experimental data, and (d) the instrument runct ion obta1ned from
the isopentane C-H stretch Raman line upconvers1on.
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F1gure 26. Assignment of aniline molecule used in both MD
calculations. These schemes are to be considered along with the
Lennard-Jones potential parametrized in Table V,VI,VIII and IX.
Aniline hydrogens were approximated as potentialless massive
pseudoatoms in the first MD calculat ion, to conserve the moment of
1nertia in the calculation, though stmpurvrnq the numerical
problem. In the second MD calculat ton potent1als were 1ntroduced to
the hydrogen atoms in trying to improve the prediction capab11ity of
the method, unsuccessfully.
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5Figure 27. Isopentane molecule numbering. The left and the right
schemes were used in the first and second MD calculations
respectively and should be considered along with the Lennard-Jones
potent 1a1 parametr1 zed 1n Tab 1e IV, V I, V II and IX. Isopentane
hydrogens were suppressed in the first MD calculation to fac111tate
the calculation. Upon strong disagreement between calculated and
experimental anlsotrop1es zero potential, massive hydrogens were
1ntroduced in the second MD calculat1on. This was intended to
trnprove the representat10n of the isopentane moment of inertia.
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F1gure 28. Rotational temperature histogram from the f1rst MD
calculation.
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Figure 29. Translational temperature histogram from the first MD
calculation.
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Figure 30. Torque tensor autocorrelation from the f1rst MD
calculation. Shown above are the nine curves correspond1ng to the
autocorrelation of the torque projected along its inert1al axes
acting on the molecule. The cross correlat1ons correspond1ng to the
off diagonal terms are vanishingly small and most l1kely
Markofflan. The average torque felt along all the axes are
considered equal within the statistical error present 1n the
stmulatlon, allowing us the approx1mation that the an11ne molecule
behaves as a loaded sphere. Vertical ax1s units are 10-48g2A4 ps-4.
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Figure 31. Angular velocity autocorrelat1on for the first MD
calculation in the molecular fixed frame. Curves a, band c
correspond to the autocorrelation of the angular velocity
projections along the tnert tal, molecular fixed axes a, band c,
respectively.Vertical axis untts are ps-2
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Figure 32. Angular momentum autocorrelation for the first MD
calculation. Curves a, band c correspond to the autocorrelat1on of
the angular momentum project1ons along the space fixed axes x, y
and z, respect tve ly. These curves should be equal and are presented
to indicate the degree of uncertanty in the calculation.Vert1cal
axis un1ts are 10-48g2A4 ps-2.
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Figure 33. Linear velocity autocorrelation for the first MD
ca1cul at i on. The three curves correspond to the autocorre 1at ion of
the linear veloc1ty project1ons along the lab-f1xed axes. They should
be equal and are shown here to indicate the uncertainty in the
simulation. Vert1cal axis units are A2ps-2
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Figure 34. Average anisotropy from the first MD calculation (900 ps
trajectory). Curves shown above are: (a) anisotropy us1ng
parameters given in Table IV,V and VI, and (b) experimental data.
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Figure 35. Rotational temperature histogram from the second MD
calculation.
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Figure 36. Translational temperature histogram from the second MD
calculation.
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Figure 37. Torque tensor autocorrelation from the second MD
calcul at ion (700 ps traj ectory). Shown above are the nine curves
corresponding to the autocorrelation of the torque projections
along the molecular fixed inertial axes. The cross-correlations are
small in comparison with the diagonal elements of the tensor and
are likely to be rtarkorr tan, if nonvanishing, The average torque felt
along all the axes are equal within the statistical error present in
the simulation, allowing us to approximate the aniline molecule as
a loaded sphere. On using the new potentials, the average torque
acting on the molecules at any given instant fell by half, when
compared with the results of the first MD calculat1on. Vert1cal
axis units are 10-48g2A4 ps-4.
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Figure 38. Molecular frame angular veloc1ty autocorrelat1on for the
second MD calculation. Curves a, band c correspond to the
autocorrelation of the angular velocity projections along the
inertial, molecular fixed axes a, band c respect1vely. Vert1cal axts
units are ps-2
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Figure 39. Laboratory frame angular momentum autocorrelat1on for
the second MD calculation. Shown above are the autocorrelation of
the angular momentum projections along the lab-fixed axes x, y and
z respect1vely. These autocorrelations should be equal and are
shown to indicate the uncertainty in the calculations. Vertical axis
un1ts are 10-48g2A4 ps-2.
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F1gure 40. Laboratory frame 11near ve 1ocl ty autocorre 1at i on for the
second MD calculation. Shown above are the autocorrelat1on of the
linear velocity projections along the lab-fixed axes x, y and z
respect1vely. These autocorrelat1ons shoul be equal and are shown
to indicate the uncertanty in the calculations. Vertical axis units
are A2ps-2.
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Figure 41. Average anisotropy from the second MD calculation (700
ps trajectory). Curves shown above are: (a) anisotropy obtained
us1ng parameters given in. Table VII, VIII and IX, and (b)
exper: menta 1 data.
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Figure 42. Torque distributions for both MD simulations. Shown
above are: (a) torque distribution and double Gaussian fitt1ng for the
f1rst MD (b) torque distr1but1on and trtple Gauss1an f1tt1ng for the
second MD. Parameters for Gauss1an fittings are giv1ng in Table XII.
Horizontal axts units are 10-24gA2 ps-2. All the curves have the
same area.
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Figure 43. Langevin convoluted anisotropy. Shown above are: (a)
convoluted an1sotropy decay calculated for a ensemble of sphertcal
tops; (I IkT)=O.781 pS2from the rotational Langevin equation [eqs.
(132)-(135)] with diffusion coefficients DII(oo) = 1.423 ps-1 and
D.l(oo) = 0.223 ps-1; (b) exper1mental anisotropy.
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F1gure 44. Torque autocorrelation used in the generalized Langevin
calculation. This average torque was used for all the three
axes. Vert 1ca 1ax: s unl ts are 10-48g2A4 ps-4 .:
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F1gure 45. Genera11zed Langev1n susceptibl1ity. Shown above are: (a)
susceptibi11ty for rotat1on around a-axis, (b) suscept1b1l1ty for
rotation around b-ax!s, (c) susceptibility for rotation around c-ax1s.
The rate of suscept1bility decay 1s a measure of the amount of free
rotation that is being performed around each axes. The c-axts ts the
less h1ndered as we conjectured at the beg1nn1ng of th1s exper1ment.
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Figure 46. Generalized Langevin variance and angular momentum
autocorrelation in the molecular frame.Shown above are: (a)
<JaCO).JaCt», Cb) <JbCO).JbCt», (c) <Jc(O).Jc(t», (d) <OJa(O).OJa(t»,
Ce) <OJbCO).OJbCt», (f) <OJcCO).OJcCt», where axis a.b, and c are the
molecular fixed axes a.b, Vertical axes's units are 10-48g2 A4 ps-2.
Important to remenber that:
<OJa(t»=O
<OJbCt»=O
<OJc(t»=O
at any given time.
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F1gure 47. Rotational temperature histogram from the generalized
Langev1n calculat1on.
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Figure 48. Generalized Langevin anisotropy. Shown above are: (a)
antsotr opy decay for a generalized Langevin random walk
corresponding to a torque from F1gure 39 app11ed to a loaded sphere
with the inertial propert1es of a an11ine molecule; (b) experimental
anisotropy decay; (c) instrument runctton obta1ned from 1sopentane
C-H stretch Raman line.
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Figure 49. Shown above are the mag1c angle data for the
fluorescence of ani11ne/isopentane and anlline/acetonitrile
solutions. The short scan (2 ps) corresponds to ani11ne/lsopentane
fluorescence.
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Figure 50. Shown above is the exponential anisotropy decay time as
a function of the solvent viscosity.
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Figure 51. Memory kernel versus collisional frequency. Shown above
is the torque autocorrelation as a function of the collisional time.
In order of increas i ng mem ory, the curves correspond i ng to
collisional times of 50, 200, 800 and 00 fs are displayed. We did
not show the effect of the increased collisional time has in the
avera ge torque (scali ng factor to be app1ied .t 0 the curve ) and
considered that the second MD result yielded the infinite di1lution
functional form. The spread of collisional time follows a Poisson
di stribut ion.
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Figure 52. Estimate of the collisional frequenc1es for both MD
calculations. Shown above are: a)torque autocorrelation from the
second MD calculation, b)torque autocorrelation from the f1rst MD
calculation, c itorque autocorrelat1on from second MD calculation
multiplied by exp(-t/tau) with tau=800 fs. Here we cons1dered that
we have a Po1sson distribution of collisions, being exp(-t/tau) the
factor which account for zero collis1on in the interval t for a
Poisson distribution with average collisional time tau. We also
considered that the collisions are d1st1nct from reco1l1s1ons and
that the torque created by the subsequent collisions 1s
uncorrelated to the ortqtnal torque. From Fig. 38 we estimate the
co1l1sional time for the second MD calculation to be of the order of
5 ps, meaning that the kernel from the second MD calcutat ton ts
very close to be the kernel of an und1sturbed coll1s1on-recol11s1on
process.
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Figure 53. Torque distributions for both MD simulations and
generalized Langevin calculation. Shown above are: (a) double
Gaussian fitting for the torque autocorrelation of the first MD (b)
triple Gaussian fitting for the torque autocorrelation of the second
MD (c) torque distribution for the generalized Langevin calculat1on.
Parameters for Gaussian fittings are giv1ng in Table XII. Horizontal
ax is un its are 10-24gA2 ps-2. All the curves have the sam e area.
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Appendix A. I!
This program was used to analyze the output of the MD
calculations.
I.
1.1
ANAL YZE.FOR
PROGRAM ANALYZE
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATE THE <WA(O).WA(T», <WA(O).WA(T», <WA(O),WA(T»
<W(O).W(T» ,TRA,TRB,TRC,TR, <VA(O),VA(T», <VA(O),VA(T», <VA(O). VA(T»
<V(O), V(T»,TVA,TVB,TVC,TV
<TORQUEA( 0), TORQUEA( T», <TORQUEB( 0), TORQUEB(T», <TORQUEC( 0), TORQUEC(T»
<TORQUE(O),TORQUE(T»
<MUA(O)MUA(T», <MUB(O)MUB(T»
TORQUE HI STOGRAMS TORQUEHA( t 000), TORQUEHB( t 000), TORQUEHC( t 000)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 A,B,C,KB,MOI(3,3),POSITION( 14,3),MASS( 14),CM(3)
INTEGER NPTS, I,J,NPTST ,K,CHAVE,NATOMS
CHARACTER* 15 NOME
COMMON/BLK/TORQUE(20 100,3),AUTOC(2000,4),TIME(2000),AU(2000,3,3)
COMMON/BLK 1IXMUA(20 100,3),XMUB(20 100,3),XW(20 100,3), VCM(20 100,3)
COMMON/BLK21 POSITION,MASS,CM,TOTALMASS,A,B,C
COMMON/BLK31 ROTTEMP( 1OOO),TRANSTEMP( 1000)
COMMON/BLK4/TORQUEHA( 1OOO),TORQUEHB( 1OOO),TORQUEHC( 1OOO),MOI
COMMON/BLK51 AVERAGET A,AVERAGETB,AVERAGETC
C
C XMUA,XMUB STORES THE UNITARY VECTOR ALONG THE A AND B AXIS OF THE
C MOLECULE,RESPECTIVELY(A-AXIS ALONG THE NITROGEN ATOM, B-AXIS
C PERPENDICULAR TO A AND IN THE PLANE OF THE AROMATIC RING
C XW STORES THE ANGULAR VELOCITY IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C TORQUE STORES THE TORQUE IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C VCM STORES THE CENTER OF MASS VELOCITY IN THE LAB FRAME.
C MOl STORES THE MOMENT OF INERTIA IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C CM STORES THE CENTER OF MASS IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C AUTOC( I) I S A AUX IL IARY ARRAY USED TO RETURN THE AUTOCORRELA T IONS
C VECTORIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS (TORQUE,ANGULAR VELOCITY, CENTER OF MASS
C VELOCITY,ANGULAR MOMENTUM) ARE PLACED IN THE AUTOC(I,J:IIA,B,C,TOTAL)
C POSITIONS OF THE ARRAY. FOR SCALAR AUTOCORRELATIONS LIKE THE CALCULATION
C OF THE ANISOTROPY ONLY THE FIRST ROW OF THE ARRAY IS USED,
C MASS( I) STORES THE MASSES OF THE MOLECULES
C POSITION(I) STORES THE POSITION OF EACH MOLECULE
C A,B,C ARE THE PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA IN AMU,ANGST,ANGST
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (KB"'O,831441 )15 GIVEN IN
C AMU,ANGST.ANGST/PS/PS/KELVIN SUCH THAT ONE ONLY NEED TO OBTAIN THE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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I
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
C
C
C
AVERAGE ANGULAR VELOCITY IN PS-l FROM THE XW( l,AB AND C) WHICH
IS EQUAL TO <WI(O).WI(O»I=A,B,C .THE TEMPERATURE IS THEN CALCULATED AS
KBT/2=IA WAWA/2 Ii
TA= IA WAWA/KB
TB= IB WB.WB/KB
TC= . IC WC.WC/KB
WHERE IA IS GI VEN IN AMU.ANGST.ANGST
WA.WA"<WA(O).WA(O»=ZW( 1,1)
WB.WB=<WB(O).WB(O»=ZW( 1,2)
WC.WC""<WC(O).WC(O»=ZW( 1,3)
;
:1
II
il
ti
d
il.. ,
,1
II
-ll
I!
if
il
II
II
It
II
II
I
I
I.
l
C
C
C
ANILINE MOLECULE HAS 14 ATOMS.
NATOMS=14
READ IN THE DATA REFERING TO THE ATOMS IN THE MOLECULE FRAME
FROM DATA FILE FULL 1.MDDATA, SAME AS IMPUT FOR THE PROGRAM
SDSW.FOR (MARIO FERRARIO PROGRAM)
CALL READA TOMS(NA TOMS, P~S IT ION,MASS)
C
C
C
C THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (KB-O.831441>IS GIVEN IN
C AMU.ANGST.ANGST IPS/PS/KELVIN
KB=0.831 441
C
C
C CALCULATE TOTAL MASS
TOT ALMASS=O.ODO
DO 1=l,NATOMS
TOT ALMASS=TOT ALMASS+MASS( I)
END DO
C
C TOTAL MASS IN KB UNITS
C
TOTALMASS=TOTALMASS/KB
C
C
C CALCULATE CENTER OF MASS COORDINATES
CALL CALCULATECM(CM, POSITlON,MASS,NATOMS)
CALCULATE MOMENT OF INERTIA TENSOR
CALL CALCULA TENSOR(MO I ,NA TOMS, POS IT ION,MASS)
il
I
I
I
I,
II
'I!i
Ij
II
II
C
C
C
C A=90.07DO
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C B-194.5DO
C C=284.2DO
A=MOI( 1, 1)/KB
B=MOI(2,2)/KB
C=MOI(3,3)/KB
C
C
C A,B,C, IN UNITS OF KB
C
WRITE(6,*)'NUMBER OF DATA FILES TO BE READ?'
READ (*,*)NDATA
NPTS-O
DO K-l ,NDATA
C READ SET OF DATA
NOME='DATA FILE'
CALL READFI LE(NOME,NPTS,NPTS+ 1,DELTAT)
END DO
C
C DEFINE ARRAY FOR THE AUTOCORRELATIONS
DELTAT=DELTAT*2.5D-03
C DELTAT-l0FS
C
C
FI NALT=4.0DO
NPTST=FINALT IDEL TAT
C
C
C
C
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE THE TORQUEAUTOCORRELATION TENSOR ??'
READ(*,*)CHAVE
IF (CHA VE.EQ.1)THEN
CALL VECTCORR( 1,NPTS,NPTST,DEL TAT)
C
C WRITE <TORQUEA(O)TORQUEA(T»
CALL WRITEFILET(7, 1,1 ,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <TORQUEA(O)TORQUEBCT»
CALL WRITEFILET(8, 1,2,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <TORQUEA(O)TORQUEC(T»
CALL WRITEFILETC9, 1,3,NPTST)
C
C
C WRITE <TORQUEB(O)TORQUEA(T»
CALL WRITEFILETC 10,2, l,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <TORQUEB(0 )TORQUEB(T»
CALL WRITEFILET( 11,2,2,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <TORQUEBCO)TORQUEC(T»
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CALL WRITEFILET( 12,2,3,NPTST)
C
C
C WRITE <TOROUEC(O)TORQUEA(T»
CALL WRITEFILET( 13,3,1 ,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <TOROUEC(O)TORQUEB(T»
CALL WRITEFILET( 14,3,2,NPTST)
C
C WR ITE <TOROUEC( 0 )TORQUEC(T»
CALL WRITEFILET( 15,3,3,NPTST)
END IF
C
C
C
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE THE <MUA(O).MUA(T»?'
I
READ(*,*)CHAVE
IF (CHA VE.EO. 1)THEN
CALL ANISOTROPY( 1,NPTS,NPTST,DEL TAT)
C WRITE <WA(O)WA(T»
CALL WRITEFILE( 16, 1,NPTST)
END IF
C
C
C
WRITE{*,*)'CALCULATE THE <MUB(O).MUB(T»?'
READ(*,*)CHAVE
IF (CHAVE.EO. 1)THEN
CALL ANISOTROPY(2,NPTS,NPTST,DEL TAT)
C WRITE <WA(O)WA(T»
CALL WRITEFILE( 17,1 ,NPTST)
END IF
C
C
C
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE THE ANGULAR VELOCITY AUTOCORRELATION l'
READ(*,*)CHAVE
IF (CHA VE.EO. 1)THEN
CALL VECTCORR(2,NPTS,NPTST ,DELTAT)
C WRITE <WA(O)WA(T»
CALL WRITEFILE( 18,1 ,NPTST)
C WRITE <WB(O)WB(T»
CALL WRITEFILE( 19,2,NPTST)
C WRITE <WC(O)WC(T»
CALL WRITEFILE(20,3,NPTST)
C WRITE <W(O)W(T»
CALL WRITEFILE(21 ,4,NPTST)
C
C
C
OPEN (UNIT=22,STATUS='NEW')
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C
C
C THE TEMPERATURE IS THEN CALCULATED AS
C TA'" IA WA.WA/KB
C TB= IB WB.WB/KB
C TC'" IC WC.WC/KB
C WHERE IA IS GIVEN IN AMU.ANGST.ANGST
C THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (KB=0.831441) IS GI VEN IN
C AMU.ANGST.ANGST IPS/PS/KELVIN
C
C A,B,C, IN UNITS OF KB
C
WRITE(22,*)'T A=',A*AUTOC( 1,1)
WRITE(22,*),TB=',B*AUTOC( 1,2)
WRITE(22,*)'TC=',C*AUTOC( 1,3)
WRITE(22,*)'T=',(A*AUTOC( 1, 1)+B*AUTOC( l,2)+C*AUTOC( 1,3»/3.000
CLOSE(UNI T=22)
END IF
C
C
C
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE THE VELOCITY AUTOCORRELATION ??'
READ( *, * )CHA VE
IF (CHAVE.EO.1 )THEN
CALL VECTCORR(3,NPTS,NPTST,DELTAT)
C
C WRITE <VA(O)VA(T»
CALL WRITEFILE(23, 1,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <VB(O)VB(T»
CALL WRITEFILE(24,2,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <VC(O)VC(T»
CALL WRITEFILE(25,3,NPTST)
C
C WRITE <V(O)V(T»
CALL WRITEFILE<26,4,NPTST)
C THE TEMPERATURE IS THEN CALCULATED AS
C TOT AL MASS IN KB UNI TS
C TA= TOT ALMASS VCMA. VCM
C TB= TOT ALMASS VCMB. VCMB
C TC= TOT ALMASS VCMC.VCMC
C T= TOT ALMASS VCM.VCM/3
C
C
C
OPEN (UNIT=27,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(27,*)'TA=',TOTALMASS*AUTOC( 1, 1)
WRITE(27,*),TB=',TOTALMASS*AUTOC( 1,2)
WRITE(27,*)'TC=',TOTALMASS*AUTOC( 1,3)
WRITE(27,*)'T=',TOTALMASS*AUTOC( 1,4)/3.0DO
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CLOSE(UNIT=27)
END IF
C
C
C WRITE HISTOGRAMS FOR TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY AND ROTATIONAL ENERGY
OPEN (UNIT=28,STATUS='NEW')
DO K- l , 1000
WRITE(28,*)SNGUDFLOAT(K»,SNGUTRANSTEMP(K»
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=28)
C
C
OPEN (UNIT=29,STATUS='NEW')
DO K=l, 1000
WRITE(29,*)SNGUDFLOAT(K»,SNGUROTTEMP(K»
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=29)
C
C WRITE HISTOGRAMS FOR TORQUE A,B,C
C
C CALCULATE TORQUE A HISTOGRAM
C XSTEP=AVERAGET All 000.0*2
XSTEP=15.0
DO II=l,NPTS
K=(TORQUE(II,l )+7500.0)/XSTEP
IF «K.L T. 1OOO).AND.(K.GT.O»TORQUEHA(K)= TORQUEHA(K)+ 1
END DO
C
OPEN (UNIT=30,STATUS='NEW')
DO K=l, 1000
WRITE(30,*)SNGL(DFLOAT(K)*XSTEP-7500.0),SNGUTORQUEHA(K»
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT-30)
C
C CALCULATE TORQUE B HI STOGRAM
C XSTEP-AVERAGETBI 1000.0*2
XSTEP=15.0
DO II-l,NPTS
K-=(TORQUE(II,2)+7500.0)/XSTEP
IF «K.L T. 1OOO).AND.(K.GT.O»TORQUEHB(K)= TORQUEHB(K)+ 1
END DO
C
OPEN (UNIT=31,STATUS='NEW')
DO K-l, 1000
WRITE(31,*)SNGUDFLOAT(K)*XSTEP-7500.0),SNGUTORQUEHB(K))
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT-31 )
C
C CALCULATE TORQUE C HI STOGRAM
C XSTEP=AVERAGETCI 1000.0*2
XSTEP=15.0
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DO II-l,NPTS
K=(TORQUE(II,3)+7500.0)/XSTEP
IF«K.LT.1OOO).AND.(K.GT.O»TORQUEHC{K)=TORQUEHC(K)+ 1
END DO
1--
j
1
I
I
I
I
OPEN (UNIT=32,STATUS='NEW')
DO K=l,1000
WR ITE(32,*)SNGUDFLOA T(K)*XSTEP-7500.0),SNGL(TORQUEHC(K»
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=32)
C
C
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE CALCULATECM{CM,POSITION,MASS,NATOMS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE CENTER OF MASS OF THE
C MOLECULE.
C
I
I
I
I
I
i,
I
i
I
l
REAL*8 MASS( 14),POSITION(14,3),CM(3)
INTEGER I,J,K
DO 1=1,3
CM(1)=0.000
DO J= 1,NATOMS
CM(I)-CM(I)+MASS(J)*POSITION(J,I)
END DO
END DO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE VECTCORR(CH,NPTS,NPTST,DELTAT)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VECTOR AUTOCORRELATION
C FOR THE VECTOR TORQUE,XW,VCM DEPENDING UPON THE OPTION CH
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER NPTS,NPTST,NN,CH
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COMMON/BLK/TOROUE(20' OO,3),AUTOC(2000,4), TIME(2000),AU(2000,3,3)
COMMON/BLK1/XMUA(20 100,3),XMUB(20 1OO,3),XW(20 100,3), VCM(20 100,3)
NN=NPTS-NPTST+1
XNUMBER=OFLOAT(NN)
IF (CHEO. , )THEN
DO 1=',NPTST
TIME(I )=( 1-1 )*DEL TAT
AU( I, 1, 1)=0.000
AU( 1,2, 1)=0.000
AU(I,3, , )=0.000
AU( I, ',2)=0.000
AU( 1,2,2)=0.000
AU(I,3,2)=0.000
AU( I, ',3)=0.000
AU( I,2,3)-0.000
AU(I,3,3)'"'0.000
DOK=',3
DOL=',3
DOJ=',NN
AU( I,K,L)-AU( I,K,L)+ TOROUE(J,K)*TOROUE(J+ I-',L)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
AU<I, 1, , )-AU(I, 1,' )/XNUMBER
AU(I,2,1 )=AU(I,2,' )/XNUMBER
.AU(I,3,1 )-AU(I,3,1 )/XNUMBER
AU(I, 1,2)=AU(I, ',2)/XNUMBER
AU( 1,2,2)=AU( 1,2,2)/XNUMBER
AU(I,3,2):aAU(I,3,2)/XNUMBER
AU(I, ',3)=AU(I, ',3)/XNUMBER
AU( 1,2,3)-AU( 1,2,3)/XNUMBER
AU(I,3,3)=AU(I,3,3)/XNUMBER
ENDDO
ENDIF
i
1 t
C
C
C
C
C
C
IF (CHEO.2)THEN
DO 1=1,NPTST
TIME(I)=(I-' )*DELTAT
AUTOC(I,1 )'"'0.000
AUTOC(1,2)=0.000
AUTOC(I,3)=0.ODO
DOK=l,3
DOJ= ',NN
AUTOC( I,K)=AUTOC(I ,K)+XW(J,K)*XW(J+ 1-' ,K)
ENDDO
ENDDO
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AUTOC( I, 1)-AUTOC( I, 1 )/XNUMBER
AUTOC( 1,2)=AUTOC( 1,2)/XNUMBER
AUTOC(I,3)=AUTOC(I,3)/XNUMBER
AUTOC(I,4)=AUTOC(I,l )+AUTOC(I,2)+AUTOC(I,3)
END DO
END IF
C
IF (CH.EQ.3)THEN
DO l=l,NPTST
TIME(I)=(1-1 )*DEL TAT
AUTOC(I,l )-0.000
AUTOC( 1,2)=0.ODO
AUTOC( 1,3 )=0. ODO
DO K=l,3
DO J::Kl,NN
AUTOC( I,K)=AUTOC(I,K)+ VCM(J,K)*VCM(J+ 1-1,K)
END DO
END DO
AUTOC( I, 1 )=AUTOC( I, 1 )/XNUMBER
AUTOC( 1,2)=AUTOC( 1,2)/XNUMBER
AUTOC(I,3)=AUTOC(I,3)/XNUMBER
AUTOC(I,4)=AUTOC<I,l )+AUTOC(I,2)+AUTOC(I,3)
END DO
END IF
C
C
C
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ANISOTROPY(CH,NPTS,NPTST,DEL TAT)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ANISOTROPY,WHICH IS DEFINED AS
C R(T)=0.4<P2(COS(TETHA»> THETA DEING THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE TRANSITION
C DIPOLE MOMENT FOR TWO MOMENTS DIFFERING BY A TIME INTERVAL T.
C P2(X)=1/2(3X.X-l) IS THE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL OF ORDER 2.
C SO TO CALCULATE THE EMSEMBLE AVERAGE OF THIS QUANTITY I AM
C CALCULATING THE ORIENTATION OF THE UNITY VECTORS A,B, AND C
C AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, AND OBTAINING THE COS(TETHA) BY THE
C SCALAR PRODUCT OF THE VECTOR AT DIFFERENT TIMES, THEN SQUARING
C THIS QUANTITY AND CALCULATING THE AVERAGE VALUE OF <COS2(TETHA»
C THE CALCULATI NG R(T) AS:
C R(T)=(3 <COS2(TETHA»-1 )*0.2
C FOR THE VECTOR TORQUE,XW, VCM DEPENDING UPON THE OPTION CH
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/BlK/TOROUE(20 100,3),AUTOC(2000,4),TIME(2000)
COMMON/BlK 1/XMUA(20 1OO,3),XMUB(20 100,3),XW(20 100,3)
INTEGER NPTS,NPTST,NN,CH
NN=NPTS-NPTST+1
XNUMBER=DFLOAT(NN)
C
C
IF (CH.EO. 1)THEN
C THE CALCULATING R(T) AS:
C R(T)=(3<COS2(TETHA»-1 )*0.2 FOR MUA(T)
DO 1=1,NPTST
TIME(I)=(1-1 )*DELTAT
AUTOC(I,l )=0.000
DO J=l ,NN
VALUE=O.ODO
DO K=1,3
VALUE=VALUE+XMUA(J,K)*XMUA(J+ 1-1 ,K)
END DO
AUTOC(I,l )=AUTOC(I, 1 )+VAlUE*VALUE
END DO
AUTOC(I,l) =AUTOC(I, 1 )/XNUMBER
AUTOC(I,l )=(3.0DO*AUTOCO, 1)-1.000)*0.200
END DO
ELSE
C THE CALCULA T ING R(T) AS:
C R(T)=(3<COS2(TETHA»-1 )*0.2 FOR MUB(T)
DO 1=1,NPTST
TIME(I)=(1-1 )*DELTAT
AUTOC(I,l )=0.000
DO J=l ,NN
VALUE=O.ODO
DO K=1,3
VALUE=VALUE+XMUB(J,K)*XMUB(J+ 1-1 ,K)
END DO
AUTOC( I, 1 )=AUTOC( I, 1 )+ VALUE*VALUE
END DO
AUTOC( I, 1 ) =AUTOC( I, 1 )/XNUMBER
AUTOC( I, 1 )=(3.0*AUTOC(I, 1)-1.0)*0.2
END DO
END IF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE READFILE(NOME,NPTS,NPTS l,DEL TAT)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE.
C IT CALCULATES MUA(T),MUB(T),MUC(T), THE TOROUE,THE ANGULAR VELOCITY
C AND THEIR PROJECTIONSON A,B,C.ALSO CALCULATES THE LINEAR VELOCITY OF
C THE CENTEROF THE MASS.
C
C
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 xi, Y i.z 1 ,X2,Y2,Z2 ,X3,Y3,Z3 ,X4, Y4,Z4,MUA(3),MUB(3),MUC(3)
REAL*8 VX1,VY1,VZl ,VX2,VY2,VZ2 ,VX3,VY3,VZ3 ,VX4,YV4,VZ4
REAL*8 TX,TY,TZ ,TIME,OLDTIME,DELTAT,XNOR,MUR
REAL*8 AUXVECT(3),AUXVECT 1(3),AUXVECT2(3),OMEGA(3),MOI (3,3)
REAL*8 DVA(3),DRA(3),OVB(3),DRB(3),XOVA,XORA,XOVB,XDRB,WSIZE,WOIR(3)
REAL*8 POSITION( 14,3),MASS( 14),CM(3), V 1(3),R 1(3),DIST 1,DIST2
C REAL*8 OLDl (3),OLD2(3),OLD3(3),OLD4(3),TIMEXX
INTEGERNPTS l,NPTS,I,J,NATOMS
CHARACTER* 15 NOME
CHARACTER*50 NOME1
COMMON/BLK/TORQUE(20 100,3)
COMMON/BLK1IXMUA(20 100,3),XMUB(20 100,3),XW(20 100,3), VCM(20 100,3)
COMMON/BLK21 POSITION,MASS,CM,TOT ALMASS,A,B,C
COMMON/BLK31 ROTTEMP(1OOO),TRANSTEMP(1000)
COMMON/BLK4/TOROUEHA(1000~TORQUEHB(1000~TOROUEHC(1000~MOl
COMMON/BLK51AVERAGETA,AVERAGETB,AVERAGETC
TYPE *,'NAME OF THE ',NOME,' FILE TO BE READ l'
REAO(5,900)NOME 1
900 FORMAT(A)
AVERAGETA-O.ODO
AVERAGETB'"'O.ODO
AVERAGETC=O.ODO
OPEN (UNIT-7,STATUS='OLO',NAME-=NOME 1)
DO 1=1,50000
READ (7,*,ERR=200)TIME
IF (I.EO.l )THEN
OLDTIME=TIME
ENDIF
IF (I.EO.2)THEN
DELTAT=TIME-OLDTIME
C TIMEXX=2.5D-03*DELTAT
END IF
C
C READ IN DATA
C THE DATA IS STOREDAT INTERVALS OF 10 FS (4 TIME STEPS).
C FOREACH SUCH INTERVAL THE FOLLOWING IS STORED.
C TSTEP
C X1Y1Z1
C X2 Y2 Z2
C X3 Y3 Z3
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•C X4 Y4 Z4
C VXl VYl VZl
C "2
C "3
C "4
C TX TY TZ
C
C WHERE: TSTEP IS THE TIME STEP NUMBER IN THE CURRENT RUN.
C xr, Yl ,Zl ARE THE CO-ORDINATES FOR THE FIRST ATOM
C IN THE ANILINE (SEE BELOW).
C X2 ETC... 2ND ATOM
C X3 ETC 3RD ATOM
C X4 ETC 4'TH ATOM
C VXl VYl VZl VELOCITY OF THE FIRST ATOM.
C 2,3,4 AS ABOVE.
C TX,TY, TZ TOTAL TORQUE ON THE MOLECULE (LAB FRAME).
C THE ATOMS ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. NOTE THAT I'VE ASSUMED THAT THE
C ANILINE IS ORIENTATED SUCH THAT THE BENZENE RING IS HORIZONTAL AND WITH
C THE AMINE GROUP POINTING TOWARDS YOU AND THE TWO AMINE HYDROGENS
C POINTING UP.
C
C ATOM 1 IS THE C ATOM FURTHEST AWAY FROM THE N ATOM.
C ATOM 2 IS THE C ATOM THE JO INED TO THE ONE ATT ACHED TO THE N ATOM.
C IT IS TO THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE MOLECULE.
C ATOM 3 IS THE C ATOM THE JO INED TO THE ONE ATT ACHED TO THE N ATOM.
C IT IS TO THE LEFT SIDE OF THE MOLECULE.
C ATOM 41S THE THE HYDROGENATOM IN THE AMINE GROUP
C THAT IS TO THE RIGHT OF THE N ATOM.
C
READ (7,* ,ERR=200)X 1,Y 1,Z 1
READ (7,* ,ERR=200 )X2, Y2,Z2
READ (7,*,ERR==200)X3,Y3,Z3
READ (7,*,ERR=200)X4,Y4,Z4
C CALCULATE DISTANCES
C CALL CALCULATEDIST(Xl ,Yl,Z 1,X2,Y2,Z2,DISTl ,POSITION, 1,2,DIST2)
C WRITE (*,*) DIST 1,DIST2
C CALL CALCULATEDIST(Xl .vi.z: ,X3,Y3,Z3,DIST1,POSITION, l,3,D15T2)
C WRITE (*,*) DIST 1,DIST2
C CALL CALCULATEDIST(Xl ,Y1,Z 1,X4,Y4,Z4,DISTl ,POSITION, 1,4,OIST2)
C WRITE (*,*) DIST l,DIST2
C CALL CALCULATED IST(X3,Y3,Z3,X2,Y2,Z2,DIST1 ,POSITION,2,3,0IST2)
C WRITE (*,*) DIST1,DIST2
C CALL CALCULATEDI5T(X4,Y4,Z4,X2,Y2,Z2,DIST1 ,POSITION,2,4,OI5T2)
C WRITE (*,*) DIST1,DIST2
C CALL CALCULATED IST(X3,Y3,Z3,X4,Y4,Z4,DIST 1,POSITION,3,4,DIST2)
C WRITE (*,*) DIST 1,DIST2
C
C READ VELOCITIES
C
C
READ (7,*,ERR=200)VX 1,VY 1,VZ 1
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READ (7,*,ERR=200)VX2,VY2, VZ2
READ (7,*,ERR=200)VX3,VY3, VZ3
READ (7,*,ERR=200)VX4,VY4, VZ4
READ (7,*,ERR=200)TX,TY,TZ
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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C
C
C
C
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MUA(T) MUB(T) MUC(T) CALCULATION
THIS WAS DONE TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITY FROM THE POSITIONS
TO REASSURE THAT THESE TWO SETS OF OAT A REFERS TO THE SAME
MOLECULE.
IF (I.GE.2) THEN
WRI TE(*,*)'VX 1', VX 1,(X 1-0LD 1(1 »/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VY 1', VY 1,(V 1-0LD 1(2»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VZ 1', VZ l,(Z 1-0LD 1(3»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VX2', VX2,(X2-0LD2( 1»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*),VY2', VY2,(Y2-0LD2(2»)!TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VZ2', VZ2,(Z2-0LD2(3»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VX3', VX3,(X3-0LD3( 1»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VY3', VY3,(Y3-0LD3(2»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VZ3', VZ3,(Z3-0LD3(3»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VX4', VX4,(X4-0LD4( 1»/TIMEXX
WRITE<*,*)'VY4', VY4,(Y4-0LD4(2»/TIMEXX
WRITE(*,*)'VZ4', VZ4,(Z4-0LD4(3»/TIMEXX
END IF
OLD 1( 1)=X 1
OLD 1(2)=Y 1
OLD 1(3)=Z 1
OLD2( 1)=X2
OLD2(2)=Y2
OLD2(3)=Z2
OLD3( 1)=X3
OLD3(2)=Y3
OLD3(3)=Z3
OLD4( 1)=X4
OLD4(2)=Y4
OLD4(3)=Z4
C
C CALCULATE MUA( I)
MUA( 1)=(X2+X3)/2.0DO-X 1
MUA(2)=(Y2+Y3)/2.0DO-Y 1
MUA(3)=(Z2+Z3)/2.0DO-Z 1
C NORMAL YZE MUA
CALL NORMVECT(MUA,XNOR)
XMUA( I+NPTS 1-1, 1)=MUA( 1)
XMUA(I+NPTS 1-1 ,2)=MUA(2)
XMUA(I+NPTS 1-1 ,3)=MUA(3)
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C CALCULATE MUB(D
MUB( 1)=X2-X3
MUB(2)=Y2-Y3
MUB(3)=Z2-Z3
C NORMAL YZE MUB
CALL NORMVECT(MUB,XNOR)
XMUB( I+NPTS 1-1, 1)=MUB( 1)
XMUB(I+NPTS 1-l,2)=MUB(2)
XMUB( I+NPTS 1-l,3)=MUB(3)
C CALCULATE MUC(D FROM THE CROSS-PRODUCT FROM C-(A X B)
CALL XMUL TVECT(MUA,MUB,MUC)
C
C
C
C
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MUA(T) MUB(T) MUC(T) DONE
TORQUE(T) CALCULATION
STORE TORQUE IN AUXILIARY VECTOR FOR LATER PROJECT IT INTO
THE MOLECULAR FRAME
AUXVECT( 1)=TX
AUXVECT(2)=TY
AUXVECT(3)=TZ
C
C
C
C
C PROJECT TORQUE INTO MUA
CALL SMUL TVECT(AUXVECT,MUA,CC)
TORQUE( I+NPTS 1-1,1 )=CC
AVERAGETA=AVERAGETA+CC*CC
C
C
C
C
C PROJECT TORQUE INTO MUB
CALL SMUL TVECT(AUXVECT,MUB,CC)
TORQUE( I+NPTS 1-1,2)=CC
AVERAGETB=AVERAGETB+CC*CC
C
C
C
C
C PROJECT TORQUE INTO MUC
CALL SMUL TVECT(AUXVECT,MUC,CC)
TORQUE(I+NPTS 1-1,3)=CC
AVERAGETC=AVERAGETC+CC*CC
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
TORQUE DONE
ANGULAR VELOCITY CALCULATION
FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE ANGULAR VELOCITY I MADE USE OF THE FOLLOWING
IDENTITY:
V1= VCM + OMEGA X (R1-RCM) WHICH IMPLY
(V2+V3)/2-V 1= OMEGA X (R2+R3)/2-R 1) A RELATION BETWEEN THREE VECTOR
FROM WHICH WE KNOW TWO OF THEM. IF WE USE A LAB REFERENCE FRAME
PARALLEL TO THE MOLECULAR REFERENCE FRAME, THE CALCULATED OMEGA
WOULD ALREADY BE IN THE MOLECULAR REFERENCE FRAME.SO WE CREATED DVA
AS BEEN THIS VECTOR IN THE MOLECULAR REFERENCE FRAME AND PROCEEDED AS:
AUXVECT{ 1 )""( VX2+ VX3)/2.0DO-VX 1
AUXVECT(2)=( VY2+ VY3)/2.0DO-VY 1
AUXVECT(3)=(VZ2+ VZ3)/2.0DO-VZ 1
CALL DECOMPVECT{AUXVECT,MUA,MUB,MUC,DVA)
C
C DVA=DVA( 1 )a+DVA(2)b+DVA(3)c
C
AUXVECT( 1 )=(X2+X3)/2.0DO-X 1
AUXVECT(2)=(Y2+Y3)/2.0DO-Y 1
AUXVECT(3)=(Z2+ Z3)/2.0DO-Z 1
CALL DECOMPVECT(AUXVECT ,MUA,MUB,MUC,DRA)
C
C DRA"DRA( l)a, SINCE RA IS IN THE DIRECTION OF MUA
C SO
C DVA( 1)a+DVA(2)b+DVA(3)c-(WA( 1)a+WA(2)b+WA(3)c) X DRA{ t ia
C =WA(2)DRA( 1)(bXa)+WA(3)DRA( 1)(cXa)
C
C
C SINCE (bXa)=-c AND (cXa)=b WE OBTAIN
C DVA( 1)a+DVA(2)b+DVA(3)c --WA(2)DRA( 1)c+WA(3)DRA( 1)b
C
C WA(2)= - DVA(3)/DRA( 1)
C WA(3)= DVA(2)/DRA( 1)
C TO CALCULATE THE LAST ANGULAR VELOCITY COMPONENT WE DO THE SAME FOR A
C VECTOR IN THE DIRECTION OF b
C
C V3-V2= OMEGA X (R3-R2) A RELATION BETWEEN THREE VECTOR
C WHERE (R3-R2)=DRB(2)b IS IN THE b DIRECTION
C SIMILARLY WE HAVE
C DVB( 1)a+DVB(2)b+DVB(3)c=(WA( 1)a+WA(2)b+WA(3)c) X DRB( l)b
C =WA( 1)DRB(2)(aXb)+WA(3)DRB(2)(cXb)
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C SI NCE (axbr=c AND (cXb)=-a WE OBTAIN
C
C DVB( 1)a+DVB(2)b+DVB(3)c-WA( 1)DRB(2)c - WA(3)DRB(2)a
C
C SO WAC 1)=DVB(3)/DRB(2)
C
AUXVECT( 1)=VX3-VX2
AUXVECT(2)=VY3-VY2
AUXVECT(3)=VZ3-VZ2
CALL DECOMPVECT(AUXVECT ,MUA,MUB,MUC,DVB)
AUXVECT( 1)=X3-X2
AUXVECT(2)=Y3-Y2
AUXVECT(3)=Z3-Z2
CALL DECOMPVECT(AUXVECT ,MUA,MUB,MUC,DRB)
XW( I +NPTS 1-1, 1)=DVB(3)/DRB(2)
XW( I +NPTS 1-l,2)=-DVA(3)/DRA( 1)
XW( I+NPTS 1-l,3)=DVA(2)/DRA( 1)
OMEGA( 1)=XW(I+NPTS 1-1, 1)
OMEGA(2)=XW(I+NPTS 1-1,2)
OMEGA(3)=XW(I+NPTS 1-1,3)
C CALCULATE THE TORQUE IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME
AUXVECT 1( 1)=MOI ( 1, 1)*OMEGA( 1)
AUXVECT 1(2)=MOI (2,2)*OMEGA(2)
AUXVECT 1(3)=MOI (3,3)*OMEGA(3)
C RECOMPOSE THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM INTO THE LAB FRAME
CALL RECOMPVECT(AUXVECT l,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT)
XW( I+NPTS 1-1, 1)=AUXVECT( 1)
XW( I+NPTS 1-1,2)=AUXVECT(2)
XW( I+NPTS 1-1,3)=AUXVECT(3)
C
C
C
C
C
C
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C CENTER OF MASS CALCULA T ION
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
ANGULAR VELOC ITY DONE
C
C HISTOGRAM FOR ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE
K=(A*OMEGA( 1)*OMEGA( 1)+B*OMEGA(2)*OMEGA(2)+C*OMEGA(3)*OMEGA(3»/3.0D
o
IF «KL T.1 OOO).AND.(KGT.O» ROTTEMP(K)-ROTTEMP(K)+ 1
SINCE WE NOW KNOW OMEGA AND ALSO THE CENTER OF MASS COORD INATES
WE CAN CALCULATE VCM FROM
V 1= VCM + (OMEGA X (R 1-RCM)
VCM= V 1 - (OMEGA X (R l-RCM)
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AUXVECT 1(1 )aVX 1
AUXVECT 1(2)=VY 1
AUXVECT 1 (3)=VZ 1
CALL DECOMPVECT(AUXVECT 1,MUA,MUB,MUC, V 1)
R 1(1 )=POSITION( 1,1 )-CM( 1)
R 1 (2)=POSITION( 1,2)-CM(2)
R 1(3)=POSITION( 1,3)-CM(3)
CALL XMUL TVECT(OMEGA,R 1,AUXVECT)
AUXVECTl (1 )=V1 (1 )-AUXVECT( 1)
AUXVECT 1 (2)=V 1(2)-AUXVECT(2)
AUXVECT 1(3)=V 1 (3)-AUXVECT(3)
C REFER THE VCM TO THE LAB REFERENCE FRAME
CALL RECOMPVECT(AUXVECT 1,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT)
VCM( I +NPTS 1-1 , 1)=AUXVECT( 1 )
VCM( I +NPTS 1-1 ,2)=AUXVECT(2)
VCM(I+NPTS 1-1 ,3)=AUXVECT(3)
C
C
C
C
C HISTOGRAM FOR ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE
C
VCMT=AUXVECT( 1)*AUXVECT( 1)+AUXVECT(2)*AUXVECT(2)+AUXVECT(3)*AUXVECT(3)
VCMT-VCMT 13.0DO*TOT ALMASS
K-VCMT
IF «K.L T. 1OOO).AND.(K.GT.O» TRANSTEMP(K)-TRANSTEMP(K)+ 1
C
C
C
C
C
C
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C TEST OF OMEGA AND VCM
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CENTER OF MASS VELOC ITY DONE
V1<l)=VXl
V 1(2)=VY 1
V1(3)=VZ1
R 1(1 )=POSITION( 1, 1)-CM( 1)
R 1(2)=POSITION( 1,2)-CM(2)
R 1(3)=POSITION( 1,3)-CM(3)
CALL XMUL TVECT(OMEGA,R 1 ,AUXVECT)
CALL RECOMPVECT(AUXVECT,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT 1)
AUXVECT( 1)=VCM(I+NPTS 1-1,1 )+AUXVECT 1(1)
AUXVECT(2)-VCM(I+NPTS 1-1 ,2)+AUXVECT 1 (2)
AUXVECT(3)-VCM(I +NPTS 1-1 ,3)+AUXVECT 1(3)
DO J=1,3 '
WRITE(*,*)V 1(J),AUXVECT(J)
END DO
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C
C
C V1Cl)=VX2
C V 1(2)"VY2
. C V 1(3)=VZ2
C Rl (1 )=POSITION(2, 1)-CM( 1)
C R 1(2)=POSITION(2,2)-CM(2)
C R 1(3)=POSITION(2,3)-CM(3)
C CALL XMULTVECT(OMEGA,R l,AUXVECT)
C CALL RECOMPVECT(AUXVECT,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT1)
C AUXVECT( 1)=VCM(I+NPTS 1-1,1 )+AUXVECT 1(1 )
C AUXVECT(2)"VCM(I+NPTS 1-1 ,2)+AUXVECT 1 (2)
C AUXVECT(3)=VCM(I+NPTS 1-1 ,3)+AUXVECT 1(3)
C DO J=l,3
C WRITE(*,*)V 1(J),AUXVECT(J)
C END DO
C
C
C vi: 1}=VX3
C V l(2)=VY3
C V1(3)=VZ3
C R 1(1 )=POSITION(3, 1)-CM( 1)
C R 1(2)=POSITION(3,2)-CM(2)
C R 1(3)=POSITION(3,3)-CM(3)
C CALL XMULTVECT(OMEGA,R 1,AUXVECT)
C CALL RECOMPVECT(AUXVECT,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT 1)
C AUXVECT( 1 )=VCM( I+NPTS 1-1,1 )+AUXVECT 1(1 )
C AUXVECT(2)=VCM( I+NPTS 1-1 ,2)+AUXVECT 1(2)
C AUXVECT(3)"VCM(I+NPTS 1-1 ,3)+AUXVECT 1(3)
C DO J=1,3
C WRITE(*,*)V l(J),AUXVECT(J)
C END DO
C
C
C V1 (1 )=VX4
C V1(2)=VY4
C V1(3)=VZ4
C R 1 (1 )=POSITION(4, 1)-CM( 1)
C R 1(2)=POSITION(4,2)-CM(2)
C R 1(3)=POSITION(4,3)-CM(3)
C CALL XMULTVECTCOMEGA,R 1,AUXVECT)
C CALL RECOMPVECT(AUXVECT,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT1)
C AUXVECT( 1)=VCM( I+NPTS 1-1, 1 )+AUXVECT 1( 1)
C AUXVECT(2)=VCM<I +NPTS 1-1 ,2)+AUXVECT 1(2)
C AUXVECT(3)=VCM(J+NPTS 1-1 ,3)+AUXVECT 1(3)
C DOJ-1,3
C WRITE(*,*)V 1(J),AUXVECT(J)
C END DO
CC
CC
CC
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C
END DO
200 NPTS -=NPTS+ 1-1
CLOSE (UNIT=-7)
WRITE(*,*)'AVERAGE TORQUES ALONG THE INERTIAL AXIS'
AVERAGETA=DSQRT(AVERAGETA/NPTS)
AVERAGETB=DSQRT(AVERAGETB/NPTS)
AVERAGETC=DSQRT(AVERAGETC/NPTS)
wr1te(*,*)AVERAGETC,AVERAGETB,AVERAGETC
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUT INE READA TOMS( NATOMS, POS ,MASS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READ IN THE MASS AND POSITIONS OF THE ATOMS
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 pose 14,3),MASS( 14),MUA(3),MUB(3),MUC(3),XNOR
REAL*8 AUXVECT 1(3),AUXVECT2(3)
INTEGER NATOMS,I,J,N,CHAVE
CHARACTER* 15 NOME
CHARACTER*30 NOME 1
CHARACTER* 10 XLINE
901 FORMA T( lOA)
N==17
OPEN (UNIT=7,ST ATUS='OLD',NAME-'FULL 1.MDDATA')
DO l=l,N
READ (7,901) XLiNE
END DO
DO J= 1 ,NATOMS
READ (7,*)POS(J,1 ),POS(J,2),POS(J,3),MASS(J)
END DO
CLOSE (UNIT=7)
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE MOMENT OF INERTIA IN THE MUA1MUB,MUC FRAME??'
READ( *, * )CHA VE
IF (CHAVE.EQ. 1) THEN
MUA( 1)=(POS(2, 1)+POS(3, 1»/2-POS( 1,1)
MUA(2)"'(POS(2,2)+POS(3,2»/2-POS( 1,2)
MUA(3)'"'CPOS(2,3)+POS(3,3»/2-POS( 1,3)
CALL NORMVECT(MUA,XNOR)
MUB( 1 )"POS(2, 1)-POS(3, 1)
MUB(2)"POS(2,2)-POS(3,2)
MUB(3)=POS(2,3)-POS(3,3)
CALL NORMVECTCMUB,XNOR)
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--~--------------'~
CALL XMULTVECT(MUA1MUB1MUC)
DO l=lINATOMS
DO J=113
AUXVECT 1(J)=POS(IIJ)
END DO
CALL DECOMPVECT(AUXVECT lIMUA1MUB1MUC1AUXVECT2)
DO J=113
POS(IIJ)=AUXVECT2(J)
END DO
END DO
END IF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DECOMPVECT(Z,A,B1C1ZRET)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PROJECTS A VECTOR INA NEW BASIS SPAN BY AIBIANDC
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 Z(3)IA(3)IB(3)IC(3)IZRET(3)ICC
CALL SMULTVECT(ZIA1CC)
ZRET(1 )=CC
CALL SMULTVECT(ZIB1CC)
ZRET(2)=CC
CALL SMULTVECT(ZIC1CC)
ZRET(3)=CC
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE RECOMPVECT(Z,A,B1C,ZRET)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE RECOMPOSES A VECTOR INA OLD BASIS SPAN BY A,B,ANDC
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 Z(3),A(3),B(3),C(3),ZRET(3)
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DO 1=1,3
ZRET(I)=Z(1)*A(I)+Z(2)*B(1)+Z(3)*C(I)
END DO
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTI NE XMUL TVECT(A,B,C)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CROSS-PRODUCT A AND B
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 A(3),B(3),C(3)
C( 1 )=A(2)*B(3)-A(3)*B(2)
C(2)=A(3)*B( 1 )-A(1 )*B(3)
C(3)=A( 1)*B(2)-A(2)*B(1 )
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE CALCULATEDIST(X l,Y1,Zl,X2,Y2,Z2,OlSTl,POS,11,12,OIST2)
C
C THIS SUBROUTI NE CALCULATES THE TWO 01STANCES
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 pose 14,3)
01ST 1 =DSQRT( (X1-X2)*(X1-X2)+(Y1-Y2)*(Y1-Y2)+(Z1-Z2)*(Z1-Z2) )
01ST2=0.ODO
DO 1-1,3
01ST2=D IST2+ (POS(I1,1)-POS(l2,1»«pose I1,1)-POS(l2,1»
END 00
01ST2=DSQRT(DI ST2)
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTI NE SMUL TVECT(A,B,CC)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE MAKES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A AND B
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 A(3),B(3),CC
CC=A( 1)*B(1)+A(2)*B(2)+A(3)*B(3)
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTI NE NORMVECT(A,NOR)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE NORMALIZES THE VECTOR A
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 A(3),NOR
NOR=DSORT(A( 1)*A(1)+A(2)*A(2)+A(3)*A(3»
A(1)=A(1)/NOR
A(2)=A(2)/NOR
A(3)=A(3)/NOR
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE WRITEFILE(ICHANN,N,NPTS1)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE RESULTS OF THE AUTOCORRELATIONS
C STORED INTHE ARRAY AUTOC INTHE MAIN PROGRAM.
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*4 TA,TB
CHARACTER* 1 TAB
INTEGER NPTS l,lCHANN,N
COMMON/BLK/TOROUE(20 100,3),Z1(2000,4),T(2000)
TAB-CHAR(9)
203
OPEN (UNIT=ICHANN,STATUS='NEW')
DO 1=l,NPTS 1
TA=T(J)
TB=Z 1(I,N)
WRITE (ICHANN,960)TA,TAB,TB
END DO
960 FORMAT(E 12.4,A l,E 12.4)
CLOSE (UNIT=ICHANN)
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE WRITEFILET(ICHANN,N,M,NPTS 1)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE RESULTS OF THE AUTOCORRELATIONS
C STORED IN THE ARRAY AUTOC IN THE MAIN PROGRAM.
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*4 TA,TB
CHARACTER* 1 TAB
INTEGER NPTS l,lCHANN,N
COMMON/BLK/TORQUE<20 100,3),Z 1 (2000,4),T(2000),Z2(2000,3,3)
TAB=CHAR(9)
OPEN (UNIT=ICHANN,STATUS='NEW')
DO 1=1,NPTS 1
TA-T(I)
TB=Z2(I,N,M)
WRITE (ICHANN,960)TA,TAB,TB
END DO
960 FORMAT(E 12.4,A 1,E 12.4)
CLOSE (UNIT=ICHANN)
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTI NE CALCULATENSOR(MOI,NATOMS,POS,MASS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MOMENT OF INERTIA TENSOR
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 MOI(3,3),MASS( 14),POS( 14,3),DIST
INTEGER NATOMS,I,J,K
DO 1=1,3
DO J=l,3
MOI(I,J)=O.ODO
DO K=l,NATOMS
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN
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DIST=POS(K,l )*POS(K, 1)+POS(K,2)*POS(K,2)+POS(K,3)*POS(K,3)
DIST=DIST-POS(K,I )*POS(K,I)
ELSE
DI ST=-POS(K, I )*POS(K,J)
END IF
MOl (I,J)=MOI (I,J)+MASS(K)*DI ST
END DO
END DO
END DO
C
C ANGST= 1.00-1 0
C P1-3. 141592654000
C AMU= 1.6605655D-27
C AVOG=6.022045D+23
C HPLANCK=6.626176D-34
C CLI GHT=2. 997924580+ 10
CC WRITE MOMENT OF INERTIAL TENSOR
C CALL WRITETENSOR(7,MOI,NATOMS)
C DO 1=1,3
C MOl (I, I )=(HPLANCK/8/PI IPII AMUI ANGST I ANGST)/CLIGHT IMOI (I, I)
C WRITE(*,*)MOICl,1>
C END DO
C
C
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CONVOLUTION(Z 1,T 1,NPTS 1,Z2,T2,NPTS2,ZZ,XX,NPTS3)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE MAKES CONVOLUTIONS
C
REAL*8 T 1( n.z 1( l),T2(1)
REAL *8 Z2( 1),ZZ( 1),XX( 1)
NPTS3 =2*NPTS 1+NPTS2
DELT = T1(2)-T1<l)
NSHIFT=NPTS 1
DO 300 J= l,NPTS3
ZZ(J) = 0.0
XX(J)=(J-NSHIFT)*DEL T+T 1(1 )+T2( 1)
DO 100 K= 1,NPTS2
KSH IFT =J-NSH IFT-K
IF (KSHIFT.GT.O.AND.KSHIFT.LE.NPTS 1) THEN
ZZ(J)=ZZ(J)+ Z2(K)*Z 1(KSHI FT)
ENDIF
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100 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Appendix B.
This program was used to perform the genera11zed Langev1n
random walk.
PROGRAM LANGEVIN
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATE <MUB(O)MUB(T», ROTTEMP(T),
C ROTATIONAL HISTOGRAM
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*4 TIMEA,XSIA
REAL*8 XKB,MOI<3,3),POSITION( 14,3),MASS( 14)
REAL*8 MUO(3,3),MU(3,3),STORAGE(3,3),OMEGA(3,3)
REAL*B CM(3),INERTIA(3),ROTTEMP(8000), VAR(BOOO,3),W(8000,3)
REAL *8 XMUB(8000,3),OMEGAO(3,3),S VAR(8000,3), WLAB(8000,3)
REAL *8 TEMP,A,B,C, TA,TB, TC, WMOST(3),ERRORARRAY(5000)
REAL*8 XMUB2(BOOO),ANI S(8000), WCORR(8000,4),AUX(8000),PI
REAL*B WCORRLAB(8000,4),PSI(3),ROTA(3,3),ROT ATION(3,3)
INTEGER NPTS,I,J,K,CHA VE,NATOMS,NPTST ,SEED
CHARACTER* 15 NOME
COMMON/DADO/TORQUE(8000),TIME(8000),NPTS,NUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1/XKB,TEMP,TAUE,A,B,C,XSI(BOOO,3),DELTAT,NUMBSUSC
XXCOUNT=O.ODO
TAUE= 1.0DO
PI =3. 141592654DOO
WRITE(*,*),CALCULATE ANGULAR MOMENTUM AUTOCORRELATION?'
READ(*,*)ICHAVEW
WRITE(*,*)ICHAVEW
WRITE(*,*)'ANISOTROPY AT TIME ZERO rr
READ(*,*)ANISTO
WRITE(*,*)ANISTO
WRITE(*,*)'AMPLITUDE OF <TORQUE(O)*TORQUE(O» ??? •
READ(*,*)WIDTH
WRITE(*,*)WIDTH
C
C XMUB STORES THE UNITARY VECTOR ALONG THE B AXIS OF THE
C MOLECULE,RESPECTIVELY(A-AXIS ALONG THE NITROGEN ATOM, B-AXIS
C PERPENDICULAR TO A AND IN THE PLANE OF THE AROMATIC RING
C XW STORES THE ANGULAR VELOCITY IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C MOl STORES THE MOMENT OF INERTIA IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C CM STORES THE CENTER OF MASS IN THE MOLECULAR FRAME(A,B,C)
C AUTOC( I) IS A AUX IL IARY ARRAY USED TO RETURN THE
C AUTOCORRELA T IONS
C VECTORIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS (ANGULAR VELOCITY) ARE PLACED IN
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1
~.
C THE AUTOC<I,J=A1B1C,TOTAU POSITIONS OF THE ARRAY.
C FOR SCALAR AUTOCORRELATIONS LIKE THE CALCULATION
C OF THE ANISOTROPY ONLY THE FIRST ROW OF THE ARRAY IS USED.
C MASS( I) STORES THE MASSES OF THE MOLECULES
C A,B,C ARE THE PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA IN AMU.ANGST.ANGST
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C THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (KB=0.831441 )IS GIVEN IN
C AMU.ANGST.ANGST/PS/PS/KElVIN SUCH THAT ONE ONLY NEED TO OBTAIN
C THE AVERAGE ANGULAR VELOCITY IN PS-l FROM THE XW( 1,AB AND C)
C WHICH
C IS EQUAL TO <WI(_O).WI(O»I=A,B,C .THE TEMPERATURE IS THEN CALCULATED
C AS
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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C CALCULATE ERRORARRAY . THIS ARRAY CONTAINS THE EXPONENTIALS OF
C THE ERROR GENERATED IN EACH STEP
C XNORM= 1.0DO/(2.0*PI )** 1.5
DO 1=1,5000
X=DFLOAT(I-l)1 100.000
ERRORARRAY( I )=DEXP( -X)
END DO
KBT 12=IA WAWA/2
TA= IA WAWA/KB
TB= ·IB WB.WB/KB
TC= IC WC.WC/KB
WHERE IA IS GI VEN IN AMU.ANGST.ANGST
WAWA=<WA(O).WA(O»=ZW( 1,1)
WB.WB=<WB(O).WB(O»=ZW( 1,2)
WC.WC=<WC(O).WC(O»=ZW( 1,3)
C
C THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (KB=0.831441 )1S GI VEN IN
C AMU.ANGST.ANGST IPS/PS/KELVIN
XKB=0.831441
C
C TEMPERATURE=300 KELVIN
TEMP=300.0DO
XKTEMP=300.0
C TRAJECTORY LENGTH (lOPS)
NTRAJ=5
C
C
C ANILINE MOLECULE HAS 14 ATOMS.
NATOMS=14
C READ IN THE OAT A REFFER ING TO THE A TOMS IN THE MOLECULE FRAME
C FROM DATA FI LE FULL 1.MDDAT A, SAME AS INPUT FOR THE PROGRAM
C SOSW.FOR (MARIO FERRARIO PROGRAM)
CALL READA TOMS(NA TOMS, POS IT ION,MASS)
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c
c
C CALCULATE MOMENT OF INERTIA TENSOR
CALL CALCULA TENSOR(MO I ,NA TOMS, POSIT ION,MASS)
c
C
C A=90.07DO
C B=194.5DO
C C=284.2DO
A=MOI(1,l )
B=MOI(2,2)
C=MOI(3,3)
C
INERTIA( 1)=MOI( 1,1 )/XKB
INERT IA(2)=MO I(2,2)/XKB
INERTIA(3)=MOI(3,3)/XKB
C
C
C A,B,C, IN UNITS OF KB
C
C
C
C
C READ TORQUE AUTOCORRELATION IN INTERVALS OF 1 FS (HOPEFFULY)
NOME ='TORQUE AUTOCORRELATION FILE'
CALL READFILE(NOME,70,NPTS,DELTAT,TORQUE)
WRITE(*,*)'TIME SPAN FOR SUSCEPTIBILITY CALCULATION'
READ( *, * )NUMBSUSC
WRI TE(*,*)NUMB5U5C
NUMBSUSC=NUMBSUSC/DELTAT
C
C
C
C NORMALIZE TORQUE AUTOCORRELATION GENERATED BY MD CALCULATION
BET=O.ODO
XX=TORQUE( 1)
DO 1=1,NPTS
TORQUE( I )=TORQUE( I )/XX*WI DTH
BET=BET+TORQUE(I)
END DO
BET=BET*DELTAT/XKB/TEMP
WRI TE(*,*)'I NTEGRAL OF BET A(T) (B 1,B2,B3)'
WRITE(*,*)BET I A,BET IB,BET IC,BET
C
C
NPTST=8000
DO 1=1,NPTST
TIMEO )=0-1 )*DEL TAT
END DO
C
C
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C
C
C DELTAT=10.0FS
C DEFINE ARRAY FOR THE ROTATIONAL SUSCEPTIBILITY
C XSI(T)=INVERSE LAPLACE ( 1/(S+BETA(S) )
C WHERE B(S)=LAPLACE (TORQUE AUTOCORRELATION)/(KB T 11)
C
C
C
C
C
C CALCULATE XSI(T)=INVERSE LAPLACE ( 1/(S+BETA(S»)
C WHERE B(S)=LAPLACE (TORQUE AUTOCORRELATION)/(KB T 11)
C
WRITE(*,*),DO YOU WANT TO CALCULATE KSI ???'
READ(*,*)ICHAVE
WRITE(*,*)ICHAVE
IF (I CHA VE.EQ. 1)THEN
CALL CALCULA TEKX I ()
ELSE
C
C
C READ SUSCEPTIBILITY (THE SUSCEPTIBILITY IS SAVED AS IT IS CREATED IN
C THE
C SUBROUTINE CALCULATEKXI)
C
C
C
NOME=' SUSCEPTIBILITY •
DO LLa1,3
CALL READFI LE(NOME,8000,NUMBER(LL),DEL TAT,AUX)
DO MM= 1 ,NUMBER(LL)
XSI(MM,LL)=AUX(MM)
END DO
END DO
NUMBSUSC=NUMBER( 1 )
END IF
C
C WE CONSIDER THAT IN THE CASE OF ISOPENTANE XSI(T) VANISHES IN 5 PS
C WHAT MEANS THAT ONE WOULD HA VE TO KEEP TRACK OF THE LAST 500
C STEPS
C IN A MONTE CARLO CALCULA T ION.
C THE TORQUE AUTOCORRELA T ION IS MEAN INGLESS AFTER 1.0 PS ( 100 STEPS)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C CALCULATE VAR lANCE
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WRITE(*,*),DO YOU WANT TO CALCULATE VARIANCE rrr
READ(*,*)ICHAVE
WRITE(*,*)ICHAVE
IF (I CHA VE.EO. 1)THEN
CALL CALCULATEVAR(XSI,TOROUE,NPTS,NUMBER,DEL TAT, VAR)
C
C
C
c SAVE VARI ANCE
C
C
C
DO LL=l,3
ICHAN=LL+9
OPEN (UNIT=ICHAN,STATUS='NEW')
DO MM= l,NUMBER(LL)
TIMEA=TIME(MM)
XSI A=VAR(MM,LL)
SVAR(MM,LL)=DSORT( VAR(MM,LL»
WRITE(ICHAN,*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
CLOSE(UNI T=I CHAN)
END DO
ELSE
C
C
C
C READ VAR lANCE
C
C
C
NOME=' VARIANCE'
DO LL= 1,3
CALL READFI LE(NOME,8000,NUMBER(LL),DEL TAT ,AUX)
DO MM= l,NUMBER(LL)
VAR(MM,LL)=AUX(MM)
SVAR(MM,LL)==DSORT(AUX(MM»
END DO
END DO
NUMBSUSC=NUMBER( 1)
END IF
C
C
C
C START MONTE CARLO TRAJECTORY
C
WRITE(*,*)'ST ART MONTE CARLO CALCULATION ???'
READ(*,*)lCHAVE
WRITE(*,*)ICHAVE
IF (I CHA VE.EO.0 )THEN
STOP
21 1
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ENDIF
COUNTT A=O.O
COUNTTB=O.O
COUNTTC=O.O
COUNTER= 1.0
MONT 1=0
C
WRITE(*,*)'VALUE OF THE SEED FOR THE RANDON NUMBER GENERATOR'
READ(*,*)SEED
WRITE(*,*)SEED
NTRAJ=NTRAJ/DELTAT
WRITE(*,*)'SHOULD I READ FORMER DATA??'
READ(*,*)ICHAVE
WRITE(*,*)ICHAVE
IF (I CHA VE.EO. 1)THEN
CALL READEVERYTHING(MONT l,SEED,WIDTH,RUNTA,RUNTB,
* RUNTC,COUNTER,ROTTEMP, W,XMUB,NTRAJ)
COUNTTA=COUNTER*RUNTA
COUNTTB=COUNTER*RUNTB
COUNTTC=COUNTER*RUNTC
END IF
WRITE(*,*),NUMBER OF SCANS TO BE CALCULATED ???'
READ( *, * )MONT2
WRITE(*,*)MONT2
C
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C MONTE CARLOMONTE CARLOMONTE CARLOMONTE CARLOMONTE
C CARLOMONTE CARLO
C MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO
C MONTE
C MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO MONTE CARLO
C
C
C
C
C
SET ORIENTATION OF TRANSITION DIPOLE VECTOR (ALONG B- AXIS)
AND INITIAL ANGULAR VELOCITY
W(NTRAJ,l )=DSORT(XKB*TEMP*A)
W(NTRAJ,2)=DSORT(XKB*TEMP*B)
W(NTRAJ,3)=DSQRT(XKB*TEMP*C)
C
C
AI = ( 1.0DO/C-l.0DO/B)*DEL TAT
BI = ( 1.0001 A-1.000/C)*OEL TAT
CI = ( 1.000/B-1.0001 A)*OEL TAT
C
FAC1-1.0
FAC2=1.0
FAC3=1.0
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C
C
DO MONT=MONT 1+ l,MONT2
C
C
C SET ORIENTATION OF TRANSITION 01POLE VECTOR (ALONG B- AXIS)
C ANO INITIAL ANGULAR VELOCITY
C
C
C
MUO( 1, 1)=0.000
MUO(2,l )=0.000
MUO(3,l )=0.000
MUO( 1,2)=0.000
MUO(2,2)== 1.000
MUO(3,2)=0.000
MUO( 1,3)=0.000
MUO(2,3)=0.000
MUO(3,3)= 1.000
C
XMUB( 1, 1)=0.0
XMUB( 1,2)= 1.0
XMUB( 1,3)=0.0
W( 1, 1)=W(NTRAJ, 1)
W( l,2)==W(NTRAJ,2)
W( 1,3)=W(NTRAJ,3)
WLAB( 1, 1)=W(NTRAJ, 1)
WLAB( 1,2)=W(NTRAJ,2)
WLAB( 1,3)=W(NTRAJ,3)
C
ROTATION(l,1)=1.000
ROTATI ON(2, 1)=0.000
ROTAT ION(3, 1)=0.000
ROTATION( 1,2)=0.000
ROTATION(2,2)== 1.000
ROTATION(3,2)=0.000
ROTATION( 1,3)=0.000
ROTAT ION(2, 3 )=0. 000
ROTATION(3,3)==1.000
DO 1-2,NTRAJ
IF( I.GT.NUMBSUSC)THEN
IENO=NUMBSUSC
ELSE
IENO=I-1
ENOIF
C
C CALCULATE THE MOST LIKELY J(T)
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WMOST(1)=W( 1,1 )*XSI(IEND, 1)1 AI
WMOST(2)=W( 1,2)*XSHIEND,2)/BI
WMOST(3)=W( 1,3)*XSI(IEND,3)/CI
c
c
c
c
DO L=l ,lEND
IND=I-L
WMOST(1)=WMOST(1)+XSI(L, 1)*W(IND,2)*W(IND,3)
ENDDO
WMOST(1)=WMOST(1)-XSI( 1,1 )*W(IEND,2)*W(IEND,3)/2.0
WMOST(1)=WMOST( 1)-XSI(IEND, 1)*W( 1,2)*W( 1,3)/2.0
WMOST(1)=WMOST( 1)*AI
c
DOL=l ,lEND
IND=I-L
WMOST(2)=WMOST(2)+XSI(L,2)*W(IND,1 )*WClND,3)
ENDDO
WMOST(2)=WMOST(2)-XSI( 1,2)*W<lEND, 1)*W(IEND,3)/2.0
WMOST(2)=WMOST(2)-XSI<IEND,2)*W( 1,1 )*W( 1,3)/2.0
WMOST(2)=WMOST(2)*BI
c
DO L=l ,lEND
IND=I-L
WMOST(3)=WMOST(3)+XSI (L,3)*W(1 ND,1)*W(I ND,2)
ENDDO
WMOST(3)=WMOST(3)-XSI( 1,3)*W(IEND, 1)*W<lEND,2)/2.0
WMOST(3)=WMOST(3)-XSI<lEND,3)*W( 1,1 )*W( 1,2)/2.0
WMOST(3)=WMOST(3)*CI
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
TEST=1.ODO
ERROR=O.ODO
DOWHILE (ERROR.LT.TEST)
C A---------CALCULATE DELTAJ WITHIN THE ACCEPTABLE J SPACE OF 5 STANDARD
C DEVIATIONS IN EACHAXIS.
DELTAA-(RAN(SEED)-O.5DO)*7.0
DELTAB-(RAN(SEED)-O.5DO)*7.0
DELTAC=(RAN(SEED)-O.5DO)*7.0
TEST=RAN(SEED)
C
C
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X=O.5*(DEL TAA*DEL TAA+DEL T AB*DEL T AB+DEL TAC*DEL TAC)
INDEX= 1OO.ODO*X+ 1
IF <lNDEX.L T.5000)THEN
ERROR=ERRORARRA Y( INDEX)
ELSE
ERROR=O.ODO
END IF
END DO
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C CALCULATE THE NEW CONFIGURATION
W(I,l )=WMOST( 1)+DELTAA*SVAR(IEND,l )*FACl
W(I,2)=WMOST(2)+OEL TAB*SVAR(IEND,2)*FAC2
W(I,3)=WMOST(3)+DEL TAC*SVAR(IEND,3)*FAC3
ROTA( 1,1 )=COSFI*COSTETA
ROTA(2,l )=-SINFI*COSTETA
ROTA(3,l )=SINTETA
C
C CALCULATE THE NEW POSTURE OF THE TRANSITION 01 POLE VECTOR
OMEGAO( 1, 1)-W( 1-1, 1)
OMEGAO(2,2)zW(I-1,2)
OMEGAO(3,3)=W(I-l,3)
C CALCULATE INFINITESIMAL ROTATION MATRIX
C
C
SINPSI=SIN(OMEGAO( 1,1 )*OEL TAT IA)
SINTETA=SIN(OMEGAO(2,2)*DELTAT IB)
SINFI=SIN(OMEGAO(3,3)*DELTAT IC)
COSPSI=DSORT( l-SINPSI*SINPSI)
COSTETA-DSORT( l-SINTETA*SINTETA)
COSFI=DSQRT( l-SINFI*SINFI)
C
ROTA( l,2)=COSFI*SINTETA*SINPSI+SINFI*COSPSI
ROTA(2,2)=-SINFI *SINTET A*SI NPSI +COSFI *COSPSI
ROTA(3,2)=-SINPSI*COSTETA
ROTA( 1,3)=-COSFI*SINTETA*COSPSI+SINFI*SINPSI
ROTA(2,3)=SINFI*SINTETA*COSPSI+COSFI*SINPSI
ROTA(3,3)=COSPSI*COSTETA
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C CALCULATE ROTATIONAL MATRIX
C
DO 11=1,3
DOJJ=l,3
STORAGE( II ,JJ)=O.O
DO KK=1,3
STORAGE( II ,JJ)=STORAGE<l1 ,JJ)+ROT A( II ,KK)*ROT ATION(KK,JJ)
END DO
END DO
END DO
DO 11=1,3
DO JJ= 1,3
ROTATION(II,JJ)=STORAGE<lI,JJ)
END DO
END DO
C CALCULATE MUB(T) IN THE LAB FRAME
XMUB<I, 1)=ROTATION(2, 1)
XMUB(I,2)=ROTATION(2,2)
XMUB(I,3)=ROTATION(2,3)
C CALCULATE ANGULAR MOMENTUN IN THE LAB FRAME
DO 11=1,3
DO JJ=1,3
OMEGA( II ,JJ)=O.ODO
DO KK=l,3
OMEGA(II,JJ)=OMEGA(II,JJ)+OMEGAO(II,KK)*ROTATION(KK,JJ)
END DO
END DO
END DO
DO 11-1,3
WLAB( I, II )=0.0
DO JJ=l,3
WLAB( I, II )=WLAB( I, II )+OMEGA(JJ, II)
END DO
END DO
C
C
C
C
C
C
C HISTOGRAM FOR ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE
C
C THE TEMPERATURE IS THEN CALCULATED AS
C TA= IA WA.WA/KB
C TB= IB WB.WB/KB
C TC= IC WC.WC/KB
C WHERE IA IS GIVEN IN AMU.ANGST.ANGST
C THE BOLTZMANN CONSTANT (KB=0.831441 ) IS GI VEN IN
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C AMU.ANGST.ANGST IPS/PS/KELVIN
C
C INERTIA IN UNITS OF KB
T A=OMEGAO( 1, 1)*OMEGAO( 1, 1)/XKBI A
TB=OMEGAO(2,2)*OMEGAO(2,2)/XKB/B
TC=OMEGAO(3,3)*OMEGAO(3,3)/XKB/C
XKTEMP=(T A+ TB+ TC)/3.0DO
C
C
C WRITE(*,*)XKTEMP,T A, TB,TC
C
C
C
C
C HISTOGRAM FOR ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE
IF «XKTEMP.LE.8000).AND.(XKTEMP.GE.l »THEN
KTEMP=(TA+TB+TC)/3
ROTTEMP(KTEMP)=ROTTEMP(KTEMP)+ 1
END IF
COUNTTA=COUNTTA+TA
COUNTTB=COUNTTB+TB
COUNTTC=COUNTTC+TC
COUNTER=COUNTER+ 1.0DO
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
C
C MONTE CARLO END DO
END DO
C
C WR ITE( *, * )COUNTT AI COUNTER,COUNTTBI COUNTER,COUNTTCI COUNTER
C CALCULATION OF THE ANISOTROPY
DO LX= I,NTRAJ
XXANI S=O.ODO
DO L1= 1,3
XXANI S=XMUB( l,L1 )*XMUB(LX,L1 )+XXANI S
END DO
XMUB2(LX)=XXANIS*XXANIS + XMUB2(LX)
END DO
XXCOUNT=XXCOUNT + 1.0DO
C
C CALCULATION OF THE W AUTOCORRELATION
IF (I CHAVEW.EQ. 1)THEN
DO LX= l,NTRAJ
DO LI= 1,3
WCORR(LX,LI )=W( I,Ll )*W(LX,L1 )+WCORR(LX,L1)
END DO
WCORR(LX,4)=WCORR(LX,1 )+WCORR(LX,2)+WCORR(LX,3)
END DO
END IF
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C CALCULATION OF THE WLAB AUTOCORRELATION
IF (I CHA VEW.EQ. 1)THEN
DO LX-l ,NTRAJ
DO LI= 1,3
WCORRLAB(LX,LI )=WLAB( 1,LI )*WLAB(LX,LI )+WCORRLAB(LX,LI)
END DO
WCORRLAB(LX,4 )=WCORRLAB( LX, 1)+WCORRLAB( LX,2)+ WCORRLAB(LX, 3)
END DO
END IF
C
C
C
WRITE(*,*)'END OF THE ',MONT,' SCAN'
RUNTA=COUNTTA/COUNTER
RUNTB-COUNTTB/COUNTER
RUNTC-COUNTTC/COUNTER
FAC1=FAC1*DSQRT(TEMP/RUNTA)
FAC2-FAC2*DSQRT(TEMP/RUNTB)
FAC3=FAC3*DSQRT(TEMP/RUNTC)
WRITE(*,*)'TA- ',RUNTA,' FAC1- ',FACl
WRITE(*,*)'TB- ',RUNTB,' FAC2- ',FAC2
WRITE(*,*)'TC= ',RUNTC,' FAC3= ',FAC3
WRITE(*,*)'T- ',(RUNTA+RUNTB+RUNTC)/3.0
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
END DO
CALL SAVEEVERYTHING(MONT,SEED,WIDTH,RUNTA,RUNTB,
*RUNTC,COUNTER,ROTTEMP, W,XMUB,NTRAJ)
C
C FINISH CALCULATING ANISOTROPY, WCORR AND ROT HIST
OPEN (UNIT-21,STATUS='NEW')
DO LX= 1,NTRAJ
AN IS(LX)= AN IST 0*( 1.5DO*XMUB2( LX )/XXCOUNT -0.500)
XSIA-ANIS(LX)
TIMEA=TIME(LX)
WRITE(21,*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=21 )
C
C SAVE WA
C
IF (ICHAVEW.EQ.l )THEN
AREAJA-O.ODO
OPEN (UNIT=22,STATU5='NEW')
DO LX=l,NTRAJ
XSIA=WCORRLAB(LX,l )
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AREAJA-AREAJA+XSIA
TIMEA=TIME(LX)
XSIA=XSIA/XXCOUNT
WRITE(22,*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
AREAJA=XKB*TEMPI A*AREAJA*DELTAT IWCORRLAB( 1,1)
CLOSE(UNIT=22)
END IF
C
C
C
C SAVE WB
C
IF (I CHA VEW.EO. 1)THEN
OPEN (UNIT=23,ST ATUS='NEW')
AREAJB=O.ODO
DO LX= l,NTRAJ
XSI A=WCORRLAB(LX,2)
AREAJB=AREAJB+XSIA
TIMEA=TIME(LX)
XSIA=XSIA/XXCOUNT
WRITE(23,*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
AREAJB=XKB*TEMP/B*AREAJB*DEL TAT IWCORRLAB( 1,2)
CLOSE(UNIT=23)
END IF
C
C
C SAVE WC
C
IF (I CHA VEW.EQ. 1)THEN
OPEN (UNIT=24,STATUS='NEW')
AREAJC=O.ODO
DO LX=1,NTRAJ
XSI A-WCORRLAB(LX,3)
AREAJC-AREAJC+XSIA
TIMEA=TIME(LX)
XSIA=XSIA/XXCOUNT
WRITE(24,*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
AREAJC=XKB*TEMP/C*AREAJC*DEL TAT IWCORRLAB( 1,3)
CLOSE(UNIT=24)
END IF
C
C
C SAVE ROTATIONAL DIFFUSION TIMES
OPEN(UNIT=26,ST ATUS='NEW')
WRITE(*,*)'DA= ',AREAJA
WRITE(*,*)'DB= ',AREAJB
WRITE(*,*),DC= ',AREAJC
WRITE(26,*)'DA= ',AREAJA
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WRITE(26,*)'DB= ',AREAJB
WRITE(26,*)'DC- ',AREAJC
AREAJ=AREAJA+AREAJB+AREAJC
WRITE(*,*)'DJ= ',AREAJ
WRITE(26,*)'DJ= ',AREAJ
CLOSE(UNIT=26)
C
C SA VE ROTTEMP
C
IF (MONT.GT. 1 )THEN
OPEN (UNITs:25,ST ATUS='NEW')
DO LX-l, 1 000
XSI A=ROTTEMP(LX)
TIMEA=LX
WRITE(25,*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=25)
END IF
STOP
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE CALCULATEKXIO
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*4 XSIA,TlMEA
COMMON/DADO/TORQUE(8000),TIME(8000),NPTS,NUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1 IXKB, TEMP, TAUE,A,B,C,XSI (8000,3),DEL TAT,NUMBSUSC
WRITE(*,*)'READ DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENTS (A 1 ,A2,A3)'
READ(*,*)A 1 ,A2,A3
WRITE(*,*)A 1 ,A2,A3
C
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE THE 1 SUSCEPTIBILITY??'
READ (*,*)ICHAVE
IF (I CHA VE.EO. 1 )THEN
LL"l
TAUE=A*A 1
CALL INVERTLAPLACE(LL)
WRITE(*,*)LL " SUSCEPTIBILITY CALCULATED'
CALL SAVESUSCEPT(LL)
END IF
C
WRITE(*,*),CALCULATE THE 2 SUSCEPTIBILITY??'
READ (*,*)ICHAVE
IF (I CHA VE.EO. 1)THEN
LL=2
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TAUE=B*A2
CALL INVERTLAPLACE(LL)
WRITE(*,*)LL " SUSCEPTIBILITY CALCULATED'
CALL SAVESUSCEPT(LL)
END IF
C
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE THE 3 SUSCEPTIBILITY 11'
READ (*,*)ICHAVE
IF(ICHA VE.EQ.1)THEN
LL=3
TAUE=C*A3
CALL INVERTLAPLACE(LL)
WRITE(*,*)LL " SUSCEPTIBILITY CALCULATED'
CALL SAVESUSCEPT(LL)
END IF
RETURN
END
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C
SUBROUTINE INVERTLAPLACE(LU
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 SXSI(8000),STIME(8000),NEWKSI,OLDKSI
COMMON/DADO/TORQUE(8000),TIME(8000),NPTS,NUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1IXKB,TEMP,TAUE,A,B,C,XSI(8000,3),DELTAT ,NUMBSUSC
EXTERNAL XXKSI,YYKSI
INTEGER N,IER,KMAX
XSI(1,LU=1.0
ALPHA=O.ODO
KMAX=5000
NSIG=4
N=NUMBSUSC-l
DO l=l,NUMBSUSC-l
STIME(I)=I*DELTAT
END DO
CALL FLINV(YYKSI,N,STIME,ALPHA,NSIG,KMAX,SXSI,IER)
DO I=2,NUMBSUSC
XSI(I,LL)=SXSICI-l)
END DO
NUMBER(LL)=NUMBSUSC
C
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUTINE COMPLETESUSCEPT(LL,IPRIMO,XXXSI)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H10-Z)
COMMON/DADO/TORQUE(8000)ITIME(8000)INPTSINUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1/XKB,TEMPITAUE,AIBICIXSI(800013)IDELTATINUMBSUSC
DO MM= 1,NUMBER(LL)
DIFF=( 1.0-XXXSI( 1»/DFLOAT(IPRIMO-1)
DO 1==1,IPRIMO
XSI (I ,3)==1.0-( 1-1 )*DIFF
END DO
DO 1=1PRIMO+ 1,NUMBER(LL)
XSI (I,3)==XXXSI (1-1 PRIMO+ 1)
END DO
END DO
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SUBROUT INE SA VESUSCEPT(LU
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H10-Z)
REAL*4 XSIA,TIMEA
COMMON/DADO/TORQUE(8000)ITIME(8000),NPTS1NUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1/XKB,TEMPITAUEIAIB,CIXSI(800013),DEL TAT,NUMBSUSC
ICHAN=LL+6
OPEN (UNIT=ICHAN1STATUS='NEW')
DO MM= 1INUMBER(LL)
TIMEA=TIME(MM)
XS IA=XSI (MM1LL)
WRITE(ICHAN1*)TIMEA,XSIA
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=ICHAN)
WRITE(*,*)LL1 I SUSCEPTIBILITY SAVED'
RETURN
END
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COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION XXKSI(S)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/DADO/TORQUE(8000),TIME(8000),NPTS,NUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1IXKB,TEMP,T AUE,A,B,C,XSIC8000,3),DEL TAT,NUMBSUSC
COMPLEX* 16 S,ONE,LAPLACE
ONE=( 1.000,0.000)
CA=TORQUE( 1)
CB=8.8DO
CC=8.064DO
XXKSI=CA/XKB/TEMP/DCMPLX(TAUE,O.ODO)
XXKSI"XXKSI *(ONE/(S+CB)-CC/(S+CB)/(S+CB»
XXKSI=ONE/(S+XXKSI)
RETURN
END
COMPLEX*16 FUNCTION YYKSI(S)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/DAOO/TORQUE(8000),TIME(8000),NPTS,NUMBER(3)
COMMON/DADO 1IXKB, TEMP,T AUE,A,B,C,XSI<8000,3),DEL T AT,NUMBSUSC
COMPLEX* 16 S,ONE,LAPLACE
ONE=( 1.0DO,O.ODO)
YYKSI=LAPLACE(S,TORQUE,DELT AT,NPTS)
YYKSI=ONE/(S+YYKSI/XKB/TEMP/DCMPLX(T AUE,O.ODO»
RETURN
END
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COMPLEX* 16 FUNCTION LAPLACE(S,BET A,DEL TAT,NPTS)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL *8 BET A(8000),T(8000),DEL TAT
INTEGER NPTS,I
COMPLEX* 16 S,EXPDC l,EXPDC,TWO
EXPDC 1= 1.000
EXPDC=CDEXP(-S*DCMPLX(DEL TAT,O.ODO»
TWO=(2.0DO,O.ODO)
LAPLACE= -DCMPLX(BET A( 1),O.ODO)*EXPDC 1ITWO
DO 1 10 1- l,N PTS
LAPLACE=LAPLACE + DCMPLX(BETA(I),O.ODO) * EXPDCl
110 EXPDC1=EXPDC1*EXPDC
LAPLACE- LAPLACE-DCMPLX(BET A(NPTS),O.ODO)*EXPDC 1ITWO/EXPDC
LAPLACE=LAPLACE*DCMPLX(DEL TAT,O.ODO)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CALCULATECM(CM,POSITION,MASS,NATOMS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINECALCULATES THE CENTEROFMASS OF THE
C MOLECULE.
C
REAL*8 MASS( 14),POSITION( 14,3),CM(3)
INTEGER I,J,K
DO 1-1,3
CM(I)=0.000
DOJ= l,NATOMS
CM(I )=CM(I)+MASS(J)*POSITION(J,I)
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 TORQUE(8000),TIME,OLDTIME,DEL TAT
CHARACTER* 15 NOME
CHARACTER*50 NOME1
INTEGERNPTSIN,NPTSOUT,I
TYPE *,'NAME OF THE ',NOME,' FILE TO BE READ ?'
READ(5,900)NOME 1
WRITE{*,*)NOME 1
900 FORMAT(A)
OPEN(UNIT=7,STATUS='OLD',NAME=NOME 1)
DO l=l,NPTSIN
READ (7,*,ERR=200)TIME, TORQUE{I)
IF (I.EQ.1 )THEN
OLDTIME=TIME
SUBROUTINE READFILE{NOME,NPTSIN,NPTSOUT,DELTAT,TORQUE)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINEREADS IN THE TORQUEAUTOCORRELATION
C
C
C
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END IF
IF (I.EO.2)THEN
DELTAT=TIME-OLDTIME
END IF
END DO
200 NPTSOUT-I-l
CLOSE (UNIT=7)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTI NE READATOMS(NATOMS,POS,MASS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READ IN THE MASS AND POSITIONS OF THE ATOMS
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 pose 14,3),MASS( 14),MUA(3),MUB(3),MUC(3),XNOR
REAL*8 AUXVECT 1(3),AUXVECT2(3)
INTEGER NATOMS,I,J,N,CHAVE
CHARACTER* 15 NOME
CHARACTER*30 NOME 1
CHARACTER* 10 XLI NE
901 FORMA T( lOA)
N=17
OPEN (UNIT=7,STATUS-'OLD',NAME·'FULL 1.MDDATA')
DO 1=1 ,N
READ (7,901) XLI NE
END DO
DO J-l ,NATOMS
READ (7,*)POS(J, 1),POS(J,2),POS(J,3),MASS(J)
END DO
CLOSE (UNIT=7)
WRITE(*,*)'CALCULATE MOMENT OF INERTIA IN THE MUA,MUB,MUC FRAME??'
READ( *, * )CHA VE
WRITE(*,*)CHAVE
IF (CHAVE.EO. 1) THEN
MUA( 1)=(POS(2, 1)+ POS(3, 1»/2-POS( 1, 1)
MUA(2)=(POS(2,2)+POS(3,2»/2-POS( 1,2)
MUA(3)=(POS(2,3)+POS(3,3»/2-POS( 1,3)
CALL NORMVECT(MUA,XNOR)
MUB( 1)=POS(2, 1)-POS(3, 1)
MUB(2)=POS(2,2)-POS(3,2)
MUB(3)-POS(2,3)-POS(3,3)
CALL NORMVECT(MUB,XNOR)
CALL XMUL TVECT(MUA,MUB,MUC)
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DO l-l,NATOMS
DO J-l,3
AUXVECT 1(J)=POS(I,J)
END DO
CALL DECOMPVECT(AUXVECT l,MUA,MUB,MUC,AUXVECT2)
DO J=1,3
pose I,J)=AUXVECT2(J)
END DO
END DO
END IF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE XMULTVECT(A,B,C)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CROSS-PRODUCT A AND B
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL *8 A(3),B(3),C(3)
C(1)=A(2)*B(3)-A(3)*B(2)
C(2)=A(3)*B(1)-A(1)*B(3)
C(3)=A(1)*B(2)-A(2)*B(1)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SMULTVECT(A,B,CC)
C
C TH IS SUBROUT INE MAKES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A AND B
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 A(3),B(3),CC
CC-A( 1)*B(1)+A(2)*B(2)+A(3)*B(3)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DECOMPVECT(Z,A,B,C,ZRET)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PROJECTS A VECTOR INA NEW BASIS SPAN BY A,B,AND C
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 Z(3),A(3),B(3),C(3),ZRET(3),CC
CALL SMULTVECT(Z,A,CC)
ZRET(1)=CC
CALL SMULTVECT(Z,B,CC)
ZRET(2)=CC
CALL SMULTVECT(Z,C,CC)
ZRET(3)-CC
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE NEXTMUB(MUBO,MUB,DELTAT,OMEGA)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE NEXT POSITIONOF THE VECTOR ANGLEO
C INA ROTATING FRAME (ANGULAR VELOCITY - OMEGA)
C
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 MUBO(3),MUB(3),DELTAT,OMEGA(3)
MUB( 1)=MUBO(1)-(OMEGA(3)*MUBO(2)-OMEGA(2)*MUBO(3»*DELTAT
MUB(2)=MUBO(2)-(OMEGA(1)*MUBO(3)-OMEGA(3)*MUBO(1»*DELTAT
MUB(3)=MUBO(3)-(OMEGA(2)*MUBO(1)-OMEGA(1)*MUBO(2»*DELTAT
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE NORMVECT(A,NOR)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE NORMALIZES THE VECTOR A
C
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IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 ACn,NOR
NOR=DSQRT(A( 1)*A(1)+A(2)*A(2)+A(3)*A(3»
A( 1)=A(1)/NOR
A(2)=A(2)/NOR
A(3)=A(3)/NOR
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE WRITEFILE(NOME,T,X,NPTS 1,N)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE RESULTS OF THE AUTOCORRELATIONS
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*4 TA,TB
REAL*8 T(8000),X(8000,3)
CHARACTER* 1 TAB
CHARACTER*40 NOME
INTEGER NPTS 1,ICHANN,N
TAB=CHAR(9)
ICHANN=7
OPEN (UNIT=ICHANN,NAME=NOME, ST ATUS='NEW')
DO l=l,NPTSl
TA-T(I)
TB= X(I,N)
WRITE (ICHANN,960)TA,TAB,TB
END DO
960 FORMAT(E 12.4,A1,E12.4)
CLOSE (UNIT=ICHANN)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTI NE CALCULATENSOR(MOI,NATOMS,POS,MASS)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MOMENT OF INERTIA TENSOR
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
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c
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c
c
c
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REAL*8 MOI(3,3),MASS( 14),POS( 14,3),DIST
INTEGER NATOMS,I,J,K
DO 1-1,3
DOJ=l,3
MOI<I,J)=O.ODO
DO K-1,NATOMS
IF (I,EQ.J) THEN
DI ST-POS(K, 1)*POS(K, 1)+ POS(K,2)*POS(K,2)+ POS(K,3)*POS(K,3)
DI ST=DIST -POS(K,I )*POS(K, I)
ELSE
DI ST--POS(K, I )*POS(K,J)
END IF
MOl O,J)""MOI <I,J)+MASS(K)*DI ST
END DO
END DO
END DO
ANGST-1.0D-10
PI-3.141592654DOO
AMU"" 1.6605655D-27
AYOG=6.022045D+23
HPLANCK=6.626176D-34
CLI GHT=2.99792458D+ 1 0
WRITE MOMENT OF INERTIAL TENSOR
CALL WR ITETENSOR(7,MO I ,NATOMS)
DO 1-1,3
MOI<I,I )=(HPLANCK/81 PI IPI I AMUI ANGST I ANGST)/CLIGHT IMOI (I, I)
WRITE(*,*)MOI(I,I)
END DO
---'"
RETURN
END
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INTEGER FUNCTION INDEXA(NTRAJ,I)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
INTEGER I
IF( I,L T. 1)THEN
INDEXA =NTRAJ+ I
END IF
IF (I,GT.NTRAJ)THEN
INDEXA=I-NTRAJ
END IF
IF «I.GE. 1).AND.<I.LE.NTRAJ»THEN
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INDEXA=I
END IF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTI NE READEVERYTHI NG(MONT ,SEED,WIDTH,RUNTA,RUNTB,
*RUNTC,COUNTER,ROTTEMP, W,XMUB,NTRAJ)
IMPLICITDOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*B WIDTH,W(BOOO,3),XMUB(BOOO,3),ROTTEMP(BOOO)
REAL*B RUNT A,RUNTB,RUNTC,COUNTER
INTEGER I,MONT,SEED
OPEN (UNIT=20,STATUS='OLD')
READ(20,*)
READ(20,*)SEED
READ(20,*)
READ(20,*)WIDTH,MONT '-.__
READ(20,*)COUNTER
READ(20,*)RUNTA
READ(20,*)RUNTB
READ(20,*)RUNTC
READ(20,*)
READ(20,*)
DO K-l,1000
READ(20,*)ROTTEMP(K)
END DO
READ(20,*)
DO K=l,NTRAJ
READ(20,*)W(K,1),W(K,2),W(K,3)
END DO
READ(20,*)
DO K-l,NTRAJ
READ(20,*)XMUB(K,1),XMUB(K,2),XMUB(K,3)
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=20)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTI NE SAVEEVERYTHI NG(MONT,SEED, WI DTH,RUNT A,RUNTB,
* RUNTC,COUNTER,ROTTEMP, W,XMUB,NTRAJ)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL *B WIDTH, W(8000,3),XMUB(BOOO,3),ROTTEMP(8000)
REAL *8 RUNT A,RUNTB,RUNTC,COUNTER
INTEGER I,MONT ,SEED
OPEN (UNIT=20,ST ATUS='NEW')
WRITE(20,*),SEED FOR THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR'
WRITE(20,*)SEED
WRITE(20,*)'RUN NUMBER= <TOROUE(O)*TOROUE(O»-'
WRITE(20,*)WIDTH,MONT
WRITE(20,*)COUNTER
WRITE(20,*)RUNT A
WRITE(20,*)RUNTB
WRITE(20,*)RUNTC
WRITE(20,*)'T=',(RUNT A+RUNTB+RUNTC)/3.0DO
WRITE(20,*),ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURE HISTOGRAM'
DO K=l,1000
WRITE(20,*)ROTTEMP(K)
END DO
WRITE(20,*)'ANGULAR VELOCITY •
DO K=l,NTRAJ
WRITE(20,*)W(K,l ),W(K,2),W(K,3)
END DO
WRITE(20,*)'B-AXIS •
DO K= l,NTRAJ
WRITE(20,*)XMUB(K,l ),XMUB(K,2),XMUB(K,3)
END DO
CLOSE(UNIT=20)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CALCULATEVAR(XSI,TOROUE,NPTS,NUMBER,DELTAT, VAR)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
REAL*B TOROUE(8000),XSI (8000,3), VAR(8000,3),DEL TAT
INTEGER NPTS,NUMBER(3),I,J,K,L,IFI NAL
DO L= 1,3
C
C
C
C
VAR( l,L)=O.ODO
DO K=2,NUMBER(L)
C
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IF (KL T.NPTS)THEN
IFINAL=K
ELSE
IFINAL=NPTS
ENDIF
c
AREA=O.ODO
DO 1=l,IFINAL-l
INDEX=IABS(K-I)+ 1
AREA=AREA+XSI( INDEX,L)*TORQUE( I)
ENDDO
AREA=AREA-TORQUE( 1 )*XSI(K,L)/2.0DO
AREA=AREA-TORQUE(IFINAL)*XSI(INDEX,L)/2.0DO
VAR(K,L)=VAR(K-l,L)+2.0DO*XSI(K,U*AREA*DEL TAT*DEL TAT
VAR(K,L)-VAR(K,L)+XSI (K,L)*XSI<K,L)*TORQUE( 1 )*DEL TAT*DEL TAT
ENDDO
c
c
c
c
c
c
ENDDO
RETURN
END
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CCCCCCCCCCCC
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